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FOREWORD 

The Swedish micro-to-macro simulation model, MOSES, has been 

developed over more than a decade. It has now been transferred from a 

mainframe computer into a personal computer. 

This manual of Erol Taymaz documents the PC version of the 

MOSES model. It consists of three sections: manual, initialization, and 

calibration. Several improvements of the model specification have been 

entered. For instance the credit market module has been significantly 

revised. The calibration program is entirely new. It builds on a novel 

application of an old idea and has finally made possible systematic 

"estimation" of parameters in the complex model structure. Appendices 

contain the APL code written for the PC version. 

The model and a synthetic database can now be made available for 

researchers, firms, and teachers. 

Stockholm in May 1991 

Gunnar Eliasson 
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INTRODUCI10N 

MOSESPC is the PC version of MOSES (Model Of the Swedish Economic 

System) which is a micro-to-macro, firm-based, econometric model of the 

Swedish economy. It has been transferred from the DEC-lO mainfrarne 

version of MOSES 7.3 in November 1989. The whole model is written in the 

programming language APL. The mode! with all current datasets requires 

less than 3 MByte memory. The current version of the mode! is 

implemented by using a Dyalog-APL interpreter with SCO Xenix 

Operating System V in a Toshiba T5200j100 portable PC (80386-20 

microprocessor). A one-year simulation takes about 1.5-2.0 minutes 

depending on the experiment. 

This manual describes how to nm, initialize, and calibrate the 

model.(·) It is intended for users who have little or no familiarity with the 

model. Anyone following the instroctions in Section 1.2 can start up and 

ron the model without knowing what it is all about. At this level, it is also 

possible to make various experiments by changing the model parameters. 

However, to be able to carry out experiments based on changes in the 

mode! (e.g., changes in the behavioral equations, etc.), one needs a rather 

deep understanding of the model and the APL code which requires a 

considerable effort on the part of the user. 

The mode! consists of two parts, the simulation model itself and the 

initialization procedure. There are micro and macro databases for two 

years, i.e., starting points for the simulation, namely, 1976 and 1982. The 

initialization procedures take as input micro and macro databases and 

converts them into a form that fits the simulation model. Thus, there are 

two basic initial datasets with various versions for 1976 and 1982. The 

simulation commences the first quarter of 1977 or 1983 depending on the 

choice of the initial year. Since the 1976 and 1982 datasets contain 

0) Complete model code written in APL is published in MOSES Code (Albrecht et 
aJ. 1989: 247-354). Those functioDS written for the PC version are printed in Appendices. 
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confidential firrn data collected in the Planning Surveys of IUI and the 

Federation of Swedish Industries, a synthetic dataset for 1990 was 

prepared for outside use (see Section 3.3). 

This manual does not describe the initialization procedure in detail. 

For complementary detail and explanation see MOSES Handbook 

(Bergholm, 1989) and MOSES Code (Albrecht et al. 1989). Note that the 

first part of MOSES Handbook on "How to Run the MOSES Model" is 

superseded by this manual for the PC version of the model. Each section 

of this manual is a self-contained unit. The user does not have to read 

previous sections in order to understand the material in any particular 

section. 

This manual uses the following notationaI conventions. 

• Commands that you enter are printed in boldface type. 

• Variables that you define are printed in italics. 

• Options are shown within [square brackets]. You may not enter 

those options. 

• Keys to be pressed are printed in SMALL CAPS. For example, the 

Return key is represented by RETURN. 

• Key combinations are printed in boldface and are hyphenated. 

When you see a key combination, such as Ctrl-d, you are 

supposed to hold down the first key (CONTROL) and press 

the second key (d). 

• System prompts are printed in courier characters. 



SECTlON 1 

MOSESPC MANUAL 
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1.1 PILE SYSTEM 

The MOSESPC model consists of the following files (or, workspaces, as 

named in the APL programming language). 

moses 

MOSES.PC 

MOSES.CALffi 

MOSES.FUNEXP 

MOSES.GRAPH 

MOSES.HELP 

MOSES.lNIT 

DATA 

FUNCTI 

ISTART 

MSTART 

MAlli 

: The initial interactive part of the model. 

: The main part of the model that contains the 

model functions. 

: File that contains functions used for 

calibration and policy experiments. 

: File prepared for experiment-specific 

functions. 

: File for graphics functions (charts, bar 

charts, etc.). 

: File that contains various useful functions to 

analyze the model, etc. 

: The main initialization file. 

: A data file that contains various real 

macroeconornic data. Also used by the 

calibration program. 

: File that contains some functions used by the 

MOSES.INIT workspace. 

: File that contains initialization modification 

functions. Each function in this file is named 

ISTART.tr where Xl is the modification number. 

: File for model modification functions. Bach 

function in this file is named MSTART.tr where 

Xl is the modification (experiment) number. 

: Macro-dataset for year Xl. It is used by the 

MOSES.INIT workspace. There are currently 

two macro-datasets: one for 1976, the other 

for 1982. 



MIlli 

MICRO.DBASE 

PRT 

VLISTS 

R1990.10 

R1990.1O.SERIE 

R1982. xr 

R1976.5 
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: Micro-dataset for year xr. It isused by the 

MOSES.INIT workspace. There are currently 

two micro-datasets: one for 1976, the otherfor 

1982. 

: A data file that contains the results of all 

planning surveys of establishments (firrns or 

divisions) used in the model. This file is to be 

updated for every year. 

: The APL workspace that contains printing 

functions. (It is supplied by the Dyalog-APL 

interpreter. ) 

: A file that contains variables names to he 

saved at the end of the initialization 

procedure. It is used by the MOSES.INIT 

workspace. 

: The "synthetic" dataset for 1990. This dataset 

is created by simulating the model version 2.0 

for 8 years by using the dataset R1982.91, and 

the modification function MSTART900. 

: A file that contains various simulated time

series macro-data for 1983-1989. These data 

were obtained by simulation to generate the 

R1990.1O dataset. 

: The 1982 dataset. xr denotes the dataset 

version numher. There are currently six 

versions for this dataset, namely, 89, 91, 92, 

93, 94, and 98 where the second one is the 

default version. 

: The 1976 dataset. There is only one version 

for this set. 

: Default name of output files. xr, Y.m'.Y.Y and 
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zz denote the modification version, the initial 

dataset version, and the time period of the 

experiment. For example, the results of a 10 

year experiment simulated by using MSTART19 

(model) modification function and R1982.89 

dataset will be M19.R1982.89.10. Note that, by 

appropriate changes, this file can be used as 

an initial dataset for further experiments. 

R1976.5, R1982xx, MIc76, MIc82 and MICRO.DBASE workspaces 

contain confidential firm data. Because of the disclosure rules, the access 

to those workspaces is restricted to authorized users. 
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1.2 A QUICK START 

The MOSESPC model can be used in two ways. First, the model can be 

instalied in your computer. In this case, you need a pe with 80386 

microprocessor, seo Xenix Operating System V, Dyalog-APL interpreter, 

and the model itself. (The mode! can be used with other APL interpreters 

and operating systems, but it may take time to transfer the model 

workspaces from this system to another.) The complete mode! comes with 

the moses, MOSES.PC, MOSES.CALIB, MOSES.FUNEXP, MOSES.GRAPH, 

MOSES.HELP, MOSES.lNIT, DATA, FUNCTI, ISTART, MSTART, PRT, 

Rl990.l0, Rl990.l0.SERIE, and VLISTS workspaces. (*) Second, the pe in IUI 

can be accessed by, for example, using modems by another computer 

which is operating with the Xenix operating system. 

Now, we assume that you use the Toshiba pe at the IVI, and you 

have a valid user account. When the pe is tumed on, the following 

message is shown af ter the memory test. 

XENIX System V 
Boot 

Press RETURN to continue (here, if you type DOS RETURN, you will 

log in into DOS operating system). Af ter some messages about the pe's 

configuration, you are asked to type Ctrl-D to proceed with normal 

startup.(") Type Ctrl-D, and enter time, your user name, and the 

password when you are asked to do so. Finally, a welcome message is 

shown and you will be in your home directory. Files in this directory can 

*) For the installation of MOSESPC see Appendix D. 

**) Instead, you may get the following message if the system is not shutdown properly 
by the "shutdown" command before you tum it on. 

The systellI was not shut down properly, and the root fHe 
system should be cleaned. 
Proceed with cleaning (y/n)? 

Type y RE11JRN and wait a few seconds for cleaning the root me system. 
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be listed by the "list" command by typing 

/I l RETURN 

where /I is the Xenix prompt ($ or % may also appear. Note that 

the upper- and lowercase letters are considered to be different in the 

Xenix operating system.) 

Type 

/I pwd RETURN 

to see name of the rurrent directory. If you are not in the /moses 

directory, type 

/I cd /moses RETURN 

to change it. 

When you are in the /moses directory, type the following to ron the 

modet 

/I apl moses RETURN 

The MOSESPC lago is shown 4 seconds and then the following 

menu appears on the screen: 

Experi ment N_ 

Initial Year 

ShlLllation Period 

Start Entry in 

: 1990 v.10 

20 

: 19114 

Average Nunber of New F i MIlS: 2 

Modification Version O 

Model Version 2.0 

Modify Par_ters (y/n)? n 

STAIT SIIIJlATlCII 

EXIT TO IIEIIX 

Use <TAB> key to IIIOve the cursor. press <F1> key to choose any option 
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The cursor can be moved by pressing TAB (downward)or Shift-TAB 

(upward) keys. Mter changing default values on the menu as desired, the 

simulation is started by pressing Fl key when the cursor (the highlighted 

rectangular) is on 'START SIMUlATION'. 

"Experiment Name" defines the workspace name. If you do not 

enter any name here, the default name as defined in Section 1.1 is used. 

"Initial Year" denotes the starting point of the simulation 

experiment, i.e., the initial dataset year. The simulation commences the 

first quarter af ter the "initial year". Since there are only three datasets, this 

variable should be either 1976, 1982 or 1990. Only the 1990 dataset which 

is semi-synthetic (see Section 3.4) is available for externaI use. 

The next variable on this line shows the version of data year. For 

the time being, there is only one version of the 1976 dataset (version 5), 

six versions of the 1982 dataset (versions 89, 91, 92, 93 ,94, and 98), and 

one version of the 1990 dataset (version 10). 

"Simulation Period" is the number of years that the simulation will 

proceed. Note that although the MOSESPC model is actually a quarterly 

model, the simulation period should be specified in years. 

"Average Number of New Firms" specifies the entry feature of 

MOSES (the AMAXENT variable in the START.ENT2 function). It is equal 

to the maximum number of new firms in each industry in each year when 

the average industry profitability is equal to unity. The number of new 

firms is a probabilistic linear function of average industry profitability.(") 

If you do not want to use the firm entry option, enter zero for this 

variable. 

"Modification Version" determines which MSTART function will be 

used to modify the mode l. In the MOSES model, each experiment is carried 

out by making changes in the original model (changes in the behavioral 

*) Ni,I = ran(AMAXENT* A VEPROFi,I_l) where N is the number of new firms, and 
AVEPROF is equal to average industry profitability, and subscript i and t denote industry 
and time (year), respectively. ran(x) draws randomly an integer number from {O, 1, ... , 
int(AMAXENT·A VEPROFJ}. 
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equations, variables, etc.) by using one of the modification functions in the 

MSTART workspace. This allows you to keep the model in its original form. 

The MSTART.tt functions where all changes connected with the specific 

experiment are defined modify the original model at the beginning of the 

simulation. If you want to make experiments with the original model, enter 

zero for this variable. 

"Model Version" specifies the model version to be used for the 

experiment. As of May 1991, there are three versions of the MOSESPC 

model: 1.0, 1.1, and (the default) 2.0. (For details, see Section 1.8.) 

"Modify Parameters (yln)?" question allows the user to change 

model parameters just before the experiment. Note that the parameters 

can also be changed by the initialization procedure and by the 

modification function (see Sections 1.4 and 2.2). The values entered by 

using this option has the highest priority (Le., it supersedes the values 

specified in the modification function), and it may be convenient to use 

this option when various experiments are done only for different 

parameter values. 

Pressing Fl key when the cursor is on the "Exit to Xenix" allows the 

user to exit form the model. To continue to use the model, the user should 

start by typing "apl moses" at the Xenix prompt. 

When the user's answer is "y" for "Modify Parameters (y In)?", a 

modification menu appears af ter some messages about loading the model, 

database, etc. This menu looks like as follows. 

The cursor can be moved by pressing "cursor" keys. Note that all 

parameter names and values are not shown in the window. Therefore, the 

user can scroll the data using CURSOR RIGHT and CURSOR DOWN keys. 

The data in both fields (name and variable fields) scroll accordingly. Af ter 

having changed the parameter values, press Fl key to resume simulation 

with modified parameter values. FlO key keeps the parameter values 

unchanged and start the simulation. 

In a normal simulation, some messages about date, the mode1 
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version, etc., are shown on the screen right before the beginning of the 

simulation. Then, the simulation is started. 

PARAMETERS 

ALFABW 
BETABW 
CHRFUNOl 
CHRFUN02 
El 
E2 
ELINV 
ENTRY SPECS 
FIP 

<Fl> to save changes, 

0.028125 
0.8 
0.015 
0.015 
0.1 
0.0 
3 
0.5 0.05 0.05 
0.076923 

<FlO> to exit 

During simulation, the chart helow is shown on the screen. On this 

chart, the numhers at the top-Ieft and bottom-Ieft corners denote the 

maximum and minimum values of the output, i.e., of the chart. The first 

line under the chart shows the model version, the active workspace name, 

and the period of simulation, respectively. The last two lines show the finn 

codes that exit from or enter to the manufacturing industries. The first 

numher of a finn code denotes the sector where 1 is the raw materials 

sector, 2 intennediate goods, 3 investment goods and consumer durables, 

and 4 the consumption goods sector. 

50000------ Manufacturing Output -------, 

• • 
~900~----------------~ 
NOSES-PC 2.0 WSIO: EXPERIMENTl YEAR: 83 QUARTER: 2 
EXIT: 4.20 
ENTRY: 
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When the simulation is completed, a message is printed on the 

screen. The results of the experiment can be printed on the screen and be 

saved in a text file that can be accessed by Xenix and DOS operating 

systems, and any other DOS-based program (WordPerfect, Lotus-123, 

etcf). 

SPRINT, PPRINT, and FPRINT functions send the output tables to the 

screen, printer, and afile, respectively. (These functions and other APL 

commands can be used at the end of the simulation when the system is in 

the APL's immediate execution mode. In this mode, the cursor stays at the 

eighth column from the left.) For example, to show all standard tables on 

the screen whose names are stored in the ALLREPORTS variable, type 

SPRINT ALLREPORTS RETURN 

When the PPRINT function is used, you are asked to type the 

printer's name. If the printer connected to the computer is an HP LaserJet 

printer, type HPLJ. 

To print or to create a file of all tables, type, respectively, 

PPRINT ALLREPORTS RETURN 

FPRINT ALLREPORTS RETURN 

If you want to print only one table at a time, type 

PPRINT 'tablename' RETURN 

Note that the table name should be within single quotation marks. 

The names of standard output tables are stored in the variable 

ALLREPORTS. To see those names, type 

ALLREPORTSRETURN 

The graphics functions can be accessed by copying the 

MOSES.GRAPH workspace into the active workspace. To do this, first, type 

*) To copy a text (ASCII) me from a XENIX directory to a DOS directory on the bard 
disk, use the following XENIX command. 

/I doscp /XENlXpaIhname/fiIe.1IIlntI! /dev/hdOd:./DOSpathname/fiIenome REIlJRN 

Note that /dev/hdOd: denotes the (flrst) hard disk. Notice also that normal slash 
("f") is used to specify DOS path names instead of back-slash ("'") as normally used by 
DOS. 
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)COPY MOSES.GRAPH RETURN 

Af ter copying the MOSES.GRAPH workspace, the PLOT, CHART, 

BARCHART, and PIECHART functions can be used. For example, to use the 

PIECHART function, simply type 

PIECHART RETURN 

When the graphics functions are invoked, a full-screen input menu 

which is self-explanatory appears. On-line help is also available for these 

functions. 

The whole output workspace can be saved by the APL command 

)SAVE RETURN 

Before saving the active workspace, its name can be changed as 

follows. 

[]WSID +- workspacename RETURN 

where [] is the APL character entered by Shift-L when the keyboard is in 

the APL mode. (The Dyalog APL character set contains both the APL and 

ASen characters, and uses the keys Ctrl-N and Ctrl-O to switch between 

these sets, respectively.) 

This workspace can also be used, af ter appropriate changes, as an 

initial dataset for further experiment. 

Finally, typing 

)OFF RETURN 

allows the user to exit to the operating system. 
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1.3 BASIC APL FUNCTIONS 

A basic knowledge of the APL language is essential for designing and 

running simulation experiments on the MOSES model. Hence, some APL 

functionsjcommands are summarized in this section. 

The place in the computer where the work is done is called 

workspace in the APL language. An APL workspace consists mainly of 

functions and variables. The user enters functions and variables in the 

workspace and can save them for future usage. The files mentioned in 

Section 1.1 are those APL workspaces that form the MOSESPC model. 

APL system commands provide services or information assoclated 

with the workspace and the externaI environment. All system commands 

begin with the symbol ")", known as a right parenthesis. (Note that when 

the keyboard is in APL mode, ")" is entered by typing "Shift-".) System 

commands may be entered from the immediate execution mode. In this 

mode, the blinking cursor stays at the eighth column from the left on the 

screen. In other words, the user can enter those commands only when the 

simulation is completed or has stopped for any reason. 

Some useful system commands are as follows. 

)FNS displays the names of globally defined functions in 

the active (current) workspace. 

)VARS displays the names of globally defined variables in 

the active workspace. 

)SA VE saves the active workspace (in a file). 

)COPY workspacename [names] brings all or selected global 

objects from the workspace stored previously. If the 

list of [names] is excluded, all defined objects 

(functions and variables) are copied. Existing global 

objects in the active workspace with the same name 

as a copied object are replaced. 

)OFF terminates the APL section, returning to the Xenix 
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shell command level with the standard prompt 

(normally #, $ or %). 

)SI displays the contents of the state indicator in the 

active workspace. The state indicator identifies those 

operations which are suspended or pendent for each 

suspension. The list consists of a line for each 

suspended or pendent operation, beginning with the 

most recently suspended function. This command is 

very useful to locate errors when the simulation is 

unexpectedly halted. 

)RESET 

[]WSID 

cancels all suspensions recorded in the state 

indicator. 

is a system variable that contains the identification 

name of the active workspace. If a new name is 

assigned, that name becomes the identification name 

of the active workspace, provided that it is named 

according to Xenix (UNIX) filename conventions. For 

example, typing 

[)WSID RETURN 

will return the active workspace name. If the user 

types 

[)WSID ... 'EXPERIMENT_1' RETURN 

a new workspace name, EXPERIMENT_l, will be 

assigned. 

The environmental parameters of the APL are defined in the script 

/usr/bin/apl. Currently, the maximum workspace size is restricted to 6 

MByte. An HP plotter (PWTIER) and an HP laser printer (PRINTER) 

connected to the first paraliei port are defined in this script file. If you 

wish to change any parameter, you must edit the script /usr/bin/apl. Note 

that this requires super-user privilege. (You may override the system-wide 

parameters by defining your own environmental parameter before invoking 
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APL See Dyalog APL User Guide for details). 
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1.4 PREPARING AN EXPERIMENT 

In the MOSESPC model, each experiment is carrled out by means of 

modifications in the original model (changes in the behavioral equations, 

variables, etc.) using the functions in the MSTART workspace only. This 

allows the user to keep the model in its original form. Therefore, the user 

should know about the model, the APL interpreter, and APL's full-screen 

editor, "VIA". 

A modification function, MSTARnx, can have six types of 

modifications. 

1) It may contain a description of the experiment which is printed 

at the top of all output tables. It can be defined by adding the following 

line into the MSTARTn function. 

DSCR .. DSCR,' description' 

DSCR is the MOSES variable that contains the description 

information. 

2) It may contain commands for data storage. The model keeps 

track of time-series data for major industry- and economy-wide variables 

in various tables (see the following section for those tables). If the user 

would like to add more tables to this standard output, the following 

functions are available. 

scale Y .t. R.t. FIRM firmcode 
scale Y.t.R.t.FIRM.t.Qfirmcode 
scale Y .t.R.t.FIRM.t.F finncode 
scale Y .t.R.t.FIRM.t.FINANCE firmcode 
NEW.t.FIRM 
NEW.t.FIRM.t.Q 
NEW.t.FIRM.t.F 
scale NEW .t.FIRM.t.FINANCE 
INITIAL.t.NEW .t.FIRMS 
variable SAVED.t.IN.t.Y tablename 
variable SAVED.t.IN.t.Q tablename 
Y.t.R.t.MARKET.t.F 
y .t.R.t.MARKET.t.Q 
Y .t.R.t.INDUSTRY .t. F 
y .t.R.t.INDUSTRY.t.Q 
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The first four functions are used to keep track of various finn data. 

scale is the scaling factor for some variables. (100 is used by the new finn 

functions.) finncode is a number that denotes the specific finn under 

investigation. The first number of the finn code denotes the sector where 

1 is the raw materials sector, 2 intermediate goods, 3 investment goods and 

consumer durables, and 4 the consumption goods sector, and the second 

number denotes the position of the finn in its sector. For example, 3.4 is 

used for the fourth finn in the investment goods sector. 

The NEW.FIRM functions are identical to the previous functions, 

except that these functions save time-series data of all new firms. 

Therefore, there is no need to specify a finn code. Note that in long-ron 

simulation experiments, the memory requirements of those tables created 

by the NEW.FIRM functions can increase considerably. 

The INITIAL.NEW.FIRMS function keeps track of data for the 

characteristics of new finns when they enter the industry. 

The SAVEO.IN.Y and SAVEO.IN.O functions are used to store any 

annual and quarterly variable, respectively, in a table whose name is . 
defined by tablename (for more infonnation about these functions and 

output tables created by them, see the following section). 

The Y.R.MARKET.F, Y.R.MARKET.O, Y.R.INDUSTRY.F, and 

y .R.INDUSTRY.O functions are similar to the Y.R.MARKET, and 

Y.R.INDUSTRY functions but they contain different market and industry 

data. 

3) The modification functions may contain commands to modify 

model vari~bles. For example, the following line changes the KSI variable 

from its default value, .15, to .25. 

KSI +-.2S 

4) The modification function may contain commands that change 

the MOSES functions. For this purpose, the following functions can be 

used. 

'functionname' MODADD 'linebeginningwnewline' 
'functionname' MODADDLAST 'newline' 
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'functionname' MODSUBST 'oldlinebeginningwnewline' 
'functionname' MODDEL 'oldlinebeginning' 
'functionname' MODADDLlNE 'newline' linenumber 

In those functions, the user should use single quotation marks (') as 

shown above. The omega symbol, w, is the APL character entered by 

Shift-W. functionname denotes the function that is to be modified. 

The MODADD function adds a newline into the functionname after 

the line whose initial characters correspond to the linebeginning. In other 

words, only the beginning characters of the old line stands before the 

omega symbol, and the whole new line af ter this symbol. (The length of 

the linebeginning should be chosen such that there is no more than one line 

with the same linebeginning.) 

The MODADDLAST function adds the newline into the functionname 

as the last line. 

The MODSUBST function substitutes the newline for the line whose 

initial characters correspond to the linebeginning in the junctionname. 

The MODDEL function deletes the line whose initial characters 

correspond to the oldlinebeginning in the functionname. 

It might be ambiguous what line you are referring to when too few 

letters are specified in the linebeginning or oldlinebeginning. Therefore, 

when these modification functions (MODADD, MODSUBST, and MODDEL) 

are used, the user should verify that the changes are made properly. 

Finally, the MODADDLINE function adds the newline into the 

functionname as the line defined by its linenumber. 

5) During the simulation of the model, a chart showing a variable 

defined by the user is shown on the screen. It is also possible to print some 

quarterly data defined by the TRACEl (or TRACE2) function instead of this 

chart. 

The function that prepares the chart is as follows. 

'vamame' 'title' ['background'] PREP.INT.GRAPH min max period 

In this function, vamame is the name of the variable to be plotted, 

title is the title of the chart (it should be less than 80 characters), 
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background is the name of a 22x80 text matrix that is to be shown as the 

background of the chart, min and max are the minimum and maximum 

values of the variable (i.e., the scale of the Y -axis), and period is the period 

of simulation in years. background can be the chart prepared during a 

reference simulation, and it can be used to show the progress of the 

current simulation compared to the reference case. You can also use the 

actual data for background. To do this, prepare a 22x80 text matrix that 

contains the chart of the actual data as specified by the min and max 

values, by using the PWT function (see Appendix C). 

This function is called by the RUNEXP function. If you want to use 

the TRACEl (or TRACE2) function instead of this default option, the line 

in the RUNEXP function that calls this function should be deleted by using 

the MODDEL function. Note that TRACEl and TRACE2 functions can only 

be used with versions 1.0 and 1.1, respectively. 

6) The STOP.HERE function can be called in any place to stop the 

simulation temporarily. This function is used as follows. 

STOP A HERE 'message' 

where message is the message to be shown on the screen when the 

simulation is stopped. This function can be used for, for example, manual 

data entry for "interactive" simulation games, etc. 

An example can be used to clarify the above-mentioned types of 

modification. 

y MSTART99 
[l] DSCR ~ DSCR,' A MODIFICATION EXAMPLE' 
[2] KSI ~ .2S 
[3] l YARAFIRM 3.16 
[4] 'HOUSEHOLDAUPDATE'MODADD'QC[NDUR]wMTEC~lO+MTEC' 

[S] 'YEARLYAEXP' MODSUBST 'EXPDW~EXPDW~(.8xEXPXDW)+ 
( .2xEXPIDW) , 

[6] 'RUNEXP' MODSUBS ' "QAQ"w"RU" "Rate of 
Unemployment" PREPAINTAGRAPH O 100 20' 

[7] 'YEARLYATARG' MODADDLAST 'STOPAHERE "MODIFY 
YEARLY TARGETS" , 
y 
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In this example, the first line adds "A MODIFICATION EXAMPLE" into 

the description variable, DSCR. The second line changes the KSI 

parameter from its default value to .25. The third line executes the 

Y.R.FlRM function that stores the time-series data for the finn 3.16. The 

fourth line means that a new line, MTEC ~ 10 + MTEC, will be added into 

the HOUSEHOLD.UPDATE function after the line beginning with 

QC[NDUR]. The fifth line means that a new line, EXPDW ~ (.8xEXPXDW) + 

(.2xEXPIDW) will be substituted for the line beginning with EXPDW~ in the 

YEARL Y.EXP function. In other words, this line changes the EXPDW 

equation in the function. The sixth line changes the on-line plot function 

so that the rate of unemployment variable will be plotted for 20 years. The 

last line stops the simulation af ter the yearly profit targets are set in the 

YEARLY.TARG function. The user can "manualiy" modify profit targets 

before allowing the simulation to continue. For example, the fifth finns' 

profit target can be modified as follows. 

MHIST[S] ... .80 RETURN 

.... [] Le RETURN 

(The second line resumes the simulation.) 

These changes in the model take place when the function 

UPDATEMOSES is called. That is, the MSTAR1Xt function is called on a line 

in the UPDATEMOSES function. If you wish to check that the changes in the 

model have been perfonned correctly, press once 

Ctr)-BACKSPACE 

af ter the messages about the modification of the model. List the functions 

you are interested in by typing 

~functionname ~ RETURN 

where ~ is the APL symbol entered by Shift-G. (You can also use the 

editor VIA, and make changes). Type 

.... []Le RETURN 

to continue the simulation of the model, where .... and [] are APL symbols. 

[]LC is a system constant that is equal to the number of the line where the 
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simulation is stopped. 

All modification functions should be in the MSTART workspace. 

Therefore, load MSTART workspace into the active workspace when a new 

modification function is to be written. The full-screen function editor 

"VIA" can be used for writing and editing (for more information about this 

editor, see Dyalog-APL User Guide). 
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1.5 OUTPUT REPORTING 

Standard output tables that contain various annual time-series data are 

prepared by the "Y .. R .. tablename" functions. In these functions the table 

header is setup and the table name for storage of data is defined, usually 

as "YEARLY .. tablename". Finallya function by the name "Y .. tablename" 

is called for defining and storing the data. 

The variables going into a table are defined and entered into the 

table, "YEARL Y .. tablename" by the function "Y .. tablename" each year. 

The variable "YEARL Y .. tablename" is in matrix form, the first row 

containing the variable names stored in the table. 

Currently, the following tables are standard output of the model. 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

name 
QTOP 
TEC 
L 
PROD 
DO 
A21 
A22 
SUM 
A23 
MOS 
STO 
DS 
DP 
DW 
M 
INV 
LTOT 
RU 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

name 
TOT 
RAW 
lMED 
INV/DUR 
NDUR 
A/F/F 
ORE 
BLD 
EL 
SERVICE 
WSG 
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YEARLY ... INDUSTRY ... TOTAL 
Aggregate statistics for manufacturing industry 

Description 

Potential output level (MS)!'> 
Average potentiallaOOr produetivity (MS) 
Employment level (MS) 
Actual IaOOr produetivity 
Annual change in produetion (MS) 
A slack variable (MS) 
A slack variable (MS) 
A21 + A22 
A slack variable (MS) 
Gross income (total sale ° profit margin ) 
Output stock level relative to the desired level (MS) 
Annual change in sales (MS) 
Annual change in prices (MS) 
Annual change in wages (MS) 
Profit margin (MS) 
Investment level 
TotallaOOr force 
Rate of unemployment (MS) 

YEARLY ... GNPFIX ... PROD 
GNP accounts, supply side, 1982 prices 

Description 

Total GNP 
Raw materials 
Intermediate goods 
Investment and durable goods 
Non-durable (consumer) goods 
Agriculture/forestry /fishery 
Mining 
Building and construetion 
Eleetricity, gas, water 
Services 
Government (wage payments) (MS) 

0) MS: MOSES variable, i.e., the same variable name is used in the model. For a 
detailed description of these variables, see MOSES Code (Albrecht et al, 1989: 196-220). 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

name 
TOT 
GTOT 
WSG 
PURCHG 
HH 
INV-TOT 
INV-MKT 
INV-BLD 
INV-GOV 
CHSTO 
EXPORT 
IMPORT 

Table name: 

Table name: 
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YEARLY ~GNPFIX~USE 
GNP accounts, demand side, 1982 prices 

Description 

Total GNP 
Government total (WSG+PURCHG) 
Government wage payments (MS) 
Government eonsumption (MS) 
Household eonsumption 
Total gross investment 
Investment in manufacturing 
Investment in building and eonstruction 
Public investment 
Change in stocks (MS) 
Exports (MS) 
Imports (MS) 

YEARLY~GNPCUR~USE 

GNP accounts, demand side, current prices 

[Same as YEARLY.GNPFIX.USE] 

YEARLY~GNPCUR~PROD 

GNP accounts, supply side, current prices 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no name 
1 M*S 
2 INTPAY 
3 DPER 
4 TAXES 
5 DIV 
6 SUBS 
7 CHBW 
8 INV 
9 CHK2 
10 Kl 
11 K2 
12 K3-IN 
13 K3-0UT 
14 BW 
15 NW 
16 TOT 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no name 
1 LG 
2 WG 
3 DWG 
4 WSG 
5 PURCHG 
6 TRANS 
7 SUBS 
8 SPG 
9 INVG 
10 !TAX 
11 WTAX 
12 VATAX 
13 CTAX 
14 INCOME 
15 INTPAY 
16 SURPLUS 
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YEARLY.FINANCE 
Financial aggregates for manufacturing _industry 

Description 

Gross income (total sale * profit margin) 
Interest payments (MS) 
Depreciation 
Taxes 
Dividends 
Subsidies (MS) 
Cbange in borrowing (vaIue) (MS) 
Gross investment 
Change in current assets (value) (MS) 
Value of physical assets (MS) 
Value of current assets (MS) 
Value of input inventories (K3IMED) 
Value of output inventories (K3FINISH) 
Level of borrowing (debt) (MS) 
Net worth (MS) 
Total value 

YEARLY.GOVERNMENT 
Variables on public finance 

Description 

Govemment employment (MS) 
Wage levet (MS) 
Annual change in govemment wages (MS) 
Total wage bill (MS) 
Govemment consumption (MS) 
Transfer payments (MS) 
Subsidies (MS) 
Total spending 
Gross govemment investment (MS) 
Incometaxes (MS) 
Wage tax (MS) 
Value added tax (MS) 
Corporate tax (MS) 
Total income 
Interest payments (INTPA YG) 
Surplus (or deficit) (SURPLUSG) 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

name 
INTF 
INTK2 
INTH 
INTG 
INTGFOR 
CHBW 
CHK2 
SAVH 
CHDEPG 
CHDEPGF 
EXPORT 
FASSPAY 
IMPORT 
FDPAY 
CHNBW 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

name 
BW 
K2 
HH 
G 
LIQB 
LIQBFOR 
FASS 
FD 
FNASS 
NETFOR 
NW 
GFOR 
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YEARLY .BANK. TRANSACTIONS 
Variables on the bank transactions 

Desaiption 

Interest payments by fmns 
Interest payments for current assets (paid to firms) 
Interest payments to/from households 
Interest payments to/from government 
Government interest payments to foreigners 
Change in borrowing (value) 
Change in fmns' current assets (value) 
Households' savings 
Change in government's position (MS) 
Change in government's position (foreign accounts) 
Exports (MS) 
Payments of foreign trade credits (MS) 
Imports (MS) 
Payments of foreign trade debts (MS) 
Change in net borrowing (value) 

YEARLY.BANK.PosmON 
Variables on the bank position 

Description 

Total borrowing (from the bank) 
Firms' current assets held in the bank (MS) 
Households' deposits 
Government deposits 
Bank's holding of "liquidity" (MS) 
Bank's holding of foreign "liquidity" (MS) 
Foreign trade credit (MS) 
Foreign trade debts (MS) 
FASS-FD 
Net foreign position 
Bank's net worth (NWB) 
Government's foreign assets (POSGFOR) 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

name 
GNPFIX 
GNPCUR 
MONEY 
VEL 
RI 
PRINT 
CHLIQB 
CHINV 
CHDIV 
CHKIN 
TOT 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18. 
19 
20 

name 
QPDOM 1 
QPDOM2 
QPDOM3 
QPDOM4 
QPFOR 1 
QPFOR 2 
QPFOR 3 
QPFOR 4 
W1 
W2 
W3 
W4 
M1 
M2 
M3 
M4 
RR1 
M2 
M3 
M4_ 
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YEARLY·COUNTRY.TOTAL 
Some national statistics 

Description 

GNP (1982 prices) 
GNP (current prices) 
Money stock (MS) 
Velocity of money 
Rate of interest (MS) 
New issue of money (MPRINT) 
Change in liquid balances (value) 
Change in investment (value) 
Change in dividends (value) 
Change in inventories (value) 
Total of 6-10. 

YEARLY.PRICES 
Price statistics 

Description 

Level of domestic prices of raw materials (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods (MS) 
Level of foreign prices of raw materials (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods (MS) 
Wages in raw materials sector 
Same, intermediate goods sector 
Same, investment and durable goods sector 
Same, non-durable goods sector 
Profit margins in raw materials settor (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods sector (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods settor (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods sector (MS) 
Rate of returns in raw materials sector (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods sector (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods settor (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods settor (MS) 



Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no name 
1 Xl 
2 X2 
3 X3 
4 X4 
6 XS 
7 IMP 1 
8 IMP2 
9 IMP3 
10 IMP4 
11 IMP S 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no name 
1 DDI 
2 SP 1 
3 SP 2 
4 SP 3 
S SP4 
6 SP S 
7 SP 6 
8 SP 7 
9 SP 8 
10 SP9 
11 SP 10 
12 SAVH 
13 DCPI 
14 PURCH 
15 SAVH 
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YEARLY • FOREIGN • TRADE 
Foreign trade statistics 

Description 

Export share in raw materials (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods (MS) 
A verage export share 
Export share in raw materials (MS) 
Same, intermediate goods (MS) 
Same, investment and durable goods (MS) 
Same, non-durable goods (MS) 
Average import share 

YEARLY.HOUSEHOLDS 
Household statistics 

Description 

Annual change in disposable income (MS) 
Share of raw materials consumption in disposable income 
Share of intermediate goods consumption in disposable income 
Share of durable goods consumption in disposable income 
Share of non-durable goods consumption in disposable income 
Share of A/P /P products consumption in disposable income 
Share of mining consumption in disposable income 
Share of oj) consumption in disposable income 
Share of building consumption in disposable income 
Share of electricity /gas/water consumption in disposable income 
Share of services consumption in disposable income 
Share of savings in disposable income 
Annual change in consumer price index 
Total purchasing (value) 
Total savings (value) 
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Table name: YEARLY.MARKETl 
Production statistics of raw materials sector 

Colon Variable Description 
no name 
1-16 same as in YEARLY.INDUSTRY.TOTAL 
17 QPDOM Domestic price level (MS) 
18 QPFOR Foreign price level (MS) 

Table name: 

Table name: 

Table name: 

YEARLY.MARKET2 
Production statistics of intermediate goods sector 

[Same as YEARLY.MARXIITl] 

YEARLY.MARKETI 
Production statistics of investment and durable goods 
sector 

[Same as YEARL Y .MARXIITl] 

YEARL Y. MARKET4 
Production statistics of nun-durable goods sector 

[Same as YEARL Y .MARXIITl] 



Table name: 

Table name: 

Table name: 

Table name: 
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YEARLY.lFINANCEl 
Financial statistics of raw materials sector 

[Same as YFARLY.FINANCE table) 

YEARLY.lFINANCE2 
Financial statistics of intermediate goods sector 

[Same as YEARL Y.FINANCE table) 

YEARLY.lFINANCE3 
Financial statistics of investment and durable goods 
sector 

[Same as YEARL Y.ANANCE table] 

YEARLY.lFINANCE4 
Financial statistics of non-durable goods sector 

[Same as YEARL Y.ANANCE table] 
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In Version 2.0, following tables are also prepared. 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

name 
XRATE 
RILEND 
RIDEP 
RIDIFF 
RFUNDl 
RFUND2 

Table name: 

Colon Variable 
no 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

name 
EXPDS 
DS 
HIGH S 
LOWS 
EXPDP 
DP 
HIGH P 
LOWP 
EXPDW 
DW 
HIGH W 
LOWW 

YEARLY.RATES 
Exchange rate and interest rate data 

Description 

Exchange rate (MS) 
Interest rate (credits) (MS) 
Interest rate (deposits) 
Interest rate differential (RI DEP fRI LEND) 
A coefficient used in the CREDIT.MARKET function (MS) 
A coefficient used in the CREDIT.MARKET function (MS) 

YEARLY.EXPECfA TIONS 
Data on manufacturing fitms' expectations 

Description 

Expected annual change in sales (MS) 
ActuaI change in sales (MS) . 
Percentage of f1rllls that overestimated sales growth 
Percentage of firms that underestimated sales growth 
Expected annuaI change in prices (MS) 
ActuaI change in prices (MS) 
Percentage of firms that overestimated price increase 
Percentage of firms that underesilinated price increase 
Expected annuaI change in wages (MS) 
ActuaI change in wages (MS) 
Percentage of firms that overestimilted wage increase 
Percentage of f1rllls that underestimated wage increase 
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Moreover, there are two tables called ED.NULLlFlED . and 

ED.PARAMETERS. The form of these two tables are different from those 

of othets. They contain data on the nullified firms, and the simulation 

parameters, respectively. 

The user could add more tables to this standard (default) output by 

calling any one of the following functions by the MSTART.u function. 

Y.R.MARKET.F 
Y .R.MARKET.O 
Y .R.INDUSTRY.F 
y .R.INDUSTRY·O 
scale Y .R.FIRM firmcode 
scale Y .R.FIRM.Q firmcode 
scale Y .R.FIRM.F firmcode 
scale Y .R.FIRM.FINANCE firmcode 
NEW.FIRM 
NEW.FIRM.Q 
NEW.FIRM.F 
NEW .FIRM.FINANCE 
INITIAL. NEW .FIRMS 
variable SA VED. IN. Y tablename 
variable SAVED.IN.Q tablename 

The Y.R.MARKET.P and Y.R.MARKET.O functions create tables 

for each sector that contain the following variables. 

Table name 

YEARLY·MARKET·P 

YEARL Y.MARKET.O 

Variables in the table 

mv (dividends) 
INV (investment level) 
NW (net worth) 
DNW (annual change in net worth) 
DBW (annual change in borrowing) 
RR (rate of return) 
Kl (value of physical assets) 
VA (value added) 
RWCIP (profitability) 
L (employment level) 
DS (annual change in sales) 
DO (annual change in production) 
DW (annual change in wages) 
M (profit margin) 
XS (export share) 
MKTSHIND (market share index) 
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When one . of the finn level data storage functions (YARAFIRM, 

YARAFIRMAF, YARAFIRMAO~ and YARAFIRMAFINANCE) are used, a new 

table for each finn is created. The name of the table is fonned as follows. 

YEARLY It.funetionnamelt.el~2 

where funetionname is the last part of the function that create the 

table (e.g., if the table is created by the y ARAFIRM function, "FIRM" is the 

funetionname and el and e2 are the integer and decimal parts of the finn 

code. For example, the function 

100 y It.RIt.FIRMIt.F 3.16 

will create a table for the finn 3.16 with the following name: 

YEARLY It.FIRMIt.F 1t.3X16 

New finn functions (NEWAFIRM, NEWAFIRMAF, NEWAFIRMAO, and 

NEWAFIRMAFINANCE) activate the corresponding firm level data storage 

functions for all new firms. If these functions are used for long run 

simulations with a large number of new finns (entries), memory 

requirements may grow substantially. Therefore, it is recommended not to 

use these "NEWAFIRM" functions unless it is absolutely necessary. The 

variables stored in these tables at the finn-Ievel are the same as the 

corresponding industry tables shown before. 

The name of the table created by the INITIALA NEW AFIRMS is 

FIRMCHARC, and it contains the data about the initial characteristics of 

new firms. 

Names of all these tables will be added to the variable, 

ALLREPORTS. Names of those tables created by the SAVEDAINAY and 

SAVEDAINAO functions are not added to the ALLREPORTS variable. 

The output tables are in the fonn of a (T+ l)xV matrix where T is 

the duration of simulation in years (i.e., the number of annual data for 

each variable), and V the number of variables in the table. The first row 

contains variable names as shown above. Thus, for example, the first ten 

years of the QTOP series for the second sector can be shown by typing 

YEARLYIt.MARKET2[1+i20;1] RETURN 
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where f is the APL indexing character entered by Shift-I. 

Tables created by the SAVED-IN-Y and SAVED-IN-O functions are 

in the form of a (T+ 1) element vector. The first element of the vector 

contains the variable name. Nate that when a cross-sectional variable is 

saved, the elements of this vector are also in the vector form. 

For example, assume that the following line is added inta the 

MSTART.a function to store time-series data of all firms' potential output, 

QTOP. 

QTOP SAVED.IN.Y 'QTOP.SERIES' 

The OTOP-SERIES table will be a T+ 1 element vector. Each 

element of this table, Qt> 1 < t, will be an NI; element vector where t and 

i denote time and the number of firms at time t, respectively. 

Three functions are available for printing the data tables: SPRINT, 

PPRINT, and FPRINT. SPRINT shows tables on the screen, PPRINT sends 

them to a printer, and FPRINT creates a text file that contains those tables. 

To show any table(s) on the screen, type 

SPRINT tablename RETURN 

Nate that tablename should be in the form of a text vector (for a 

single table) or a text matrix (for many tables) whose rows contain table 

names. Therefore, when a single table is to be shown on the screen, the 

name should be in single quotation marks. For example, to show 

ED-PARAMETERS on the screen, type 

SPRINT 'ED.PARAMETERS' RETURN 

To show all tables whose names are in the ALLREPORTS variable, 

type 

SPRINT ALLREPORTS RETURN 

To show the first and sixth tables of the ALLREPORTS variable (Le., 

YEARLY-INDUSTRY-TOTAL and YEARLY-FINANCE tables), type 

SPRINT ALLREPORTS[l 6;] RETURN 

The PPRINT and FPRINT functions are used similarly. When these 

two functions are used, the user is asked to supply the print width in 
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number of columns, a printer name (for the PPRINT function), and a file 

name (for the FPRINT function). (The maximum print width for the HP 

LaserJet printer is 91.) 

Printer names currently supported are as follows. 

Name 

STO 
EPSON 
HPU 
PROPRINTER 
TOSHmA 

Printer 

ASCII or standard APL printer 
Epson FX printers 
HP Laserjet printer 
mM Proprinter 
Toshiba 351P with APL font cartridge 

File names should be in accordance with the Xenix file name 

conventions. Recall that small and capitalletters are considered different 

in the Xenix operating system. Therefore, if you want to use small letters, 

type Ctrl-O to switch the keyboard to ASCII mode. Type Ctrl-N to go back 

to the APL mode. 

For those tables that are not in the form of standard tables and all 

other types of variables, the function FILE~OF can be used to create a copy 

of the variable in a text file. This function can be used as follows. 

FILE~OF variablename RETURN 

Similarly, any variable can be manually printed by using those 

functions in the PRT workspace. For this purpose, copy the PRT 

workspace into the active workspace, tum the printer on, print the 

variable, and tum the printer off as follows. 

)COPY PRT RETURN 

)PRTON ~HPlJ RETURN [for other types of printers, use the 

appropriate function] 

)PRT variablename RETURN 

)PRTOFF RETURN 

The file created by the FPRINT and FILE~OF functions is a text 
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(ASCII) file, and can be accessed by the Xenix text editor, ''vi''. This file 

can also be copied into any DOS-based media (hard diskette or floppy 

diskette) by the Xenix's "doscp" command, and can be accessed by any 

popular DOS-based program such as WordPerfect, T, Lotus, etc. 

The MOSES.GRAPH workspace contains various graphics functions. 

These graphics functions can be accessed by copying the MOSES.GRAPH 

workspace into the active workspace. To do this, first, type 

)COPY MOSES.GRAPH RETURN 

Af ter copying the MOSES.GRAPH workspace, the PLOT, CHART, 

BARCHART, and PIECHART functions can be used. For example, to use the 

PIECHART function, type 

PIECHART RETURN 

When the graphics functions are invoked, a full-screen input menu 

which is self-explanatory appears. On-line help is also available for these 

functions. Af ter filling out the required sections of this full-screen input 

menu, type FlO or RETURN key to show the chart. To go back to the 

menu, type RETURN or any one of the function keys. 

In the menu of those charts, you can enter any valid APL 

expression for the X and Y values to be plotted. (Remember to press Ctrl

N if you want to input APL symbols.) For example, to draw a chart of 

total GNP in current prices, enter the following expression in any one of 

the data lines: 

YEARLY • GNPCUR.PROD[l + if; 1] 

where T is the time period. The number af ter the semi-colon (;) denotes 

the position of the variable in the table. In this case, total GNP is the first 

variable in the YEARL Y .GNPCUR.PROD table. 

The CHART, PIECHART, and BARCHART functions can also be used 

to plot or to print the graphics of variables. Use the FS key af ter the 

expressions are filled out on the menu. You will be asked to select 

between a plotter and a printer. Press P for plotter, and R for printer. 

(The default plotter and printer are HP plotter and HP laser jet printer, 
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respectively, using the first parallei port. Those options can be changed by 

editing the script /usr/bin/apl. See Section 4 for details.) If you use a 

plotter, you may be asked to change the paper. 

The PLOT function does not use graphics facilities. It is based on 

Dyalog-APL's full-screen applications of the []SM and []SR functions. The 

plot that is shown on the screen can also be saved as a 25x80 text matrix. 

Another graphics function, SHOWFUN, shows an animated time 

series chart of the production functions of industries or firms. The output 

tables should be available for this function. This function is used as 

follows. 

SHOWFUN 'firmcode' RETURN 

For the manufacturing industry, and the raw materials, intermediate 

goods, capital goods, and consumer goods sectors, enter O, 1, 2, 3, and 4, 

respectively, for the firmcode. (Those graphics functions are explained in 

detail in Appendix c.) 

The CHART, PIECHART, and BARCHART functions use the SCO CGI 

Graphics Run-Time System, and are written by modifying some graphics 

functions supplied in the CGIDEMO workspace of the Dyalog-APL 

interpreter. 

The SCO Graphics™ 1.0 Run-Time System (by The Santa Cruz 

Operation, Inc.) has some known bugs and omissions. A list of those 

problems are stated in the variable CGlBUGS which is contained in the 

CGIDEMO workspace. To read this variable, type 

)COpy CGIDEMO RETURN 

CGIBUGS RETURN 

There is also another list in the "Release and Installation Notes" of 

the SCO Graphics™ package. The most important problem of the 

Graphics Run-Time System is the fact that the computer may be locked 

during graphics applications without any apparent reason. Although the 

graphics functions are modified so that almost all sources of problems are 

checked by the function before using the CGI auxiliary processor, this 
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problem may still persist to some extent. Therefore the user is strongly 

recommended to save the active workspace before using the graphics 

functions. 

If the computer is locked, tum it off, wait a few seconds, and tum 

it on. Since the system is not properly shut down in this case, the root file 

system should be cleaned before login into your account. 
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1.6 PREPARING A NEW DATASET AND 

ADDING FIRMS INTO EXISTING DATASETS 

1.6.1 Preparing a new dataset 

A new dataset can be generated by three methods. 

First, a "synthetic" dataset can be produced by a simulation 

experiment. For this purpose, simulate the model by using any one of the 

modification functions, and use the SAVE-OUTPUT function to create the 

new dataset. The SAVE-OUTPUT function saves the active workspace and 

deletes all variables and functions which are not required in a MOSES 

dataset. You can use this dataset for further experiments. 

Second, you can add new variables or firms into one of the datasets. 

If a new variable is added to the dataset, the name of the variable should 

be added to VARlABLE-NAMES or PARAMETER-NAMES variables in the 

MOSES-PC workspace. These variables contain the names of variables in 

the dataset used in some functions. If the added variable is a firm-level 

variable, an appropriate line should be added into NULLIFY, FIRMENTRY2, 

FIRMENTRY-PC and MERGE-WITH functions in the MOSES.PC workspace. 

Third, a completely new dataset can be generated by using new 

micro and macro data. See Section 3 for this procedure. 

1.6.2 Entering new (real) firms into existing datasets 

Real firms can also be entered into the model in any year by using 

functions saved in the MOSES.FUNEXP workspace. Although macro

consistency is affected in this case, if the size of new firms is small relative 

to the economy, this may not be a serious problem. To enter new real 

firms, a variable called REAL-FIRM-DATA should be prepared. This 

variable carfeasily be prepared byusing tne R~mATMENTRYfunction. 

To do so, first load the MOSES.FUNEXP workspace by typing 

) WAD MOSES.FUNEXP RETURN 



when you are in APL.(O) 

Then type 

REAL. DATA. ENTRY 
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This function will ask you to enter following firrn data. (Enter the 

values in millions of SEl(, and ratios as percentages. For example enter 10 

for 10%.) 

YEAR 
SECTOR NUMBER 
DESIRED K2/SALES RATIO 
VALUE OF A21 
VALUE OF A22 
MARKET VALUE OF PHYSICAL ASSETS 
BOOK VALUE OF PHYSICAL ASSETS 
VALUE OF CURRENT ASSETS 
TOTAL DEBT 
TOTAL INVESTMENT IN THIS YEAR 
TOTAL INVESTMENT IN LAST YEAR 
DOMESTIC SALES IN THIS YEAR 
DOMESTIC SALES IN LAST YEAR 
FOREIGN SALES IN THIS YEAR 
FOREIGN SALES IN LAST YEAR 
INCREASE IN PRODUCTION VOLUME THIS YEAR (PERCENT) 
TOTAL WAGE BILL THIS YEAR 
TOTAL WAGE BILL LAST YEAR 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THIS YEAR 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN LAST YEAR 
VALUE OF TOTAL INPUTS (RAW MATERIALS, SERVICES, 

ETC.) THIS YEAR 
VALUE OF TOTAL INPUTS (RAW MATERIALS, SERVICES, 

ETC.) PAST YEAR 
EXPECTED VALUE OF SALES IN NEXT YEAR 
EXPECTED INCREASE IN PRODUCTION VOLUME IN NEXT 

YEAR (PERCENT) 
EXPECTED INCREASE IN OUTPUT PRICES IN NEXT YEAR 

(PERCENT) 
CURRENT INPUT INVENTORIES / SALES RATIO 
DESIRED INPUT INVENTORIES / SALES RATIO 
CURRENT OUTPUT INVENTORIES / SALES RATIO 
DESIRED OUTPUT INVENTORIES / SALES RATIO 

The REAL.OATA.ENTRY function creates the REAL.FIRM.OATA 

variable if it does not exist. Otherwise, it adds new firm data into that 

variable. The REAL.FIRM.OATA variable is a q*f matrix where q is the 

*) If you are in XENIX. change your directory to /moses and invoke the APL 
interpreter by the following commands. 

/I cd /moses RETURN 
/I apl MOSES.FUNEXP RETURN 
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number of data-elements (i.e., number of questions), and f is the number 

of firms. In other words, each column of this variable contains data of a 

specific firm. 

To enter any firm whose data are saved in the REAL.FIRM.OATA 

variable, copy the REAL.FIRM.OATA variable to the dataset workspace to 

be changed, and type 

REALåFIRMåENTRY eolumnnumbers 

where eolumnnumbers refer to the REAL.FIRM.OATA variable. For 

example, if you type 

REAL.FIRMåENTRY 125 

the first, second, and fifth firms of the REAL.FIRM.OATA variable 

will be added to the CUTTent dataset. The REAL.FIRM.ENTRY function, 

af ter preparing the dataset, prints the firm codes of these firms and asks 

if you want to compare these firms with their sector averages. If you enter 

these firms for the first time, compare them with sector averages to check 

for data consistency and typing eTTors. 

1.6.3 Fonning new finns by mergers 

New firms can be formed by merging two existing finns during a 

simulation experiment. For this purpose, use the MERGE. WITH function 

as follows. 

finneodel MERGE. WITH finneode2 eonv eJ! period 

where finneodel and finneode2 are firm codes of the firms to be 

merged, eonv is the converge factor of the new firm's TEC variable to the 

TEC variable of the firm that has higher technological level (if eons is 

equal to 1, linear convergence, 2 quadratic converge, etc.), eJ! is the 

"efficiency" of converge in the TEC variable, and period is the time period 

of convergence in quarters. Unit variables are added, and fractional 

variables are weighted by appropriate weights to determine the new firm's 

variables. The TEC variable of the new firm initially is equal to the 

weighted average of both firms and gradually increases up to the level 



so 

ejf'max(1EC1, 1E<;) within period quarters by the convergence factor, 

conv. 

This function should be used in the YEAR function before the line, 

YEARL YaINIT. 
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1.7 ON-LINE REPORTING 

During a simulation experiment, quarterly manufacturing output is 

displayed on the screen. This default option is allowed by the 

PREP .. INIT .. GRAPH function used in the RUNEXP function. Any other 

variable can be displayed during the simulation by modifying the command 

line for this function (see Section 1.4 for editing the model functions.) 

There are two alternatives to this default on-line reporting. In the 

first case, some basic quarterly data for each manufacturing sector 

(production plans, actual production, exports, etc.) can be printed on the 

screen. When the version 1.0 is used, this option is turned on by adding a 

line TRACEl to the modification function, MSTART.n", to execute the 

TRACEl function, and to tum the graphics functions off (see Section 1.4). 

Use TRACE2 function to get the same on-line reporting for version 1.1. 

(For version 2.0, you should modify TRACE2 function appropriately.) 

In the second case, an animated presentation of a firm's search for 

quarterly output and employment targets is shown for each quarter. You 

can also modify the firm's output and employment targets graphically. 

This option is allowed by using TARG .. SEARCH .. FUNCTION instead 

of using TARG .. SEARCH (versions 1.0 and 1.1) or TARG .. SEARCH .. PC 

(version 2.0) functions in the PRODPlAN function. The "F variable 

contains the firm code whose target search is to be displayed. Define the 

"F variable in your modification function as follows . 

.l F ... 'finncode' 

If the "F variable is not defined, you will be asked to enter the firm 

code at the beginning of the simulation. (When you use this option, delete 

the line in RUNEXP function that invokes the PREP .. INIT"GRAPH function.) 

If this option is used, a chart will be displayed on the screen. The 

firm code, the time period for planning, the current profit target, the 

planned levels of output and labor, and the production function of the firm 

are shown on this chart. There will be explanations of ~he search 
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procedure in the top-Ieft comer of the chart. Press RETURN key or any one 

of the function keys to proceed. When the search procedure is complete, 

a pointing hand will be shown under the planned level of labor. If you do 

not want to change the planned leveis, press the RETURN key to proceed. 

If you want to change them, use the cursor keys to move the pointing 

hand. (Press the FlO key to increase the cursor steps, and F9 key to 

decrease.) The level of output and labor at the tip of the pointing finger 

will be simultaneously shown on the screen. Press Fl key to change the 

planned level of output and labor, and press the RETURN key not to 

change them. 
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1.8 MODEL VERSIONS 

This section explains the MOSESPC versions and compares simulation 

results of each version. If you are not interested in technical differences 

between model versions, you may want to read only the last section, 

"Comparing model versions". 

As of May 1991, there are three versions of the MOSESPC model: 

1.0, 1.1, and 2.0. 

1.8.1 Versions 1.0 and 1.1 

The PC Version 1.0 is identical to the model version which was transferred 

from the DEC-lO mainframe computer to a pe. (The mainframe version 

was then called 7.2). This version includes modifications made by 

PERMANENT.CHANGES and MOSES.YARIANTS functions (MC, 285, 

286('». Although the PRICE.CHANGES in the MOSES.YARIANTS function 

seems to be turned on in the Moses Code (MC, 286), it was off in the 

program. 

This version has been used for most of the experiments on the 

mainframe computers (the PRIME computer at the Stockholm School of 

Economics, DEC-lO in QZ Center, Stockholm, and DEC-20 in Bergen, 

Norway). Since the APL interpreters installed in these computers use 

different initial seed numbers for the pseudo-random number generators, 

and, presumably, different formulas, the results of the PC computer may 

differ somewhat from those of the mainframe computers. However, the 

PRIME computer and the PC have identical pseudo-random number 

generators, and their results are exactly the same. 

The PC Version 1.1 is similar to the Version 1.0 but it also includes 

the changes made by the PRICE.CHANGES function in the 

*) References are either to 'The MOSES Technical Specification Code' or 'The 
MOSES APL Program Code' in Albrecht et aJ. (MOSES Code, Stockholm: IUI 1989), 
pp.147-220 and 245-354, respectively. 
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MOSESAVARIANTS function. Note that since PERMANENTACHANGES and 

MOSESA VARIANTS functions are explained in detail in the IUI Research 

Report No. 36, MOSES Code, 1989, the modifications of these functions 

were incorporated into the PC model to reduce simulation time. Thus, the 

program does not execute these functions at the beginning of each 

simulation. (') 

1.8.2 Version 2.0 

Using the model, a number of "bugs" have been found in this specification. 

Version 2.0 rectifies those problems. The most important changes in 

version 2.0 involve the price mechanism, credit market, labor market, and 

entryjexit functions. 

The modifications in the Version 2.0 are as follows. 

1.8.2.1 Changes in price specifications 

Price adjustment specifications are considerably changed in Version 

2.0. During the autumn of 1986 the domestic price mechanism in MOSES 

was reprogrammed to appropriately account for the price and size of 

imports (MC, 228). However, some of the specifications related to prices 

were not modified in these changes. Before explaining new changes, basic 

price variables need to be explained. 

QPFOR is foreign prices (before trade margins). QPDOM is the 

consumer price of goods supplied by domestic producers. It indudes the 

value added tax (VAT). PT is the average price of domestic goods. In other 

words, 

PT = (QPDOM*(1-IMP»+«QPFOR*IMP)j(1-TXVA2» , 

where IMP is the import share, and TXV A2 is the VA T including trade 

margins. (The VAT for producers, TXVAl, is set to zero.) 

A firms's average price is the weighted average of its domestic and 

foreign sales. 

*) There is also a number of minor differences between the PC and mainframe 
versions, especially in the transcription functions. For these differences, see Appendix E. 
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QP = (QPDOM(MARKET]*(1-TXVA2)* (1-X»+ (X*QPFOR[MARKET]) 

Now, the changes can be summarized as follows. 

1) As specified in line 238 of the VERSION20 functionC*>, the new 

FINALQPQSQM.PC function uses average domestic prices, PT, for input 

goods in the calculation of net sales and value added (see lines 8 and 9 

of the FINALQPQSQM.PC function). The previous function. FINALQPQSQM 

(MC, 330), uses domestic prices of domestic producers, QPDOM. 

2) The new QUARTERLY.EXP.PC function uses average domestic 

prices in the calculation of expected input prices (see lines 14-16 of the 

QUARTERLY·EXP.PC function). The previous function, QUARTERLY.EXP 

(MC, 312), uses QPDOM. 

3) The new DOMESTIC.MARKET.PC function uses a number of new 

... PC functions instead of ... NEWP functions. 

4) The MARKET.ENTRANCE.PC function limits the difference 

between preliminary prices, QPRELPDOM, and last quarter's prices. 

5) The MARKET.CONFRONT.PC function changes government 

spending specification. In the previous specification of the 

MARKET.CONFRONT.NEWPfunction (MC, 324), government spending is 

kept equal to government wage payments. In this case, the share of 

government expenditures in current GNP declines sharply. In the new 

specification, government spending plus government wage payments 

increase at the quarterly rate of DPURCHG, corrected by the ratio (tax 

income - deficit) / tax income. 

6) The ADJUST.PRICES.PC function makes adjustments to domestic 

prices as a function of excess demand. The previous 

ADJUST·PRICES·NEWP function (MC, 326) makes adjustments to domestic 

prices a flXed amount if there is an excess demand (or supply). 

7) The COMPUTE.IMPORTS.PC function calculates the share of 

imports, IMP. The previous COMPUTE.IMPORTS.NEWP function does not 

.) For the code, see Appendix F. UnIess otherwise specified, all line numbers refer 
to the function VERSION20. 
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change the IMP variable, and it remains as a "desired" share of imports. 

This causes problems in the calculation of domestic prices since the IMP 

variable is used as the weight for foreign prices. 

8) The DOMESTIC.RESULT.PC function changes the QDPDOM 

equation. In the DOMESTIC.RESULT.NEWP function, this equation 

computes erroneous domestic prices. (In that formulation, the average 

prices could be higher or lower than its components.) 

9) line 243 of the VERSION20 function defines the AGGPROF 

variable which is used in the determination of interest rate. 

10) line 244 values input goods inventories at the average domestic 

prices. The previous function uses domestic producers' domestic prices 

(MC, 331). 

11) line 245 changes QVATAX.IMP definition so that customs duties 

("the value added tax" for foreign goods) are included in government 

income. 

12) line 246 values the input goods purchases of the externai 

sectors at average domestic prices. The previous function uses only 

domestic producers' domestic prices (MC, 328). 

13) line 247 uses average domestic prices in the calculation of the 

rate of change in capital goods prices. The previous function uses domestic 

producers' domestic prices for this purpose (MC, 331). 

1.8.2.2 Credit market changes 

There are some significant modifications made in Version 2.0 

regarding the determination of interest rates. lines 110-150 of the 

VERSION20 function modify the code and set new parameters used in the 

new specifications. In the previous versions (MC, 188), the change in the 

interest rate was determined as QCHRI = LAMDAl * (QDEMFUND

QSUPFUND)/QSUPFUND where LAMDAl is a constant. This specification is 

problematic on two counts. First, the change in interest rate depends only 

on the level of current excess demand. Second, the interest rate is the only 
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variable that is used to adjust demand and supply of funds. The major 

changes in interest rate specification in the CREDIT.MARKET.PC function 

are as follows. 

1) The OIdesiredOl change in the interest rate is determined by the 

excess demand for funds, and the level of net debt to banks. This new 

specification takes into consideration the fact that an increase in the rate 

of inte rest will also increase the supply of funds. Then the actual change 

in the interest rate is found by a smoothing function that puts a limit on 

the quarterly change in the rate of interest. 

2) The difference between lending and borrowing rates (IDIFF) is 

endogenous in the new specification. It increases when there is excess 

demand for funds. 

3) The coefficients that determine the credit supply as a the 

proportion of the bank's liquid assets (RFUNDl and RFUND2) are also 

endogenous in the new specification. If, for example, there is excess supply 

of funds in the last three quarters and the average rate of return in the 

industry is somewhat higher than the current rate of interest, then the bank 

tightens the credit supply by increasing RFUNDl and/or RFUND2. 

Government spending and monetary policy are found to be critical 

for the interest rate determination. Therefore, a number of changes have 

also been made in government accounting by using a new function, 

GOVERNMENT.ACCOUNTING.PC. In the previous specification, 

GOVERNMENT.ACCOUNTING, (MC, 332) the change in the government's 

position in the bank is defined as income + (new) money supply -

spending. New money supply then is equal to the money stock (total 

deposits in the bank including government's deposits) times the quarterly 

change in current GNP. In other words, it is intended to make new money 

supply proportional to current GNP. However, the money stock also grows 

endogenously by households' and firms' deposits and the newly issued 

money makes the money stock grow exponentially. 

In the new government accounting, the rules that govern money 
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supply are rather complicated. First, the "estimated" money supply is found 

as reserve money times quarterly growth in current GNP. Then, if 

government income is higher than spending, i.e., if there is a surplus, the 

money supply is reduced by the amount of surplus, because the 

government surplus has the same effect as money supply. The "estimated" 

change in the government position in the bank is found by using this level 

of money supply. There are limits to the share of government's borrowing 

from the bank, and the share of government in total deposits. Within these 

limits, the finallevei of change in the government's position in the bank 

is deterrnined. The actual money supply is then deterrnined by the 

difference between the change in the government's position in the bank 

and its surplus. This specification, hence, takes into consideration funds 

available in the bank. If the government has a high share in total debts, it 

tends to print money. Otherwise, it tends to use bank resources instead of 

printing more money. 

1.8.2.3 Labor market changes 

The following changes have been made in the labor market 

functions. Line 72 of the VERSION20 function changes the required change 

in the labor force specification in the lABOR.SEARCH.INPUT function 

(MC, 321). In the previous specification, a firm that experienced a negative 

change in its profit margin determines its labor force requirement 

according to the optimum use of its labor force. This, however, irnplies an 

inconsistency between the firms' production planning and its labor search 

procedures. This special treatment of firms with declining profit margins 

has been eliminated in the new specification. 

Line 76 changes the firms' probability to be attacked in the labor 

market. In the previous specification (MC, 321), the probability to be 

attacked depended only on the relative size of each firm. In the new 

specification, it also depends on firms' relative wage rate. Those firms that 

pay lower wages are more likely to be attacked in the labor market. 

Lines 167-174 put a limit on maximum changes in the wage rate. It 
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is determined by the expected net prices and profit margin targets. 

20. Lines 210-216 allow workers to quit their jobs depending on 

their current wage rate, and the unemployment rate (see the QUITS 

function). 

1.8.2.4 Changes in entry/exit functions 

Lines 84-91 of the VERSION20 function add new specifications for 

nullified firms. In the previous versions, nullified firms simply "evaporate" 

af ter leaving their labor unemployed. In this version, the capital 

equipment, and input and output inventories of nullified firms are sold in 

the markets, debts to the bank are paid, and remaining income, if positive, 

is paid to the households. 

Lines 92-108 add some specifications for new firms. In the previous 

versions, new firms come from nowhere. Nobody pays for their initial 

capital equipment and inventories. In the new version, they raise their 

capital from households. They buy new capital equipment and input goods 

inventories in the first quarter, and start production in the second quarter. 

At the first quarter, they do not carry any debt from banks. 

In accordance with this new specification, the borrowing 

specification in the INVFIN function has also been modified. In the 

previous case (MC, 182,331), a firm with zero borrowing never wanted to 

borrowl Moreover, the money allocated for new investments was a residual 

fund from the total quarterly cash flow. In the new specification, firms 

determine their cash requirements (for new investments, current assets, 

etc.), and their desired borrowing is the difference between net cash flows 

and requirements. 

1.8.2.5 Other changes 

1) Line 9 specifies the number of real firms in the model by the 

variable N.REAL.FIRMS. This variable is used in the AVG.TOP function. 

2) A new table (YEARLY.EXPECfATIONS) that stores information 

about firms' expectations is created in Line 13 of the VERSION20 function 

(see function code below). There are 12 columns in the 
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YEARLY.EXPECfATIONS variable. The first column of this variable 

contains the (weighted) average of the expected growth in sales, the 

second column the (weighted) average of the actual growth in sales, the 

third column the percentage of firms that overestimated sales growth, and 

the fourth column the percentage of firms that underestimated sales 

growth. Column 5-8 and 9-12 similarly contains information on expected 

changes in prices and wages, respectively. 

3) Lines 19-24 prepare newexogenous foreign prices for the 1982 

datasets. Lines 28-41 change some parameters that seem to produce better 

long-term results. These parameters and foreign prices were used in 

MSTART functions in most of the previous experiments. 

4) Line 48 modifies the SOLVE function (MC, 316) so that the 

planned level of employment will be equal to, or larger than 0.1. This was 

used in most of the previous experiments in MSTART functions. This 

ensures a positive planned level of employment. (Even though we have 

had no problem with negative employment levels for any firm in a large 

number of 20 years simulations we have chosen to introduce this 

modification. ) 

5) Lines 52-56 set the MTEC values for each sector to 10% higher 

than the maximum TBC level in that sector for the 1976 and 1982 datasets. 

These changes ensure that the best available technology is better than all 

currently employed technologies, as implied by the definitions of these 

variables. However, in the initialization process of both the 1976 and the 

1982 datasets, the MTEC variable was calculated as the weighted average 

of the TBC values (see the SECONDARY DATA function, MC, 275). Note 

that the technologicallevel (labor productivity) of new investments is equal 

to the MTEC value (MC, 153). Thus, when the MTEC values are equal 

to the industry average, the technological levet of better firms declines 

when they invest in versions 1.0 and 1.1. 

6) Line 61 changes the specification of the BAD variable. In the 

previous specification (MC, 288), a firm is nullified when it has negative 
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net worth in any six quarters during a simulation experiment. The new 

specification nullifies those firms that have negative net worth in any six 

quarters in a row. 

7) Lines 65-68 introduce a new larget search function 

(TARG.SEARCH.PC) instead of the TARG.SEARCH function, and set new 

parameters used by this function. There are three major differences 

between these functions. First, the new function tums on the 

SOLVE.MONEY function that ascertains that no step in SEARCH leads to 

less expected profits in money terms than in the position before (MC, 159). 

Second, the old function nullifies those firms that cannot satisfy profit 

margin targets (MC, 315, line 67). However, the new function enables 

those firms to revise their profit margins. If their expected profit margins 

are higher than the revised margin which is equal to (LOW.TARGET • 

targeted profit margin), then they are not nullified. Third, those firms that 

are on the production frontier, and that are capable of producing more at 

higher monetary profits, reduce their profit margin targets. 

There is also another function, TARG.SEARCH.SHOW, which is 

similar to the TARG.SEARCH.PC function. The only difference between 

these functions is that the TARG.SEARCH.SHOW function shows on the 

screen the planning procedure of a firm with explanatory notes. In other 

words, it shows graphically the planning process of a firm as specified by 

the model in TARG.SEARCH.PC function. The user is recommended to use 

this option to understand the moders planning procedures. You can also 

change manually the employment and output plans of that firm. (For 

details, see Section 1.7.) 

8) Line 76 ensures that money spent for new investments is non

negative. (Probably as a result of a typing error, a firm had a negative 

value in the 1982 dataset.) 

9) Line 82 changes the optimum sale units in a quarter (QOPTSU) 

in the PLANQREVISE function. The previous specification (MC, 166) has 

two problems: First, it uses the TMIMSTO parameter for the adjustment of 
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finished goods inventories instead of the correct one, the TMSTO variable. 

(TMIMSTO is the adjustment parameter for input goods inventories. See 

MC, 165.) Second, the QOPTSU may become higher than available output 

goods, QQ + STO. The new specification simply divides available output 

goods into two groups, optimum sales (QOPTsu), and output stocks 

depending on the level of expected sales, QEXPSU, and optimum stock 

level adjusted by the TMSTO parameter. 

10) lines 152-165 make the exchange rate endogenous. It is 

deterrnined by the net export ratio. The value of foreign assets and 

liabilities are modified in accordance with exchange rate . changes. 

Exchange rate changes also affect foreign prices via the parameter XRPEFF, 

which should be less than one. 

11) lines 177-186 add additional specifications for sales, wage rate, 

and price expectations. Sales expectations are adjusted according to new 

investment, and exchange rate changes. Wage rate expectations are 

adjusted according to new labor requirements and the level of 

unemployment. The expected change in any variable is constrained to be 

higher than -50% and lower than 100%. 

12) lines 188-192 change profit margin targeting. The 

LOWATARGET parameter is introduced and set to O (see parameter 

definitions below). The YEARLYATARG and TARGM functions are changed 

so that profit margin targets are to be non-negative. 

13) lines 194-208 change the production frontier specifications. In 

the previous specification (MC 153, 313), any new investment has three 

components: one goes to increase productive capacity (QCHQTOP1), one 

increases the "slack" (QCHQTOP2), and the last part is "lost". The lost part 

of the investment is deterrnined by the LOSS and RESMAX parameters, and 

the initialievei of slack, RES. Therefore, for example, an average firm with 

initial slack of 10%, wastes 5% of its new investment capacity. 81 % of the 

new investment goes to productive capacity, and 14% to the slack variable 

(under current values of LOSS and RESMAX parameters). Thus, with the 
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new investment, the level of slack increases for all firms, and investment 

efficiency declines. The new specification eliminates the lost component. 

Moreover, the INVEFF variable is redefined in physical terms, and is 

allowed to increase quarterly by the factor QDINVEFF. 

14) Lines 217-229 introduce a new function, OBSOLETE K. This new 

function makes part of capital equipment obsolete. Firms mayeliminate 

the portion of their capital equipment that is not likely to be used in the 

future. However, the obsolescence of capital equipment does not affect the 

slope of the production function (see the OBSOLETE K function). 

15) Line 233 changes the household spending function so that 

households' spending is affected by the real rate of interest. (The effect, 

however, is rather small. The ALFA3 parameter determines its impact.) 

16) Line 259 changes the BETA2 parameter to be compatible with 

the I-O table. 

17) Lines 262-266 introduce a limit to the quarterly real growth 

rate. 

18) Lines 269-274 redefine the growth of public employment in 

relative terms and set a new variable for the exogenous growth of public 

employment. 

19) Lines 276-285 define the investment composition parameters 

(OMEGAs) in real terms. 

1.8.3 New parameters and variables introduced in Version 2.0 

CHRFUNDl Change in the RFUNDl variable. Used in the CREDIT 

MARKET PC function. 

CHRFUND2 Change in the RFUNDl variable. Used in the CREDIT 

MARKET PC function. 

DPURCHG Quarterly increase in government expenditures 

(spending plus wage payments). Used in the MARKET 

CONFRONT PC function. 

ENTRY SPECS Specifications for new firms. This is a three-element 
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vector. The first element defines average size of the new 

frrms, and the second and third elements define the relative 

efficiency of new firms in TEC and RES variables. (For 

example, if the second element of the ENTRY.'SPECS 

parameter is .05, then new firms' TEC value will be 5% 

higher than the average.) Used in the ENTER NEWFlRMS 

function. 

GBRWRAT Maximum share of government in total debt. Used in 

the GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING PC function. 

GDEPRAT Maximum share of government in total deposits. Used 

in the GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING PC function. 

INTDIFF The interest rate differential between lending and 

borrowing. Used in the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

IOTALOW Reduction in the initial wage offer. Used in the lABOR 

SEARCH INPUT function. 

LOW TARGET The amount of decline in profit margin target if no 

satisfactory plan is found. Used in the TARG SEARCH PC and 

TARG SEARCH SHOW functions. 

LOWER MHIST The amount of decline in the firm's profit margin 

history. Used in the TARG SEARCH PC and TARG SEARCH 

SHOW functions. 

MAXCHIDIFF Maximum ch ange in the INTDIFF variable. Used in 

the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

MAXEXPDP Maximum annual change in expected prices. Used in 

the MDIFY .. EXP function. 

MAXEXPDS Maximum annual change in expected sales. Used in 

the MDIFY .. EXP function. 

MAXEXPDW Maximum annual change in expected wages. Used in 

the MDIFY .. EXP function. 

MAXIDIFF Maximum level of the INTDIFF variable. Used in the 

CREDIT MARKET PC function. 
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MAXQCXRATE . Maximum quarterly change in the exchange rate. 

Used in the BANK UPDATE function. 

MAXQDSUFOR Maximum quarterly increase in volume of exports. 

Used in the EXPORT.MARKETS function. 

MAXRFUNDl Maximum level of change the RFUNDl variable. 

Used in the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

MAXRFUND2 Maximum level of change the RFUND2 variable. 

Used in the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

MAXWCOEFF Maximum wage change coefficient. Used in the 

TARG SEARCH PC and TARG SEARCH SHOW functions. 

MlNEXPDP Minimum annual change in expected prices. Used in 

the MDIFY.EXP function. 

MlNEXPDS Minimum annual change in expected sales. Used in the 

MDIFY.EXP function. 

MINEXPDW Minimum annual change in expected wages. Used in 

the MDIFY.EXP function. 

MINIDIFF Minimum level of the INTDIFF variable. Used in the 

CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

MINRFUNDl Minimum level of change in the RFUNDl variable. 

Used in the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

MINRFUND2 Minimum level of change in the RFUND2 variable. 

Used in the CREDIT MARKET PC function. 

N.REAVFlRMS Number of real firms. Used in the AVG.TOP 

function. 

NEWFUND The share of household savings that can be used to 

finance the formation of new firms. Used in the START 

ENTRY PC function. 

NORMRU Reference rate of unemployment. Used in the QUIT 

function. 

OBSRATE The coefficient for obsolescence. Used in the OBSOLETE 

K function. 
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PARAMETER.NAMES A vector of parameter names. 

QDINVEFF A four-element vector. Each element defines the 

quarterly change in investment efficiency in each sector. 

Used in the PRODFRONT function. 

QINVBLDREAL Quarterly volume of investment in building 

and construction. 

QINVGREAL Quarterly volume of public investment. 

QINVINREAL Quarterly volume of investment in non-

manufacturing sectors. 

QSUFOROLD Exports volume of each sector in the last quarter. 

Used in the EXPORTS.MARKET function. 

QUITCOEFF Quit coefficient. Used in the QUIT function. 

RWEXP Weighing coefficient for internal and externai wage 

expectations. Used in the YEARLY.EXP function. 

VARIABLE.NAMES A vector of model variables' names. 

XRATECOEFF Exchange rate coefficient. Used in the BANK 

UPDA TE function. 

XRPEFF Exchange rate price effect coefficient. Used in the 

EXPORT MARKETS function. 

1.8.4 Comparing model versions 

The results of all versions are shown in Figures 1.1-1.7. Version 2.1 

refers to version 2.0 with calibrated parameters. The same exogenous 

foreign prices were used in all experiments. The MSTART19 function was 

used for versions 1.0 and 1.1, and the MSTART900 function (that contains 

calibrated parameters) for version 2.1. 

Figure 1.1 shows the level of GDP. GDP did not grow at the first 

ten years of the simulation in version 1.1, although it started to accelerate 

in the early 1990s. Other versions exhibit similar growth characteristics 

until the mid 1990s. Then the mode! economy stopped growing in version 

1.0. The second version exhibited relatively smooth growth rates (around 
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3.7% per year). 

Manufacturing labor productivity is shown in Figure 1.2. Versions 

2 exhibited considerably higher labor productivity, especially in the second 

half of the simulation. This is partially a result of the specification of the 

MTEC variable. As shown in Figure 1.3, the labor productivity factor (the 

TEC variable) was much higher in versions 2 than versions 1. Versions 1.0 

and 1.1 have a very small increase in the TEC variable due to the 

erroneous initialievei of the MTEC variable. Recall that in versions 2, all 

firms increase their labor productivity factor by investment since the best 

practice technology embodied in investment has a high er technology factor. 

In versions 1, however, the labor productivity factor of the best practice 

technology (the MTEC variable in the model) is equal to sector averages 

for the initial year. 

Figure 1.4 shows the "unemployment rates." All versions had a 9-

10% "unemployment rate" at the end of simulations. Although these 

figures seem to be on the high side for Sweden, note that the 

"unemployment rate" in the model is calculated on the basis of hours 

worked. This means that decreases in working hours and increases in part

time employment are also reflected as an increase in the "unemployment 

rate." 

The government share in current GNP is shown in Figure 1.5. It 

increases in version 2.1 in the 1980s and remains almost constant 

aterwards. Version 2.0 has a fluctuating government share around 34%. 

Versions 1.0 and 1.1 have almost symmetric changes. In version 1.1 it 

increases until 1992, then declines. The pattern is the opposite in version 

1.0 where results are quite contrary to our expectations (a 5% points 

decline in five years in Sweden!). Note that the rate of increase in 

government spending is determined by the coefficient DPURCHG in 

versions 2.0 and 2.1. Therefore, the share of government in GNP can 

actually be controlled in those versions. 

Figure 1.6 shows the changes in the velocity of money (current GDP 
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/ deposits in the bank). In versions 2, it fluctuates around 1.15 while the 

amplitude of fluctuations is higher for version 2.0. In versions 1, it decIines 

almost continuously from 1.35 to .95. This difference between versions 1 

and 2 is due to changes in the GOVERNMENTa·ACCOUNTING function (see 

Section 1.8.2.2). 

The rate of interest is shown in Figure 1.7. It was exogenously 

determined in versions 1.0 and 1.1. (If endogenously determined in this 

version, it would rapidly increase or decrease until it reaches the limits, to 

stay there.) Although the rate of interest increases in version 2.1 in the 

1990s, it decIines to 9-10% in the 2000s (not shown in this figure). 
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Figure 1.1 GDP level (1982 prices) 
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Figure 1.2 Labor productivity in manufacturing 
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Figure 1.3 Average labor productivity faetor 
(The average of the TEC variable) 
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Figure 1.4 Unemployment rate 
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Figure 1.5 Government's share in GDP 
(Based on current prices) 
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Figure 1.6 Velocity of money 
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Figure 1.7 Rates or interest 
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2.1 INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE 

The micro-to-macro simulation model MOSES simulates the economy 

quarter by quarter from a given starting year. Before one can start a 

simulation of the mode! economy, one has to initialize a large number of 

variables. 

"Initialization" means that three kinds of variables are prepared for 

the model. 

1) Micro and macro variables needed to start up the model (initial 

endogenous variables). 

2) Exogenous variables for the simulation period. 

3) Certain constants, some of which are parameters affecting the 

behavior of firms, households and market mechanisms. 

The initialization program, MOSESJNIT, converts raw micro and 

macro data to variables that are used in the model. Aschematic overview 

of the initialization procedure is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Figure 2.1 

Miero-data 
Workspace: MICxx 

Maero-data 
Workspaee: MACxx 

Help f~tions 
Workspace : FUNCTI 

Variable lists 
Workspace: VLlSTS 

Initial ization
variant, ISTARTyy 
Workspace : I START 

The initialization procedure 

1----1----1 Initial ization procedure 
Workspace: MOSES.INIT 

1------1 Model Dataset 
R19xx.yy 
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The raw macro and micro data are saved in the MACrx and MICrx 

workspaces, respectively, where xx is the base year. There are currently two 

sets of data: one for 1976 (MAC76 and MIC76) and the other for 1982 

(MAC82 and MIC82).The initialization program, MOSES.lNIT, retrieves 

these workspaces, and converts them into a form that can be used by the 

MOSES model by using the help functions in the FUNCI1 workspace and 

initialization modification function ISTAR1)y in the ISTARTworkspace. The 

OUTPUT.OPERATIONS function of the MOSES.lNIT workspace deletes all 

functions and variables that are not specified in any one of the variable 

name lists of the VLISTS workspace. The name of the final model dataset 

will be R19xx.yy, where xx is the dataset year, and y.y is the initialization 

modification number. 

If one wants to generate a dataset for other years or other 

countries, the MACrx and MICrx raw datasets should be prepared. These 

workspaces are explained in detail in Part 2 of MOSES Handbool!'), 

(Bergholm 1989: 45-213), and Chapter II of MOSES Code (Albrecht et aJ. 

1989: 67-132). The user is referred to these publications. MOSES 

Handbook includes a complete initialization code and the list of macro and 

micro variables that are used in the MACrx and MIOx workspaces. Note, 

however, that there are some minor changes made for the PC version of 

the model as explained in Appendix E. 

0) The flfst part of the handbook, "How to Run the MOSES ModeI", is repIaced by 
this manual for the PC version of the modeI. 
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2.2 USING THE MOSES.lNIT WORKSPACE 

To use the initialization program, load the MOSES.INIT workspace when 

you are in the Xenix operating system by typing 

:/I apl MOSES.INIT RETURN 

or, if you are in APL already, by typing 

) LOAD MOSES.INIT RETURN 

where ")" is the right parenthesis entered by typing Shift·" when the 

keyboard is in the APL mode. 

Then, the following menu will appear on the screen. 

,------- MOSES-PC INITIALlZATlON ------, 

Macro-data : lIAC82 

Mi cro-data : MIC82 

ShlJletion Period 30 

Modification Version O 

Print l-Q Table (y/n)? n 

START IIITlALIZATJIII 

EXIT TO XElIX 

Use <TAB> key to IIIOve the cursor. press <Fl> key to choose &ny option 

The cursor can be moved by pressing TAB (downward) or Shift-TAB 

(upward) keys. Af ter changing default values on the menu as desired, the 

simulation is started by pressing Fl key when the cursor (the highlighted 

rectangular) is on ·START INITlALlZATION". 

"Macro-data" and "Micro-data" define the macro and micro-data 

workspaces. If you do not enter any name here, the default workspaces, 

MAC82 and MIC82 will be used. (The micro-datasets, MIC76 and MIC82, 

contain confidential firm data. Therefore, access to these workspaces is 
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restricted to authorized users, and these workspaces are not supplied with 

the MOSES model.) 

"Simulation Period" is the number of years that the simulation will 

proceed. Note that although the MOSESPC model is actually a quarterly 

model, the simulation period should be specified in years. The 

initialization program prepares exogenous variables for the number of 

years as specified by this option. 

"Modification Version" determines which ISTART function to be 

used to modify the initialization code. In the MOSES.lNIT program, each 

initialization is carried out by making changes in the original code by using 

one of the modification functions in the ISTARTworkspace. This allows you 

to keep the program in its original form. The ISTARTlX functions contain 

modifications for specific initialization variants. ISTARTlX functions are 

executed at the beginning of an initialization. If you want the initialization 

code without any modifications, enter zero for this variable. 

"Print I-O Table (y/n)?" question allows the user to print out the 

I-O table of the final dataset, on the screen during the initialization 

procedure. 

Pressing Fl key when the cursor is on the "Exit to Xenix" allows the 

user to exit from the mode l. To continue to use the model, the user should 

start by typing "apl MOSES.lNIT" at the Xenix prompt. 

The initialization takes at most a couple of rninutes depending on 

the number of firms. During the initialization process, some variables are 

printed out on the screen. If you enter "y" for "Print I-O Table (y/n)?", 

then the I-O table of the dataset prepared by the initialization program is 

also printed out on the screen. Note, however, that when the I-O table is 

shown on the screen, the execution of the program is temporarily 

suspended. You have to press RETURN key to proceed. 

At the end of the initialization program, the following message is 

shown. 
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****************************************** 
INITIALIZATION COMPLETED 

WORKSPACE NAME IS R19xx.yy 

PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO SAVE THE WORKSPACE 

****************************************** 
As stated in this message, the workspace is not automatically saved 

at the end of initialization process, and you have to save if for further use 

by typing 

) SAVE RETURN 
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3.1 ANAL YZING MODEL'S STRUCTURE 

Calibration, sensitivity, linearity 

The MOSES' model consists of a large number of non-linear equations that, 

given a set of parameters, convert a set of exogenous variables and the 

i!litial values of endogenous variables into a future series of endogenous 

variables (see Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1 The simulation model 

Inputs Model 

Yo Equations 
Xo 

M ( • ) 
S 

Notation: Yo: endogenous variables vector at the base year 
"o: exogenous variables vector 
B: parameter vector 
y,: endogenous variables at time t 
M(.): a set of model equations 

outputs 

Yt 

The model, Le., the set of equations M(.), is so complex that even 

those who have the complete model code cannot foresee the impact of 

changes in initial conditions, {Yo. Xo. B}, on output, {Yl}, without simulating 

the model. The complexity of the model may also make understanding of 

the dynamics of the model difficult, as weIl as its representation of 

econornic relations. 
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Figure 3.2 MOSES.CAUB tools 

Data fittinq 
r- a) Ca libration 

b) Policy experiments 

I-- Determininq influential 
parameters / variablas 

HOSES.CALXB r--

setsitivity analysis 
a) Stochastic effects 

I-- b) Parameters 
c) Initial endogenous 

variables 
d) Exogenous variables 

'--- symmatry and linearity 
measuras 

The MOSES.CALIB workspace contains various functions for the 

analysis of the model's structure. Figure 3.2 summarizes the tools that are 

available in the MOSES.CALIB workspace. 

The major use of the MOSES.CALIB workspace is for data fitting, i.e., 

to determine the values of a set of parameters(·) that generates the best 

fit for a series of endogenous variables. In the calibration case, the 

problem is to determine the values of parameters that generate the best 

fit for a set of observed endogenous variables for a certain time period. In 

*) There is computationally no difference between the parameters of the model and 
the exogenous variables. Therefore, hereafter, we use the term "parameter" in a broad sense 
including all variables whose values are constant during a simulation experiment. 
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the policy experiment case, the problem is to determine the values of some 

exogenous (policy) variables (for example, the quarterly increase in 

government spending), that come as close to a certain target variable (for 

example, zero unemployment rate) as you specify, provided it is feasible. 

Note that there is no technical difference between the calibration 

procedure and making policy experiments. The calibration procedure is 

explained in detail in the following sections. 

Although there are a large number of parameters in the model, 

some of them exert little influence on the model's endogenous variables 

that are eonsidered as "important". (Only manufacturing sectors are 

explicitly modeled on the basis of micro data in MOSES. Therefore, for 

example, the simulated growth rates of manufacturing output may be 

regarded more important than those of other sectors.) It is important to 

determine "key" parameters that have signifieant effects on eertain 

endogenous variables. The "Global Random Search" option of the 

MOSES.CALIB program can be used for this purpose as explained in 

Sections 3.2 and 3.4. 

Sensitivity analysis is used to examine the effects of minor ehanges 

in initial eonditions and stochastic factors on simulation results. It is 

normally preferred to have a "robust" model which is not very sensitive to 

minor ehanges in initial eonditions. Otherwise, it may be difficult to 

evaluate simulation results beeause initial variables inevitably have a noise 

eomponent.<O) The model's sensitivity to small variations in parameters 

values and stoehastic factors are analyzed in Seetion 3.4. 

Finally, the MOSES.CALIB workspaee allows the user to apply 

Zellner and Peek's (1973) relative symmetry and linearity measures (see 

*) As mentioned by Kub, Neese and Hollinger (1985: 18, fn 2), "[iJf a particular modet 
has low parameter sensitivity for endogenous variables of interest, then the Lucas critique 
(1976) -that parameters change in response to stochastic behavior of variables of concern 
to individual agents- will have less potential practical importance. Conversely, if significant 
policy parameters induce large responses, the potential importance of Lucas's observations 
will be all the greater. Even more to the point, parameters thought to be endogenous 
should be treated that way from the outset." 
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also Kuh, Neese and Hollinger, 1985: 110-113). Zellner-Peck measures are 

used 

to determine the extent to which induced changes in the moders endogenous 

variables are symmetric and/or linear. Symmetry is of interest for its own sake 

while fmding of linearity of near-linearity may be useful in efforts to simplify the 

model's structure. A1so, since the effects of both relatively small and large changes 

are reported, we gain information on both the local and global properties of the 

mode!. (Zellner and Peck, 1973: 152, quoted by Kub, Neese, and Hollinger, 1985: 

110) 

The syrnmetry and linearity measures are summarized in Seetion 3.3 

and results of an experiment are presented in Seetion 3.6. 
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3.2 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 

Thanks to improvements in information technology, large scale micro 

simulation models have been increasingly used in the last decades for 

economic analysis and policy simulations. A major problem of such 

complex models is the fact that the model specification inc1udes a large 

number of unknown parameters. Parameter values have to be guesstimated 

since it is usually not possible to get their econometric estimates due to 

lack of necessary data. Thus, the "calibration" of large-scale micro 

simulation models is a problem that needs further research. This section 

presents a method used for the "calibration" of the MOSES model.(") 

Calibration is used to estimate the parameter values in a 

predetermined set that "minimizes" the difference between simulation 

results and some choosen controI variables, observed for the calibration 

period. This "minimization" problem can be surnmarized as follows. 

The model can be thought of as a system of eqtiations containing 

an r-element parameter vector, P, such that a vector of initial and 

exogenous variables, Z, produces a v-element vector of endogenous controI 

variables ys ("). 

Y' = M(P;Z) 

Our purpose is to estimate the parameter vector, P, that makes the 

simulated controi variables as c10se to their real values, yr, as possible. If 

the standard weighted sum-of-squared-errors criterion is used, then the 

objective function is 

0) Eliasson and Olavi (1978) formulated a calibration procedure for the model in the 
early stages of the development of the MOSES model. However, it could not be 
implemented in practice because computers available in late 19705 were not fast enough to 
perform the calibration work at a reasonable cost. See also Klevmarken, 1978. 

00) Note that M(.) is a stochastic function of P due to some stochastic variables in the 
model. Hence, the Y' is distributed by mean Y""""" and standard deviation ar If a short 
time period is used for the calibration procedure, ar can be assumed to be zero since the 
stochastic variances in the model have significant effects only in the long ron. 
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where S is the predetermined parameter space, T the time period for 

calibration, and W a diagonal weighing matrix. It is assumed that the 

parameter set S contains the global minimum in its interior. 

If the model could mimic exactly the real world, and the actual 

values of the exogenous variables could be same as those used in the 

model, then the minimum distance value, dmin would be equal to zero. 

Since this is not the case, dmin > o. 
Recall that there are many non-linear and non-smooth functions in 

the model. M(.) and, consequently, d(P) are very complex systems of non

linear functions. It is very difficult, if at all possible, to find the minimum 

distance value by conventionai optimization methods (Fletcher, 1987). The 

d(P) function may have many local minima and it is typically a function 

with a large number of parameters (in our case, more that 60 parameters). 

Thus the minimum of the d(P) function can only be searched by random 

search methods since, as Brooks (1958) stated, the number of experiments 

in these methods do not depend on the number of parameters and they 

are not usually restricted by the nature of the distance surface.(*) 

Finding the "minimum" of the distance function is only one aspect 

of the calibration process. The model needs to be robust in the 

neighborhood of the selected parameter vector P", Le., small variations in 

parameter values should not have significant effects on system' s propeties. 

In other words, 

I d(P) - d(P + 6) I ~ f: , 

where 6 is an r-element vector of variations, and f: a small number. 

Finally, the model's long-ron properties generated by the parameter 

*) These metbods were fast proposed by Anderson (1953). For some recent studies, 
see Solis and Wets (1981), Boender et aJ. (1982), and references therein. 
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vector P" should be "reasonable". Hence we seek to establish convergence 

to a small region surrounding (in some sense) the candidates for the global 

minimum. The optimality region then is defined by 

So = { p I p € S, d(P) < dmin + €} ,where € > O. 

In other words, 1) the parameter vector P" does not need to be 

global minimum of the distance function but d(P") should be a local 

minimum "dose" enough to dmin; 2) the model should be robust at the 

neighborhood of d(P"); and 3) the long-ron properties of P" should be 

satisfactory. To determine the parameter vector P" a simple two-stage 

calibration procedure can be designed as follows. 

Stage 1. Global search 

At this stage n parameter vectors are randomly drawn from the 

parameter space, S, and the distance values for each parameter vector are 

found by simulation. The number of experiments is determined by two 

criteria. 

1) n ~ 10g(1-s)jlog(1-b) 

where b is a predetermined proportion of the parameter space that 

contains parameter combinations having lower distance values (~), and s 

is the probability of at least one experiment choosen from the parameter 

sub-space ~. For example, if we want to get at least one parameter vector 

drawn from the lowest 5% of the parameter space with 99% probability, 

then 

n ~ log(1-.99)jlog(1-.05) ::::: 90. 

2) The cumulative distance distribution (CDD) of the sequence of 

experiments with randomly selected parameter vectors will converge to the 

population distribution as n -+ 00 • Thus n can be choosen so that additional 

experiments do not change the CDD to a significant extent. 

By global search with n random parameter vectors, we can get 
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information about 1) the global minimum, 2) the shape of the distance 

surface, and 3) influential parameters. 

There is a number of techniques, generaly based on de Haan's 

(1981) analysis of order statistics, for determining the confidence interval 

for the global minimum. (For an application of this method, see Ve all, 

1990.) Suppose 

dmin = min { d(P) I p E S } 

exists. Using a random sample of pI, p2, ... pn from a uniform 

distribution over S, a confidence interval at the p significance level for dmin 

(under mild conditions on d(.f}) can be constructed as follows. 

{ dm, yl} , 

where dm= [yl_(y2_yl)/p.I/CI_ l], yl, y2, ... , yn is the order statistic 

from d(pl), d(p2), ... d(pn), that is, yl ~ y2 ~ ... ~ yn, 

a=10g(k)/[log(yk_y3)/(y3_y2)], and k is any sequence of integer numbers 

depending on n such that k(n) -+ 00 and k(n)/n -+ O as n -+ 00. Note that yl 

tends to dmin almost surely as n -+ 00, and dm is a monotone decreasing 

function of p such that dm -+ - 00 as p -+ 1. 

This confidence interval can be used for testing the hypothesis that 

any given minimum is global. Since OUT purpose is to find a parameter 

vector in the optimality region only, the confidence interval can be used 

to assess the "closeness" of the distance value found at Stage 2 to the 

global minimum. ( .. ) 

The CDD obtained in this stage gives an idea about the shape of 

the distance surface. A relatively smooth curve at low values may show 

that the model is not sensitive to small variations in parameter values (see 

Figures 3.3.) 

Influential parameters can also be determined at this stage. Recall 

that parameter values are chosen randomly so that they are independently 

*)For the conditions on d(.), see de Haan (1981) and Boenden et aJ. (1982). 

U) There are some techniques to estimate the value of global minimum. See, for 
example, Smith (1987). 
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distributed across experiments. Ignoring joint effects, we can estimate the 

distance values as an approximate function of each parameter separately. 

For example, regression analysis may be employed by using linear, 

quadratic and cubic functions of parameters as explanatory variables. The 

F-statistic of the regression may show the significance of that parameter. 

Stage 2. Local search 

Local search is based on a method of random "hill-climbing" from 

an initial point. Direction of the next move is determined randomly. If the 

distance value decreases at the randomly selected direction, parameter 

values are changed accordingly. Otherwise, a new rand om direction is 

selected. This process is repeated until no further improvement in the 

distance value is obtained in a predetermined number of trials. 

The algorithm we use is rather simple and can be summarized as 

follows. 

Step O. 

Pick pil € S, set k=nf=ns=O, fIx /Jmin' /J-l' mf, ms, sr, si, con 

k : iteration number 
pk : parameter vector for k1h iteration 
S : parameter space 
nf : number of failures 
ns : number of successes 
/Jk : "diameter" of random search space (step size). pk is the 

center point. 
/Jmin : minimum diameter 
mf : number of failures before step size reduction 
ms : number of successes before step size increase 
sr : step size reduction factor 
si : step size increase factor 
con : convergence criterion 
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Step 2. 
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Stop if '-'k :s; '-'mi~ • Set P" = pk. 
Otherwise set P +1 = ran(pk + '-'k) where ran(.) is a rand om 

vector on the "circle" defined by its center pk and 
diameter '-'k' 

Set pk+1 = 
l" pH1 if d(pk+1) <d(pk)/l + con , set ns=ns+ 1, 

I k=k+ 1 nf=O 
pk otherwise, set ns=O, nf=nf+ 1, k=k+' 1 

L 

Return to Step 1. 

There are two alternatives for initial parameter vector, pil: 1) the 

parameter vector found at Stage 1 that has the lowest distance value, 2) 

the parameter vectors that is currently being used in the model. We prefer 

to use the second alternative because some of the parameters currently 

used may incorporate our a priori information about their values. 

Moreover, these parameters are known to have "reasonable" long-ron 

properties and the model is not sensitive to small variations in these 

values. 

If the random local search ends up with a high distance value 

compared to the "estimated" global minimum, repeat the search process 

either with a new initial parameter vector or use the same vector with 

longer step sizes. 

Finally the long-ron properties of the selected vector, P", should be 

tested. If it generates nonstable, chaotic results af ter the calibration period, 

we need to make another search. The sensitivity of the model is easy to 

check since at least nf number of experiments are done already in the 
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neighborhood of P" during the loeal seareh. 

We used only two parameters (the MAXDP and BETABW 

parameters) to visualize the seareh process and the shape of the distance 

spaee. By performing a eomplete grid seareh (total 122 experiments for 11 

values of eaeh parameter) the distanee surfaee(*) was found as in Figure 

3.12. As ean be seen in this figure, even with two parameters there may be 

many loeal mimima. (The global minimum is marked by a small square on 

the figure.) However the shape is rather smooth and mostly influenced by 

ehanges in the MAXDP parameter. The BETABW parameter seem to have 

less influenee as also indieated by regression analysis in Seetion 3.4 (see 

Table 3.5). 

The loeal seareh proeess which was started at the middle of the 

parameter spaee eonverged sueeessfully to a loeal minimum which is very 

close to the global optimum. Note however that this may not be so in 

other cases sinee the starting point was in a relatively smooth valley in this 

experiment. 

*) It is practically impossible to rmd global optimimum by grid search When the 
number of parameters is high. For example, if 11 values are tried for of each parameters, 
then nH experiments is needed for complete search. If it takes 10 minutes for each 
experiment as in the ease of calibration procedure used in Sectipn 3.4, caIibration of 10 
parameters takes almost 2 million years! 
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3.3 USING THE MOSES.CALIB WORKSPACE 

The calibration functions are stored in the APL workspace MOSES.CALIB 

(for the code, see Appendix H). Before running the calibration procedure, 

you should create two matrix variables in the workspace DATA. The first 

matrix variable (the controI variables matrix) contains data about the 

controI variables, and it should be a (t+2)·n matrix where t is the number 

of years, and n the number of variables. The first row of the controI 

variable matrix contains the name s of controI variables, and the second 

row contains the variable weights that are to be used in calculating the 

distance between the simulation results and the controI variables. Note 

that the variable names should be the same as those used in the model. 

Other rows contain the observed values of controI variables for each year. 

For example, the following matrix contains data about the rate of interest 

(RI), the rate of unemployment (RU), and annual industrial output growth 

rates (DPROD) for 1983-1986. The weights of the RI and RU variables are 

higher than that of the DPROD variable. Note that the sum of weights does 

not need to be equal to one in this matrix. Weights are recalculated by the 

program. 

RI 
2 

.1085 

.1177 

.1385 

. 1015 

Table 3.1 

RU 
2 

.035 

.031 

.028 

.027 

ControI variables matrix 

DPROD 
1 

.04 

.08 

.02 

.00 

~ Controi variable name 
~ Variable weight 
~ Variable values 

The second matrix variable (the parameter matrix) contains some 

information about parameters to be calibrated (or policy variables to be 

found). It is a 6·m matrix where m denotes the numher of parameters. 

Parameter name s should be in the first row, the maximum and minimum 

permissible values for the parameters in the second and third rows, 
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respectively, the starting parameter values in the fourth row, the step size 

in the fifth row, and a value for the initial search direction in the sixth row. 

If you want to start the iterative, stepwise search upward (downward), 

enter a positive (negative) value for this row. 

Table 3.2 

ALFABW 
.056 
.0 
.025 
.003 

1 

Parameter matrix 

BETABW CHRFUNDl 
.03 
.0 
.005 
.002 

1.35 
.25 
.855 
.055 

1 1 

MOSES-PC CALlBRATlON 

Experilllent Name 

Initial Year 

Start Ent ry i n 

Average Nl.IIIber of New Finns 

Name of Variable Matrix 

Name of Parameter Matrix 

Moc!ification Version 

Model Version 

START CALlBRATlON 

EXIT TO XENIX 

~ Parameter name 
~ Maximum parameter value 
~ Minimum parameter value 
~ Starting parameter value 

Step-size , 
~ Initial sefll'Ch direction for 
iterative search (positive to 
increase, and ' negative to 
decrease the parameter values 
in the first iteration ) 

1982 v .91 

1984 

: DATA 

PARA 

O 

2.0 

Use <TAB> key to IIIOve the cursor. press <Fl> key to choose any option 
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Af ter preparing these two matrix variables in the DATA 

workspace, (') load the MOSES.CALIB workspace by typing 

) WAD MOSES,CALIB RETURN 

When the MOSES.CALm is loaded, the MOSES-PC CALIBRATION 

menu will appear. 

"Experiment Name" defines the workspace name. If you do not 

enter any name here, the default name, DELETE.ME, is used. 

"Initial Year" means the starting point of the simulation experiment, 

i.e., the initial dataset year. The simulation commences the first quarter 

af ter the "initial year". (As of May 1, 1991, there are only two datasets. In 

this case this variable should be either 1976 or 1982.) 

The next variable on this line shows the version of data year. For 

the time being, there is only one version of the 1976 dataset (version 5), 

and six versions of the 1982 dataset (versions 89, 91, 92, 93 ,94, and 98). 

"Start Entry in" enables the endogenous firm entry af ter the first 

quarter of the specified time. It should be at least one year af ter the initial 

simulation period. (In other words, if you use a 1982 dataset, start entry 

can start in 1984.) 

"Average Number of New Firms" specifies the entry feature of 

MOSES (the AMAXENT variable in the START.ENTI function). It is equal 

to the maximum possible number of new firms in each industry in each 

year when the average industry profitability is equal to uni ty. The number 

of new firms is a probabilistic linear function of average industry 

profitability. If you do not want to use the firm entry option, enter zero for 

this variable. 

"Variable Matrix" and "Parameter Matrix" are as explained above. 

The default variable matrix, DATA, contains observed data for five 

variables for 1983-1988. (The controi variables in this matrix are the 

*) ControI variables and parameter matrixes have a generic form that is used for all 
options of the MOSES.CALIB program. However these matrices may contain redundant 
information for a specific option. For example, data in the sixth row of the parameter 
matrix that specify initial search directions are used only by the ITERATIVE SEARCH process. 
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interest rate, the annual growth rates of manufacturing employment, 

output and prices, and annual growth rates of GDP.) The default 

parameter matrix, pARA,is the variable used in Section 3.4. Both matrices 

are saved in the DATA workspace, and can be modified for a specific 

calibration exercise. (For these matrices, see Section 3.4.) 

"Modification Number" determines which MSTART function will be 

used to modify the model. In the MOSES model, each experiment is carried 

out by making changes in the original model (changes in the behavioral 

equations, variables, etc.) by using one of the modification functions in the 

MSTART workspace. This allows you to keep the model in its original form. 

The MSTART.tX functions in which all changes connected with the specific 

experiment are defined modifies the original model at the beginning of the 

simulation. If you want to make experiments with the original model, enter 

zero for this variable. 

There are three versions of the MOSES model available: 1.0, 1.1, and 

(the default) 2.0. (For details, see Section 1.8.) 

Pressing Fl key when the cursor is on the "Exit to Xenix" allows the 

user to exit from the modet 

When the experiment is started by pressing the Fl key when the 

cursor is on the "START CALIBRATION" option, the program asks some 

interactive questions about the search method. The first question is 

CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 

(Global random search / Local random search / 
Iterative search / Seed number / Zellner's test) 

Enter the first letter of the search method. (The default option is 

the global random search.) To choose the default option, press the 

RETURN key. 

In the GWBAL RANDOM SEARCH, the parameter values are chosen 

randomly by using a pseudo-random number generator within the range 

defined by the second and third rows of the parameter matrix (Table 3.2). 
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The step-size values defined in the fifth row of the parameter matrix is 

used in choosing parameter values, and the same parameter vector is not 

used twice. (0) Therefore, if you want to obtain completely random 

parameter values, enter very small step sizes. If you want to perform a 

complete grid search for a few number of parameters, enter large step 

sizes. 

If you choose global random search, the minimization criterion is 

asked: 

MINIMIZE Squared / Absolute / Maximum Distance : 

Enter the first letter of the distance criterion. (The default option 

is the squared distance.) The distance criteria are calculated as follows: 

Squared Distance = I:.r l:y wv*(liv! - Svt)2 , 

Absolute Distance = I:.r l:y wy * I liv! - Svt I , 
Maximum Distance = max (wy * I liv! - Svt I; V E V, t E T) , 

where liv! is the observed value of the V1h controI variable at time t, 

Svt the simulated value of the same variable, Wy the weight of the V1h 

variable, V the set of controI variables, and T the time period. 

Then, the program asks if you want to standardize the variables: 

STANDARDIZE VARIABLES (No/Yes) 

"No" is the default option. If you enter "Yes", actual and simulated 

variables are standardized by the means and standard deviations of real 

variables before calculating the distance value. In other words, actual and 

*) Parameter values for the i'h experiment are selected as follows. 
pi = P""" + n *poteP , where n is a vettor of integers randomly drawn form a 

uniform distribution over {O, int«p .... - PmiII) / J"''P)}. p .... , pmill and J"''P correpond to the 
second, third and fourth rows of the parameter matrix, respectively. 
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simulated variables are transformed in the following way . 

• _( m)fs d a vt - ~-avt avt,an 

s·vt = (Syt - am vt) f aSvt 

where amvt and a'vt are the mean value and the standard deviation 

of the controi variable a... Standardization is advised when the controi 

variables have different units of measure. 

TheD, the program asks three more questions. 

MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A YEAR (1) 
MAXIMUM ITERATION NUMBER (25) 

CHANGE THESE VALUES (No/Yes) 

The mode! may generate erratic results for some parameter sets. In 

such a case, it is necessary to stop the simulation because, otherwise, the 

program may he halted. If the distance value exceeds the value of the 

MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A TI!:AR, the program stops execution of the 

simulation for that parameter set. The maximum iteration number defines 

the numher of parameter sets to be simulated. If your entries are correct, 

then answer No to the last question to proceed. If you want to change the 

values entered, answer Yes. In this case, the program will start with the 

question about the "calibration procedure." 

The results of global random search are stored in the RESULTS and 

BESITAB matrix variables. RESULTS is a (n+ 1)*(P+v+2) matrix where n 

is the numher of experiments, p the numher of parameters, and v the 

number of controi variables. The first row contains variable names. The 

first column shows experiment number. The next p numher of columns 

store parameter values of that experiment. Then the weighed average of 

the distance value, and distance values for each controi variables are 

stored. BESITAB is a t*v matrix where t is the period of simulation in 

years. It stores the values of controi variables for the experiment that have 

minimum (average) distance value. 

If you choose LOCAL RANDOM SEARCH, the program executes a 
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loeal random search as summarized in the previous section. You will be 

asked to answer the following questions. 

MINIMIZE Squared / Absolute / 

Maximum distance 

STANDARDIZE VARIABLES (No/Yes) 

MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A YEAR (1) 

MAX NUMBER OF STEP REDUCTIONS (1) 

# FAILURES BEFORE • STEP (20) 

# SUCCESSES BEFOR • STEP (20) 

STEP SIZE REDUCTION FACTOR (.5) 

STEP SIZE INCREASE FACTRO (1) 

CONVERGENCE VALUE (0.01) 

CHANGE THESE VALUES (No/Yes) 

These variables are explained in the previous section. As in the case 

of global random search, results are saved in RESULTS and BESTTAB 

variables. 

In the ITERATIVE SEARCH, the program starts with the initial 

parameter values as defined in the fourth row of the parameter matrix. 

Then the program changes the value of the first parameter by a step length 

which is defined in the fifth row until the "distance" increases. When the 

objective function cannot be decreased by changing the first parameter in 

either directions, or the maximum and minimum values are reached, the 

second parameter is changed. This stepwise procedure goes on until all 

parameters have been tried. You can try another iterative search by using 

those parameter values found in the first iteration. 

The minimum number of iterations in this method is equal to 

1 + 2*number of parameters. A one year simulation takes about 90 seconds. 

In other words, an iteration in the calibration of the model for 1983-1988 

(6 years) takes about 10 minutes. Therefore, this method is not 

recommended when there are many parameters to be calibrated. 

When you choose the iterative search process, the following 
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questions will be asked. 

MINIMIZE Squared / Absolute / 

Maximum distance 

STANDARDIZE VARIABLES (No/Yes) 

CONVERGENCE VALUE (0.01) 

CHANGE THESE VALUES (No/Yes) 

The resuIts of the iterative search are saved in the RESUL TS 

variable. 

If you choose the option SEED NUMBERS, the following questions 

will be asked. 

MINIMIZE Squared / Absolute / 

Maximum distance 

STANDARDIZE VARIABLES (No/Yes) 

MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A YEAR (1) 

NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS (25) 

CHANGE THESE VALUES (No/Yes) 

Answer these questions as explained before. In this case, n 

experiments will be performed with different initial seed numbers to 

exarnine the effects of stochastic effects on simulation results. Note that, 

in this case, the program does not use the parameter matrix you defined 

on the MOSES·PC CALIBRATION menu because parameter values are the 

same in all experiments. Experiment resuIts are saved in the RESULTS 

variable. 

If the option ZELLNER'S TEST is chosen, the following questions will 

be asked. 

NAME OF THE CONTROL VARIABLE 
MAXIMUM CHANGE IN THE CONTROL VARIABLE (25%) 

NAMES OF THE TEST VARIABLES 
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SIMULATION PERIOD 

In this option, neither controi variables matrix nor parameter matrix 

(Tables 3.1 and 3.2) are used. (However, their names should be entered 

in the MOSES-PC CALIBRATION menu.) This option calculates Zellner-Peck 

symmetry and linearity statistics that measure the extent of departures 

from symmetry and linearity of test variables as a result of changes in the 

value of the control variable. You should enter only one variable (or 

parameter) name for the controi variable since the program runs 

simulations for one variable at a time. However, you mayenter as many 

test variables as you like since an increase in the number of test variables 

does not increase the number of experiments. 

For the calculation of symmetry and linearity measures, the base 

run is obtained by running the model for the initial value of the controI 

variable. Then four experiments are made by changing the controI variable 

by the amount specified in the MAXIMUM CHANGE IN THE CONTROL 

VARIABLE.(") The symmetry and linearity statistics are calculated as 

follows (see Kuh, Neese and Hollinger, 1985: 110-113). 

A deviation from the base run for a test variable y in time t is 

defined by 

6t" = YlA _ ylb 

where ylb is the value of Y (the test variable) at time t for the base 

TUn and YlA is the value of Y where the controi variable was changed by • 

units. 

Deviation from symmetry is defined as 

f' = 16 A + 6-A I I I I 

If Y were perfectly symmetric with respect to changes in the controI 

variable, 1"1 would be equal to zero. 

The symmetry measure is the sum of deviations scaled by absolute 

.) Denote the maximum change in the controI variable by I"""". Then experiments will 
be made by increasing the controI variable I""""% and O.l·I""""%, and decreasing it with 
the same amount. 
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deviations as follows. 

SYM = ~f / ~(Iotl + 101-"1)/2 

The syrnmetry measure, SYM, is constrained to be in the region [O, 

2]. A value of SYM near zero indicates high syrnmetry in response to the 

test variable to changes in the controi variable, and alarger value indicates 

less syrnmetry. 

The linearity measure is defined similarly as the sum of deviation 

from linearity scaled by absolute deviations. Deviation from linearity is 

defined as follows. 

9 = o 10 .. - 10 o .. 
1 1 1 

Then the measure of linearity is 

UN = ~9 / ~<I 0/°"1 + /10 otl)/2 
Sirnilarly, the linearity measure, UN, is constrained in the region 

[O, 2]. If the response of the test variable to changes in the controi variable 

were perfectly linear, UN = o. 
The results of Zellner-Peck tests are saved in a variable called 

RESULTS. This is a vector variable that contains the syrnmetry and linearity 

measures for each test variables. (For the form of this variable, see Section 

3.6.) 

In a usual experiment, some messages about date, the model 

version, etc., are shown on the screen right before the beginning of the 

simulation. Then, the simulation is started. Depending on the method, 

some information about current iteration are shown on the screen. 

The MOSES.CALIB workspace stores all initial variables in an 

externai file called DELETE.CAL. If the procedure ends normally, this file 

is deleted from the hard disk. Since a calibration experiment can take a 

long time, you may want to stop the experiment to start it later. In this 

case, you have to untie the externai file first. To do so, type 

[]FUNTIE 1 RETURN 

where [] is the APL character entered by Shift·L when the 

keyboard is in the APL mode. (If the keyboard is in the ASCII mode, type 
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Ctrl-N to switch back to the APL mode.) Then save the workspace and 

exit from the APL by typing 

)SAVE RETURN 

)OFF RETURN 

When you want to continue the experiment, start the APL 

interpreter and load the experiment workspace. Then, tie the external file 

and continue the experiment by typing 

'DELETE.CAL' []FfIE 1 RETURN 

.... [] Le RETURN 

where .... is the APL character entered by Shift-]. 

When the simulation is not finished properly, the externai file 

DELETE.CAL may not be deleted from the hard disk. In that case, a file tie 

error occurs in the SAVE.DATA function. If you get the file tie error 

message, delete the externai file DELETE.CAL and resume the simulation 

by typing 

)DROP DELETE.POL RETURN 

.... []Le RETURN 
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3.4 PREPARATION OF THE SYNTHETIC DATABASE, 

R1990.1O 

The synthetic database R 1990.10 is prepared for external use of the model, 

since other datasets (R1976.5 and R1982.n) contain confidential firm data. 

This dataset is prepared by TUnning the model version 2.0 for eight years. 

R1982.91 is the initial dataset. Before the simulation experiment, the 

parameters were calibrated to get a good fit for certain exogenous 

variables for 1982-1988.(·) (The calibrated parameters are saved in 

MSTART900 function.) This section explains the calibration process of the 

synthetic database R1990.1O.(··) 

Before beginning the description of the calibration of the MOSES 

model, let us specify some notations. pmax, pmiD and pO are the vectors of 

maximum, minimum, and initial parameter values, respectively. [pmax, pmiD] 

defines the parameter space. 1-'.1 is the initial step size vector. There were 

65 parameters to be calibrated. Rates of interest (RRI), annual growth 

rates of manufacturing employment, output, and prices (MEMP, MOUT, 

and MPRICE) and annual growth rate of GDP (GGDP) were used as controI 

variables.(···) The DATA matrix is shown in Table 3.3. 

To determine the cumulative distance distribution (CDD), 100 

experiments were TUn by choosing parameters randomly within the range 

[pmax, pmiD]. See Table 3.4 for the (inverted) PARA matrix. The CDDs for 

*) The complete process described here took about 20 hours of CPU time. Since the 
model is installed in a PC computer and the calibration process needs almost no user 
interaction, it can be done in a day with almost no additional cost. 

**) For the calibration process, the MSTART999 funetion was used lo defme controi 
variables. 

* * *) These variables were selected for calibration because of two reasoDS. First, in 
MOSES, only manufaeturing seetors are modeled explicitly on the basis of micro data. Thus 
the model should have better results for manufaeturing seetors. Second, the calibrated 
parameter set was prepared for a study by Carlsson and Taymaz (1991) on the role of 
technological progress and eeonomie competence of manufaeturing firms in economic 
growth. 
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the first 50 and 100 experiments are shown in Figure 3.3. There is no 

significant change in the frequency distributions between 50 and 100 

experiments. The maximum and minimum distance values obtained in 100 

experiments are .0259 and .0026, respectively. The CDD figure reveals that 

the landscape defined by the distance values has a relatively flat surface. 

The distance value was within the range of .0026-.0100 in almost 70% of 

the experiments. 

Table 3.3 The DATA matrix 
RRI MEMP MOUT MPRICE GGDP 
1 1 1 1 1 
0.109 -0.033 0.052 0.113 0.024 
0.118 0.007 0.049 0.078 0.034 
0.139 0.001 0.028 0.056 0.023 
0.102 -0.002 O 0.061 0.023 
0.092 -0.001 0.027 0.037 0.029 
0.101 -0.011 0.027 0.061 0.023 
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Table 3.4 The PARA matrix 

Parameter Max Min Initial Step she Oireetion 
name value value value 

ALFABlI 0.05625 O 0.0298 0.005625 
BETABlI 1.35 0.25 0.885 0.11 
CHRFUNOl 0.03 O 0.0183 0.003 
CHRFUN02 0.03 O 0.0163 0.003 
El 0.2 O 0.1 0.02 1 
FIP 0.1538462 O 0.0871 0.01538462 1 
FIS 0.1538462 O 0.0697 0.01538462 1 
FIII 0.1538462 O 0.0807 0.01538462 1 
GAMMA 0.6 O 0.3106 0.06 
GBRIIRAT 1 0.25 0.68 0.075 
GDEPRAT 0.4 O 0.154 0.04 
INTOI FF 1.5 1 1.19 0.05 
IOTA 1 0.8 0.9 0.02 
IOTALOII 0.3 O 0.14 0.03 
KSI 0.3 O 0.15 0.03 
LAMOAl 1 O 0.588 0.1 
LAMOA2 1 O 0.766 0.1 
LOI/ER MH I ST 1 0.6 0.77 0.04 
MAXCHIOIFF 0.01 O 0.005 0.001 
MAXOP 0.02 O 0.01 0.002 
MAXIOIFF 1 0.98 0.99 0.002 
MAXQCHRI 0.01 O 0.005 0.001 
MAXQCXRATE 0.02 O 0.01 0.002 
MAXRIOI FF 0.1 O 0.046 0.01 
MAXIICOEFF 0.45 0.05 0.204 0.04 
MINIOIFF 0.99 0.61 0.8 0.038 
MINRFUNOl 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.004 
MINRFUN02 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.004 
NEIIFUNO 0.75 0.25 0.495 0.05 
NORMRU 0.03 0.01 0.019 0.002 
OBSRATE 4 2 3.075 0.2 
OUITCOEFF 1.5 0.5 1.04 0.1 
R 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.05 
RFUNOl 0.2 0.17 0.16 0.003 
RFUN02 0.2 0.17 0.18 0.003 
RHO 0.00914 0.005 0.00n4 0.000414 
RHOBOOIC 0.06112 0.01 0.03 0.005112 
RLU 0.8 0.4 0.607 0.04 
RTRANS 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.04 
SKREPA 140 10 85 13 
SMP 0.75 0.25 0.51 0.05 
SMS 0.75 0.25 0.54 0.05 
SMT 0.75 0.25 0.47 0.05 
SMIl 0.75 0.25 0.43 0.05 
THETA 0.019 0.001 0.0109 0.0018 
TMFASS 0.4 0.1 0.241 0.03 
TMFO 0.28334 0.05 0.1644 0.023334 
UTREF 0.99 0.71 0.84 0.028 
XRATECOEFF 0.2 O 0.11 0.02 
XRPEFF 0.2 O 0.104 0.02 
TMSTO 1.75 0.25 0.95 0.15 
TMIMSTO 1.75 0.25 0.93 0.15 
MAXQOSUFOR 0.1 0.014 0.015 0.01 
BETA1[l J 1.1 0.9 1.01 0.02 
BETA 1 [2J 1.1 0.9 1.02 0.02 
BETAl [3J 0.8 0.6 0.69 0.02 
BETAl [4J 0.85 0.65 0.78 0.02 
BETAl [5J 1 0.8 0.88 0.02 
BETAl [6J 1.1 0.9 1.03 0.02 
BETAl en 1.1 0.9 0.98 0.02 
BETA1[8J 1 0.8 0.9 0.02 
BETA 1 [9J 1.1 0.9 1.01 0.02 
BETA1[lOJ 0.85 0.65 0.75 0.02 
BETA1[llJ 1.1 0.9 1 0.02 
BETAl [12J 0.6 0.4 0.49 0.02 
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Teble 3.5 Correlations between2per..eters and 
controI vari ables (R ) 

Parameter ControI Variables 
Name AVERAGE RRI MENP lOJT IIPRICE GGOP 

ALFABlI 29.45 2.15 17.22 50.25 8.03 46.87 
BETABlI 1.78 3.29 0.16 5.64 2.40 3.10 
CHRFUNOl 0.30 3.42 0.63 3.97 1.07 3.57 
CHRFUN02 5.96 3.54 6 . 09 8.01 4.48 5.98 
El 4.91 5.03 6.73 2.22 4.40 1.10 
FIP 4.76 1.35 6.37 3.64 6.96 3.13 
FIS 0.011 4.39 0.98 0.90 0.68 0.74 
FIII 5.39 1.04 7.13 4.54 4.73 1.78 
GAMMA 1.41 1.17 3.67 1.24 0.32 2.96 
GBRIIRAT 0.46 14.72 1.71 1.91 3.23 lon 
GOEPRAT 1.24 1.53 1.18 2.98 0.93 4.26 
INTOI FF 7.74 1.36 3.84 9.94 6.15 6.65 
10TA 0.90 2.69 0.61 1.35 1.60 1.35 
10TALOII 0.55 2.39 0.21 2.03 2.64 3.011 
KSI 1.23 7.09 0.48 1.57 0.43 3.39 
LAIIlAl 5.01 2.01 0.33 6.33 1.43 7.80 
LAIIlA2 8.33 13.49 8.92 2.011 3.49 3.57 
LOI/ER MHIST 1.30 3.11 0.41 1.72 0.09 1.91 
MAXCHIOIFF 16.58 2.65 29.49 2.63 28.38 2.04 
MAXDP 16.36 4 . 94 54.15 3.80 55.09 8.07 
MAXIOIFF 
MAXQCHRI 14.04 21.75 7.80 6.32 6.07 2.44 
MAXQCXRATE 6.36 1.36 2.85 4.49 5. 59 3.52 
MAXRIOIFF 5.59 4.07 3.51 3.73 1.12 1.89 
MAXllCOEFF 5.27 0.74 9.86 0.26 7.61 0.78 
MINIOIFF 10.80 9.05 3.11 6.112 2.66 4.52 
MINRFUNOl 7.49 3.76 4.78 4.96 7.16 6.71 
MINRFUN02 2.72 0.76 0.85 2.52 3.47 3.94 
NEIIFUNO 1.13 2.10 0.31 1.23 1.02 1.02 
NORMRU 1.74 1.30 1.91 1.95 1.94 2.91 
OBSRATE 1.25 2.23 2.02 3.45 1.04 4.68 
QUITCOEFF 6.03 4.98 3.36 2.94 3.51 1.19 
R 1.14 3.34 1.90 2.52 2.41 1.06 
RFUNOl 
RFUN02 
RHO 1.24 5.23 1.29 2.14 1.96 3.78 
RItOIIOOK 5.27 2.12 2.59 8.112 5.32 3.57 
RLU 5.70 0.73 1.35 4.88 4.39 2.80 
RTRANS 2.46 2.94 2.92 1.36 5.37 10.76 
SKREPA 5.06 3.15 1.83 1.72 0.71 2.15 
SMP 1.16 1.51 5.96 0.71 7.44 1.29 
SMS 2.86 2.34 1.86 2.45 0.22 2.86 
SMT 5.66 1.83 5.56 3.78 1.36 4.70 
SMIl 0.53 3.68 3.37 4.24 4.05 5.02 
THETA 3.72 6.21 0.98 3.02 0.80 0.46 
TMFASS 1.33 1.74 1.17 2.81 2.03 1.96 
TMFO 2.31 7.17 4.44 3.29 1.70 0.66 
UTREF 9.16 5.31 3.05 6.99 5.46 7.21 
XRATECOEFF 5.88 2.54 7.55 5.11 2.67 4.98 
XRPEFF 5.n 1.76 4.14 3.31 3.52 2. 64 
TMSTO 3.49 6.23 8.04 0.59 4.28 o.n 
TMIMSTO 5.69 2.73 2.37 7.81 0.93 5.21 
MAXQDSUFOR 2.20 1.00 3.74 6.25 1.28 6.93 
BETAl [1] 2.n 4.71 5.35 1.90 1.89 0.72 
BETAl [21 2.72 2.64 1.13 0.80 1.58 4.26 
BETAl [31 0.20 5.22 0.57 0.57 0.71 2.32 
BETA1(4) 2.10 2.85 4.19 3.112 3.94 3.64 
BETA1(5) 1.72 0.50 1.85 3.56 1.97 4.31 
BETA1(6) 1.44 2.48 2.83 1.55 1.95 1.15 
BETA 1 m 5.31 2.25 3.36 6.67 3.n 6.79 
BETAl [8J 2.73 2.89 2.35 0.89 2.12 0.79 
BETAl [91 8.31 1.56 4.94 6.07 1.81 5.19 
BETAl [10) 1.98 0.57 0.78 1.03 1.84 3.88 
BETAl [11) 3.22 0.84 2.37 1.96 6.51 1.11 
BETA 1 [12) 3.07 3.49 2.39 2.38 0.39 5.81 
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To establish the "confidence interval" for the global minimum, we 

used de Raan's equation with k = int(n1/ 2) = 1001/ 2 = 10. The value of a 

is equal to 19.4, and the confidence interval at the 5% significance level 

is {.00209-0.0026}. 

At this stage, a number of regression analyses were performed to 

approximate the relations between distance and parameter values. Note 

that parameters were chosen randomly so that they are independently 

distributed across experiments. Thus, we can regress the distance values as 

a function of each parameter separately to get unbiased estimates of the 

effects of parameters. First, second and third order functions, Le., linear, 

quadratic, and cubic functions of parameters were used in the regression 

analysis. Table 3.5 shows the coefficients of determination, R 2• (An R2 less 

than 7.5% means that that equation is not significant at the 5% level.) 

The ALFABW parameter (which is used in the investment function) 

has the highest coefficient of determination. It explains almost 30% of the 

variation in the distance values as also shown in the following estimated 

regression equation. 

di =.0061+.303 ALFABWi-15.008 ALFABW/+244.5 ALFABWI3+~1 
(3.99) (1.17) (-1.37) (1.85) 

R2 = 29.5, Number of observations = 100 

It is interesting to observe the impact of parameters on various 

endogenous variables. For example, the MAXDP parameter that is used in 

the price adjustments functions has a very strong impact on the growth rate 

of manufacturing employment and prices. (It explaines more than 50% of 

the variation in these variables.) But the changes in the MAXDP parameter 

have less impact on the growth rate of manufacturing output and rate of 

interest. 

Raving estimated the minimum possible distance value, a 10ca1 

random search was performed as shown in Figure 3.4. The solid line on 

this figure connects the minimum distance values found during the search 
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process. 

The distance value for pO was found .00562. Note that this distance 

value is very close to our confidence interval. It is within the best 15% of 

the parameter space as shown in Figure 3.3. The first random search 

around the pO vector had a distance value of .00547. Since it is less than 

d(pO)/(1 + con) where the convergence criterion, con, is 0%, pI was set to 

that parameter vector. 

The minimum distance value by the local random search, the P" 

vector, was found to be .00203 at the 73th experiment. 60 more experiments 

were made around the P" vector by decreasing the step size twice.<O) 

However none of these searches produced lower distance values. 

Incidentally, the minimum distance value found by the local random search 

is lower than the confidence interval, i.e., we cannot reject, at the 5% 

significance level, the hypothesis that P" is the global minimum. This is 

rather an unexpected result, because the loeal rand om search does not 

guarantee to find the global minimum or any point that has a distance 

value lower than the confidence interval. 

Sensitivity of resuIts to small variations in the parameter values is 

shown in Figure 3.4 The last 60 experiments that have parameter values 

in the neighborhood of the P" vector have c10se distance values. Results 

appear not to be very sensitive to minor changes in parameter values. The 

effects of stochastic factors (the use of random number generator in labor 

market and firm entry functions) were tested by making 15 simulations 

with different initial see d numbers. ResuIts of these experiments show that 

stochastic factors have a negligible effect on those controi variables used 

in the calibration process.eO) The long-run properties of this parameter 

set was checked by running the model for 20 years. Since the long-run 

.) Figure 3.5 depicts how the loca1 search proceeded for the tirst parameter, ALFABW. 

The value of ALFABW gradually declined during the frrst 25-30 experiments and then 
fluctuated around the "best" value that was obtained at the 73'h experiment. Step size 
reductions are c1early shown on this tigures . 

•• ) All but one of experiments have a distnace value less than .0002. 
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results also seem to be reasonable, we use the P" vector as the calibration 

vector. (These parameter values are saved in the MSTART900 function.) 

Actual and simulated values of controi variables used for the 

calibration process are shown in Figures 3.6-3.10. Simulated results are 

fairly close to their actual values. The highest divergence is obtained for 

the growth rate of GDP although the difference between simulated and 

actual values has been decreasing by time. High growth rates in GDP in 

initial years may be partially caused by the consistency problems of the 

macro data. However it seems that the model ad justs itself in a short time 

and the simulated growth rates converge to actual values. 

Simulated annual growth rates of manufacturing employment and 

output are slightly higher that actual values except the last two years of 

calibration. Thus, the simulated labor productivity index which is of 

particular interest to Carlsson and Taymaz's (1991) study has a very good 

fit as shown in Figure 3.11. 
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3.5 A POLICY EXPERIMENT 

This section explains how to make policy experiments by using the 

MOSES.CALIB workspace. As mentioned before, there is computationally no 

difference between exogenous variables and parameters in the model. By 

defining exogenous variables as parameters, policy experiment can be 

carried out. 

In this example, we determine the rate of increase in govemment 

spending such that unemployment and price increases are minimized and 

that the rate of interest rate is forced to be close to 10% for five years. 

Thus, the data variable is as follows: 

Table 3.6 

RI 
2 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 

The data variable for policy experiment 

RU 
2 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

DPDOM 
1 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

Note that the weights for the unemployment and interest rates are 

twice that of price increases. 

The rate of increase in government spending is initially 2% per 

quarter in all years, and is constrained to be 1-3% per quarter. The 

stepsize is chosen as .2%. Thus, the "parameter" variable for this 

experiment is as follows. (DPGx variable denotes the quarterly rate of 

increase in government spending in year x.) 

Table 3.7 

DPG1 
.03 
.01 
.02 
.002 
1 

The parameter variable for policy experiment 

DPG2 
.03 
.01 
.02 
.002 
1 

DPG3 
.03 
.01 
.02 
.002 
1 

DPG4 
.03 
.01 
.02 
.002 
1 

DPG5 
.03 
.01 
.02 
.002 
1 
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In this experiment, we used a iterative search and absolute distance 

criterion. The MSTART997 function was used to create the DPDOMU 

variable in simulations. Results (the RESULTS variable) are shown in Table 

3.8. 

In the first experiment, all "par~eters" were set to their starting 

values. The distance value of this experiment was .200. Then, the first 

"parameter" was increased to .022. The distance value increased in this 

case. Thus, this "parameter" was decreased to .018, i.e., the direction of 

search was changed. The distance value was .189. Since the distance value 

was decreased, the program continued to decrease the first "parameter" to 

.016. In this case, however, the distance increase tod .194. The program 

then set the value of the first "parameter" back to .018 and increased the 

value of the second "parameter" to .022. The process continued in this 

manner. The lowest distance value was obtained in Experiment 16. 

Table 3.8 

EXP NO DPG1 
1 0.02 
2 0. 022 
3 0.018 
4 0.016 
5 0.018 
6 0.018 
7 0.018 
8 0.018 
9 0.018 

10 0.018 
11 0.018 
12 0.018 
13 0.018 
14 0.018 
15 0.018 
16 0.018 
17 0.018 

Results of policy experiment 

DPG2 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.022 
0.018 
0.016 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 

DPGl 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.022 
0.024 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 
0.022 

DPG4 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.022 
0.018 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 

DPG5 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.022 
0.018 
0.016 
0.014 
0.012 
0.01 

DISTANCE 
0.2002543957 
0.2022882013 
0.1888736674 
0.1935819636 
0.1922877454 
0.1871501188 
0.1904035338 
0.1868195915 
0.1888771m 
0.1903165364 
0.189356288 
0.1872731091 
0.1865172446 
0.185931347 
0.1856100519 
0.1853771228 
0.1854018131 
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3.6 AN EXAMPLE OF SYMMETRY AND LINEARITY 

MEASURES 

In this section, we made an experiment with the RTRANS parameter to 

examine its relationships with govemment surplus (SURPLUSG), 

manufacturing output (+ IS), and wealth of households (WH).(O) The 

RTRANS parameter was used to determine the level of transfer payments 

to households. The maximum change in the RTRANS parameter was set 

10%. 

To calculate symmetry and linearity measures, the program made 

five rons. The first ron is the base ron in which the current value of the 

RTRANS parameter was used. In the second and third rons, the value of 

RTRANS was decreased 10% and 1%, respectively. In the fourth and fifth 

rons, the value of RTRANS was increased 1% and 10%, respectively. The 

results of this experiment was saved in the RESULTS variable which is 

reproduced in Table 3.9. 

As shown in Table 3.9, symmetry measures were calculated (by the 

program) for ± 10% and ± 1 % changes in the RTRANS paramater, and 

linearity measures for -1/-10%, + 1/ + 10% changes. Experiment results 

show that all test variables under consideration have very high symmetry 

and linearity measures, i.e., changes in the value of the RTRANS parameter 

does not have symmetric effects on these variables, and they are highly 

nonlinear. In other words, these results show that, at least for these 

variables and the RTRANS parameter, the model is highly nonlinear and it 

is very difficult to simplify it by linear approximations. 

*) In other words, the controI variable of this experiment is RTRANS, and test 
variables are SURPLUSG, ( + IS), and WH. Model version 2.0 was simulated 6 years with 
Rl982.91 database and MSTART900 modification function (calibrated parameter values). 
S is a vector of f1nlls' sales. In APL language + /S means the sum of S vector, i.e., total 
manufacturing sales. 
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Results of symmetry and linearity tests 
(The RESULTS variable) 

CONTROL VARIABLE: RTRANS 
VARIABLE TESTED : SURPLUSG 
Symmetry statistics 
Year 10.0% 1.0% 

-10.0% -1.0% 
1 1. 807 0.095 
2 1.86 0.638 
3 1. 911 1. 274 
4 1.933 1.434 
5 1.951 1.332 
6 1.963 · 1.355 

Linearity statistics 
Year -10.0% 10.0% 

-1. 0% 1. 0% 
1 1.069 1.473 
2 0.763 1.5 
3 0.548 1. 634 
4 0.595 1.654 
5 0.815 1.75 
6 0.99 1.73 

VARIABLE TESTED : (+/S) 
Symmetry statistics 
Year 10.0% 1.0% 

-10.0% - 1.0% 
122 
2 1.996 1.99 
3 1.983 1.994 
4 1.981 1.996 
5 1.946 1.997 
6 1.934 1.997 

Linearity statistics 
Year -10.0% 10.0% 

-1. 0% 1.0% 
1 1.281 1.591 
2 1.622 1.575 
3 1.763 1.632 
4 1.829 1.692 
5 1.748 1.761 
6 1.68 1.788 
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Table 3.9 Continued 

VARIABLE TESTED : WH 
Symmetry statistics 
Year 10.0% 1.0% 

-10.0% -1.0% 
l 2 2 
222 
322 
422 
5 1. 961 1. 994 
6 1. 952 1. 995 

Linearity statistics 
Year -10.0% 10.0% 

-1. 0% 1. 0% 
l 1. 007 1. 712 
2 1. 075 1. 625 
3 1. 045 1. 602 
4 1. 052 1. 701 
5 1. 094 1. 714 
6 1. 074 1. 783 
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Figure 3.3 Cumulative distance distributions 
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Figure 3.S Local random search 
(Trials of ALFABW parameter) 
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Figure 3.6 Interest rate 
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Figure 3.7 Annual growth rate of manufacturing employment 
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Figure 3.8 Anoual growtb rate of manufacturiog output 
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Figure 3.9 Annual growth rate of manufacturing prices 
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Figure 3.10 AnDDal growtb rate of GDP 
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Figure 3.11 Indices of labor productivity in manufacturing 
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Figure 3.12 Distance values as a functioD of MAXDP and BETABW 
parameters 
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A. IN CASE OF TROUBLE 

An experiment can be halted during simulation because of the following 

reasons. 

1) The STOP.HERE function can be called by the user at any time 

to stop simulation, for example, for manual data entry . . 

This function can also be used in a number of functions to rernind 

the user about the possible errors made in editing model functions and the 

modification function. For example, when two firrns to be merged are not 

in the same industry, this function stops the execution of the model, and 

sends the following message: 

********************************* 
FIRMS IN THE MERGE.WITH FUNCTION 
ARE NOT IN THE SAME INDUSTRY 
FUNCTION(S): MERGE.WITH, •. • 
TYPE <~[]LC> TO CONTINUE 
********************************* 

At this point, you can either call the MERGE. WITH function 

properly and continue to simulation by typing 

~[] Le RETURN 

or continue the simulation without merging two firrns. 

2) The ENS function is used in a number of functions to ensure i) 

the "logical" consistency of a model variable, and ii) the proper execution 

of cornmands. 

The APL systern command, the system indicator, can be used to 

locate the source of the problem. This command identifies those 

operations which are suspended or pendent for each suspension; Type 

)SI RETURN 

to display the list that consists of a line for each suspended or 

pendent operation beginning with the most recently suspended function. 

In the first case, the variable does not have the "logical", expected 

value. For example, in the FlRMENTRY2 function, the ENS function is used 
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to ensure that total labor demand of new finns does not exceed the level 

of unemployrnent since it is implicitly assumed that new finns hire their 

labor from the ranks of unemployed. When their demand becomes larger 

than the unemployrnent level, i.e., when the level of unemployrnent 

becomes negative after the new entries, the ENS function stops simulation 

and gives an error message. Since the actual level of finns' employrnent 

will be determined in the labor market, this "temporary" negative 

unemployrnent may not be considered a serious problem, and the 

simulation can be continued without any changes by typing 

-+[]LC RETURN 

In the second case, the experiment is halted because of improper 

or impossible execution of a command. Therefore, the cause of error 

should be corrected before the experiment is resumed. 

3) The most serious reason for the suspension of the experiment is 

due to errors or misspecifications in the model and the dataset. If the 

experiment is interrupted for some reasons, an APL event message will be 

shown on the screen. You can use the system indicator to locate the 

functions that are suspended of pendent (for the explanation of event 

messages, see Dyalog APL "User Guide", Section 11). 

A possible source of an error is the so-called "domain error" that 

occurs, for example, when a number is divided by zero. 

The quarterly profit margin in the FINALQPQSQM function is 

calculated as a fraction of quarterly net sales. Thus, if the quarterly net 

sales of a firm for any reason is equal to zero adornain erroroccurs. In 

this case, either the system variable that determines the division method 

or the definition of the variable can be changed.(*) 

Although no new type of error that halts the simulation has been 

seen in a large number of experiments, there may still be some unknown 

*) "The value of the system variable []DIV determines how division by zero is to be 
treated. If []DIV=O, division by O produces a domain error except that the special case of 
O/O retums 1. If []DIV = 1, division by O retums O. 

[]DIV may be assigned the value of O or 1. The value in a dear workspace is O: 
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misspecifications in the model that reveal themselves in a specific 

experiment design. Such unknown misspecifications may take a long time 

to identify and correct since the model should be understood thoroughly 

for corrections. 
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B. FUNCTIONS IN THE MOSES.HELP WORKSPACE 

The MOSES.HELP function contains a number of functions that can be used 

to analyze the mode!. These functions and their use can be summarized as 

follows. 

B +- BACK. TREE A 

A is a function name, B is a vector of names that (eventually) calls 

the function A. 

B +- CLEAR.BLANK A 

A is a vector of names, B is the same vector of names where all 

blanks in names are removed. 

ACORRB 

A and B are variable vectors. CORR returns the correlation 

coefficient and the t-value. 

B+-F.IDA 

A is a number less than the number of firms in the current dataset. 

B is the firm code of the N h firm. 

B+- F.PLA 

A is a firm code. B is that firm's position in rnicro (firrn) variable 

in the model. (For example, if A denotes the firm 3.12 _12th in the third 

sector-, and B is found to be 25 by the F .PL function, then Firm 3.12's 

employment level is saved in the 25th element of the labor vector, L) 

Thus, A = F.ID F.PL A. 

[Fl FNGREP A 

A is a string, F is a matrix of function names (each row of F is a 
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function name). This function returns the names of all those functions in 

the F matrix that contain the string A If F is not specified, all functions 

in the active workspace are searched. 

B is a function name, A is a vector of function names that are 

eventually called by A (Those functions whose names are within single 

quotation marks cannot be found by this function.) 

B+- IN ... FUNCIlONS A 

A is a function name, B is a vector of function names that are 

directly called by A 

B +- IN ... VARIABLES A 

A is a function name, B is a vector of variable names used in A 

KEEP ... NAMESA 

A is a vector of names. This function deletes all variables and 

functions in the current workspace other than those in A 

LIST 

This function lists all the variables and their ranks in the active 

workspace. 

B +- [Fl NAME ... USED A 

A is a vector of strings (names), F is a matrix of function names, 

and B is a vector of function names in F that contain any one of the 

strings in A If F is not specified, all functions in the active workspace are 

searched. 
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A is a number that specifies print width (in number of columns), F 

is a matrix of function names (each row of F is a function name). This 

function prints the functions whose names are found in F. If F is not 

specified, all functions in the current workspace are printed. 

'REG' REG 'Xl Xl··· Xn' 
This function is used for regression analysis. It calculates R2, the 

estimated coefficients, and t-values. Note that variable names together 

should be within single quotation marks. 

c -- A SALTER B 

This function pre pares variables for a salter curve. A is the variable 

on the vertical axis, B is the variable whose cumulative value will be shown 

on the horizontal axis. C is a three-element vector whose first element 

contains the ordered pairs of the variable A, the second element the 

corresponding cumulative pairs of the variable B, and the third element 

the vector of O's whose rank is equal to the rank of the first (and second) 

element. Use C[1] and C[2] to show the salter curve, and C[3] to connect 

two or more salter curves to be shown on the same chart. 

SET. MONITOR 

This function sets monitor for all functions. It is useful to determine 

various attributes of functions used in an experiment. To use the 

SET. MONITOR function, copy it to the MOSES.PC workspace and call 

in the MST ARTxt function. At the end of a simulation, type 

[]MONITOR 'functionname' RETURN 

This will return a four-element vector where the first element 

denotes the line number, the second element the number of times the line 

was executed, the third element the CPU time in milliseconds, and the 

fourth element the elapsed time in milliseconds. 
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scale Y .lRFIRM jinncode 

scale and jinncode are defined same as in the case of the Y.R.FIRM 

function (see Section 1.5 on output reporting). This function creates a 

table called YEARL Y.RFIRM.jinncode. The form of this table is exactly 

same as those created by the Y.R.FIRM function, but it contains real data 

for that firm, if data are available in the Planning Surveys. If the jinncode 

belongs to a synthetic firm, an error message is shown. 
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C. FUNCTIONS IN THE MOSES.GRAPH WORKSPACE 

Six functions are available in the MOSES.GRAPH workspace: PWT, CHART, 

BARCHART, PIECHART, SHOWFUN, and SHOWREAL . There are a number 

of functions in this workspace that are used by those main functions. 

Therefore, it is better to use this workspace after saving the original output 

workspace in order not to increase the size of the workspace. 

These graphics functions can be accessed by copying the 

MOSES.GRAPH workspace into the active workspace. To do this, type 

) COPY MOSES.GRAPH RETURN 

Af ter copying the MOSES.GRAPH workspace, the graphics functions 

can be used. For example, to use the PIECHART, simply type 

PIECHART RETURN 

The PWT function does not use the SCO Graphics™ ron-time 

system. It is based on Dyalog-APL's full-screen applications of the []SM 

and []SR functions, and creates a simple plot of up to six variables. The 

plot that is shown on the screen can also be saved as a 25x80 text matrix. 

MOSES PlOT 

NAME 
TlTlE 

X'VARIABlE X·MAl( --X'MIN 
Y'VARIABlES • Y'MAX --

* Y'MIN ----+ 
o .. 

DUw 
SAVE 
EXIT 

<TAB> keys to Il1Ove, <Fl> _key to seleet 

When the PWT function is invoked, the following menu appears. 

This function creates a plot of up to five variables. Enter the name of the 

variables against the Y-variables. At least one of the Y-variables should be 

entered in the first line. All other entries in the menu are optional. To 
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show the plot on the screen, move the cursor on "DRA W" and press the Fl 

key. "SAVE" creates a text matrix of the plot in a variable defined in the 

"NAME" entry. 

The CHART function creates a chart of up to six variables. (The 

number of variables that can be plotted can be increased by modifying the 

CHART function.) When the CHART function is invoked, the following 

menu appears on the screen. 

Chart 
Y'Axis 
X-Axis 

Expression 

MOSES CHART 

Data 1 ________ _ 

~-----------4---------5 _________ __ 
6 ________ _ 

Clr Lst Mst Title 

5 1 
5 o 
5 o 

1 o 
2 o 
3 o 
4 o 
5 o 
6 o 

Press ENTER to draw lIraph, Fl for help, F5 to print graph, FlO to quit 

You can enter any valid APL expression against the X-axis and data 

expressions. If you do not enter any expression against the X-axis, a line 

chart will be shown. In other words, the X variable will be equal to the 

index of the rank of the Y-variables. 

Enter the chart and axes tides under the titles section. The column 

"CIr" defines the color of the chart (borders, chart title, etc.), axes (axes 

lines, labels, etc.), and data (charts). "Lst" defines line types (1 for 

continues line, 2 for broken line, 3 for dotted line, etc.) "Mst" defines the 

chart style (O for no labels, 1 for line labels), grids on the horizontal (Y

axis) and vertical (X-axis) axes, and marker styles for the data. If the chart 

style is set to 1, the first five characters of the data expressions are used 

in labels. 

To get on line help, press the Fl key. If you want to show the chart 

on the screen, press the RETURN key. To go back to the menu, press the 
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RETURN key or any one of the function keys when the chart is shown on 

the screen. To go back to the APL interpreter, i.e., to exit from the CHART 

function, press the FlO key. To print the chart, press FS. When you press 

the FS key, you will be asked if you want to use a plotter or a printer. 

Type 

P RETURN , for the plotter, and 

R RETURN , for the printer. 

The default options for the plotter and printer are the HP plotter 

and the HP laserjet printer using the flrst paraIlei port. If you use a 

different conflguration, change the APL environmental parameters in the 

script /usr/bin/apl. 

If you use a plotter, you will be asked to change the paper and 

press the RETURN key. Printing of the chart may take up to a few minutes 

depending on the complexity of the chart. You cannot use any other 

function during printing. Nate also that the camputer may be locked out 

without any apparent reason because of the bugs in the SCO Graphics 

package although several checks for possible sources of errors are included 

inta these functions. We have had no problems so far using the HP printer. 

Therefore, be sure to save the output flle before using any one of the 

graphics functions. 

The following menu appears on the screen when the BARCHART 

function is invoked. 

Chart 
Y-Axls 
X-Axls 

Express lon 

NOSES BAR CHAR T 

Data 1 ________ _ 
2 ________ _ 

~---------
5 ============ 6 ________ _ 

Color Style Title 

5 
5 
5 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Press ENTER to draw graph, Fl for help, F5 to prlnt graph, FlO to quft 
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This function is used exactly as the CHART function. The only 

difference is that there are no styles for markers which are not used in bar 

charts, and the chart style now defines a regular bar chart (enter O), or a 

stacked bar chart (enter 1). 

The PIECHART function prepares a pie chart. This function can 

simultaneously showat most three pie charts. When you type PIECHART, 

the following menu is displayed. 

Chart 
Labels 

Express i on 

MOSES PIE CHART 

Data 1 _________ _ 2 ________ __ 

~------------------5 ________________ __ 
6 ________________ __ 

Clr St Y Exp Lbl 

5 
5 

1 O 
2 O 
3 O 
4 O 
5 O 
6 O 

Press ENTER to draw graph, Fl for help, F5 to print graph, FlO to quit 

Enter the title of the chart under the "Expression" column. The 

name of the variable that contains the pie labels should be entered against 

the "Labels" line. The "Sty" column defines the interior style of each slice 

(enter a number between O and 9). The "Exp" column defines if the slice 

is exploded (O for not, 1 for exploded). The "Lbl" column defines if the 

percentage shares are to be shown on the slices (O for not, 1 for 

otherwise ). 

Since this function can showat most three pie charts, if the variable 

names of expressions entered against the data lines contain more than 

three variables, only the first three of them are used. The labels of slices 

to be displayed under the bottom of the pie chart are taken from the first 

five characters of the data expressions (or variable names). 

The SHOWFUN graphics function shows an animated time series 

chart of the production functions of industries or firms. The output tables 
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should be available for this function, i.e., the YEARLY.INDUSTRY.TOTAL 

table for the manufacturing industry, YEARL Y.MARKET.t table for each 

sector, and YEARLY.FIRM.jinncode tables for firms. This function is used 

as follows. 

SHOWFUN 'firmcode' RETURN 

For the manufacturing industry, and the raw materials, intermediate 

goods, capital goods, and consumer goods sectors, enter 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, 

respectively, for the finncode. 

This function displays the production function for each year starting 

from the initial year of the simulation experiment, and shows the actual 

position of the firmjindustry on the production function. Press the RETURN 

key or any one of the function keys to move from one year to the next 

year. For the final year, a message will be shown on the screen. The 

following figure shows the production function of the manufacturing 

industry for various years. 

The SHOWREAL graphics function creates the same type of graphics 

as the SHOWFUN function for real firms, if their data are available in the 

MICRO.DBASE workspace. 
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D. INST ALLING MO SES ON pe 

The rurrent PC version of the model is implemented by using a Dyalog

APL interpreter with SCO Xenix Operating System V on a 386 personal 

computer. (Although the model can be used with a 286 PC, a 386 PC with 

a math-coprocessor is strongly recommended.) Xenix operating system and 

APL should be ready before the installation of MOSES. If you plan to use 

the MOSES.GRAPH functions, SCO Graphics™ should also be installed. 

Note that Xenix operating systems can be used together with DOS system 

on the same computer and it is possible to transfer files from Xenix to 

DOS or vice versa. 

After installing Xenix and APL('), create a directory for the 

MOSES model and change the rurrent directory as fOllOWS. 

:/I mkdir /moses RETURN 

:/I cd /moses RETURN 

Recall that small and capital letters are considered different in 

Xenix. Then insert the MOSES diskette into first floppy drive(") and type 

*) For the installation of Xenix and APL, see their manuals. These programs can be 
obtained from the following companies: 

Xenix operating system and SCO Graphics paekage: 
The Santa Cruz Operation 
400 EneinaI Street, P.O.Box 1900 
Santa Cruz, CA 95061 
USA 
Tel: 1 - 800 626 8649 
The Santa Cruz Operation 
P.O.Box 4YN, 18 Noel Street 
London WlA 4YN 
United Kingdom 

DylaogAPL: 
Dyadie Systems Limited 
Park House, The High Street 
Alton, Hampshire 
United Kingdom 
Tel: 44 - 420 87024 

U) If 3.5 ineh diskette drive is your second drive (drive B in DOS) then use the 
following command. 

II tar xvf fdevfrd1135ds18 RETURN 
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:# tar xv( /dev/rd013Sds18 RETURN 

to copy all files in the floppy diskette to /moses directory. If there 

are more than one diskette, repeat the last step for all diskettes. To start 

the MOSES program, type 

:# apl moses RETURN 

Information about the APL environment are stored in a text file, 

/usr/bin/apl. Add the following line into /usr/bin/apl file(O) to use APL 

keyboard that allows to use, for example, underlined characters by "Alt" 

key. 

mapkey /usr/dyalog/apl.iso _2.3 

The maximum workspace size is also defined in this file. The 

default size is 1024 KBytes. If you want to use larger workspaces, change 

the line for maximum workspace size (MAXWS). 

There are a number of functions in the model that requires an HP 

laser printer for graphics. To use these functions properly, add following 

two lines into /usr/bin/apl file. 

:{RINTER = laser jet } ;export RINTER 

:{Iaserjet = /dev /lpOi} ;export laser jet 

These lines specifies an HP laser printer connected to the first 

paralIei port. If you want to use another printer for graphics, or another 

port, use the appropriate definitions. (For details, see SCO Graphics TM 

Installation Notes.) 

The SCO Graphics™ program is designed for computers using 

EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adaptor) graphics card. If your computer has 

a VGA (Video Graphics Array) card, you have to use VGA drive for 

graphics. To do so, enter the following two commands (af ter installing 

SCO Graphics™ program) when you are in Xenix. 

If you do not use regular MOSES program which is available in 3.5 inch, 1.44 
KByte diskettes, use appropriate tar command for that diskette. (For details of using the 
tar command, see Xenix User's Guide.) 

*) Use Xenix's full-screen editor, vi, to modify text mes. For editing commands, see 
Xenix Users's Guide. 
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/I rm /dev lega RETURN 

/I In /dev/vga /dev/ega RETURN 
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E. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PC AND 

MAINFRAME VERSIONS 

There are a number of differences between those workspaces that were in 

DEC-lO and those on PC. Some of those differences are related with the 

APL program and machine characteristics. They can be summarized as 

follows. 

1) The monadic E function in DEC-lO APL means "execute" 

whereas it means "type" in Dyalog-APL Therefore all monadic E functions 

should be changed to Dyalog-APL's execute function. There is a function 

called FNGREP that flnds a given string in all functions in the current 

workspace. 

2) The MAXCORE command in DEC-lO APL is used to set the 

amount of allocated memory for the APL program. Since it is no longer 

necessary and does not have any meaning in Dyalog-API.., this command 

in all functions should be deleted. 

3) In DEC-lO API.., some negative variables have the suffix "_". 

They are converted to ........ sign during the transfer process by the function 

VCR. 

4) Some commands (namely, WSID and ERASE commands) should 

be changed to their corresponding syntax for Dyalog-APL 

5) During the transfer process, some blank spaces between single 

quotation marks (') have been deleted. This may create a problem in some 

cases (especially in the transcription functions). Those functiori that were 

affected by this problem were modified manually and the model rons 

without any problem so far. 

6) The []PW command is used in a number of functions to set up 

the print width to 120 columns. Since this is not convenient for the PC, this 

command has been deleted form the PREPARE.RUN function. 

Mer the transfer of APL workspaces, some functions have been 

changed. These changes can be summarized as follows. 
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1) A new workspace called "moses" have been created. This 

workspace contains functions and variables to start a simulation. It copies 

all necessary functions into the current workspace. The UPDATEMOSES 

function in the MOSES workspace is also modified to work with this new 

function. The MOSES workspace was renamed MOSES.PC. 

2) The results of a simulation were being saved in text matrices in 

the mainframe model. But this method of keeping track of data is not 

convenient to use when output variables are to be processed further 

(graphics, etc.). Therefore all transcription functions ( except 

Y.R.DISTRIBUTION and quarterly data functions) in the MOSES.PC 

workspace have been modified so that the results of a simulation are 

stored in arrays in numerical form. This form of data allows us to use the 

results as a variable. Accordingly, PRINT.OUT and PRINT functions have 

also been changed. New functions, SPRINT, PPRINT, and FPRINT were 

written to send output tables to the screen, printer, and a fil e, respectively. 

Moreover, the calculation of the QTOP variable in the Y.MARKET function 

has been changed to obtain comparable data with respect to those 

collected in the Y.INDUSTRY.TOTAL and Y.FIRM functions. 

3) Functions related to firm entry were considerably modified. A 

few lines that are used in the modification functions of the entry 

experiments (MSTARTlt) were added into the function START.ENT.MOD 

since they are required in any simulation with the entry option. 

START.ENTI function was also modified to allow probabilistic firm entry. 

START.ENTl function was modified in accordance with these changes. In 

the FIRMENTRY2 function, the comment mark before the definition öf 

FIRMCHARC variable that collects the data on the characteristics of new 

firms was removed. It has been modified to have an array structure 

(instead of a text matrix form, as explained before). Consequently, there 

is no difference between the RUNEXP and RUNENTRY functions. Thus, 

hereafter, all experiments (with or without the entry option) can be started 

with the RUNEXP function. (Additionai changes have been made in version 
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2.0. For these changes, see the VERSION20 function in Appendix F.) 

4) Some lines that were apparently experiment-specific (e.g., 

collection of data on some finns, etc.) were deleted in the function 

RUNEXP. 

5) The ENS function was modified so that it stops the execution of 

the program when an "ERROR" message is printed. The execution of the 

program is proceeded by the APL command ~ [] LC. (In the previous form 

of the function, it only prints "ERROR" message on the screen.) 

6) Since the "updates" are weIl documented, the modifications made 

by these update functions have been saved in the MOSES.PC workspace, 

and the UPDATEMOSES function is modified accordingly. Qnly those 

changes made by the PRICE.CHANGES function have not been saved. 

7) The INIT file was renamed MOSES.INIT. The START function in 

this file was modified to use a menu. Those functions that copy macro and 

micro datasets were modified accordingly. 

8) The macro and micro datasets were renamed as MAlli and 

MIlli, respectively, where xx is the dataset year. 

9) ESTABLISHMENTS functions in the INIT workspace were divided 

into two functions because the PC version of APL cannot handle very long 

functions. 

10) Data-specific variable names in the INIT workspace were 

changed. (1076, IOCOEFF76, SALES76 (SALES82), HH76, and SCB82.QINV were 

renamed as IOu, IOCOEFFu, SALES u, HHu, and SCBu.QINV, 

respectively. ) 

11) The OUTPUT.OPERATIONS function in the INIT workspace was 

simplified considerably. 

12) The random link variable, []RL, in the INIT workspace was 

changed to the default values of Dyalog-APL, because the mainframe and 

PC versions of APL may use different formulae for random-number 

generation. 

13) A new variable, N.REAL.FIRMS, is introduced in 

ESTABLISHMENTS functions in the INIT workspace. This variable specifies 
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the number of real firms in the dataset, and is used by the AVG·TOP 

function of the model. Accordingly, its name was added to 

VARIABLEGRUPP3 variable in the VUSTS workspace. 

14) The RANDOMIZE function in the INIT workspace was modified 

so that it now allows to define of more than 100 synthetic firms. (The 

previous specification does not allow more than 100 synthetic firms.) 
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F. MOSES VERSION 2.0 FUNCTIONS 

VERSION20 
MSTART900 
ADJUSTPRICES PC 
COMPUTE IMPORTS PC 
DOMESTIC MARKET PC 
DOMESTIC RESULT PC 
ENTER NEWFIRMS 
FINALQPQSQM PC 
FIRMENTRY PC 
GOVERNMENTACCOUNTINGPC 
MARKET CONFRONT PC 
MARKET ENTRANCE PC 
MDIFYEXP 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTING PC 
OBSOLETE K 
QUARTERLY EXP PC 
QUITS 
START ENTRY PC 
TARG SEARCH PC 
TARG SEARCH SHOW 
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****************************************************************************** 

VERSION20 

[O] VERSION20;PARAM 

[1] R 

[2] +DOIFA/THISAYEAR~76 82 O VERSION2A O +0 

[3] VERSION+'MOSES-PC 2.0' 

[4] R************************************* 

[5] R******** MOSES VERSION 2 . 0 ******** 

[6] R************************************* 

[7] R 

[8] R DEFINE THE NUMBER OF REAL FIRMS 

[9] +DOIF 2~ONC'NAREALAFIRMS' O NAREALAFIRMS+(THISAYEAR-76 82>/97 154 

[10] R 

[11] R NEW TABLE FOR EXPECTATIONS 

[12] R 

[13] YARAEXPECTATIONS 

[14] R 

[15] R NEW FOREIGN PRICES 

[16] R 

[17] +(THISAYEAR~82)/JMPR 

[18] +(2~ONC'FIRMAEXOAQDPFOR' )/JMPP 

[19] FIRMAEXOAQDPFOR[;12+l28]+FIRMAEXOAQDPFOR[;12+l2B]+0.01 

[20] EXOAQDPFOR+FIRMAEXOAQDPFOR 

[21] OEX 'FIRMAEXOAQDPFOR' 

[22] OEX'EXOAQDSUFOR' 

[23] R 

[24] QPFOR+(1+(1-(0 .16x l+4» )x(103 .975 104.275 104.9875 104.3875) 

[25] R 

[26] JMPP: 

[27] R 
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[28] R ********* PARAMETER CHANGES ********* 

[29] TID+O 

[30] KSI+0.15 

[31] NITER+3 

[32] GAMMA+0.3 

[33] IOTA+0.5 

[34] SKREPA+75 

[35] RESDOWN+0.2 

[36] EXOåTXC+EXOåTXCt2 

[37] RTD+l 

[38] TMIMP+7 7 7 7 

[39] TMX+7 7 7 7 

[40] ALFA3+ALFA4+0 

[41] SAVRAT+0.005t4 

[42] JMPR : 

[43] A 

[44] A 

[ 45] R 

[46] A MIN LABOUR IS .1 

[47] A 

[48] 'SOLVE' MODSUBST 'QPLANL[ I ]wQPLANL[ I]+O . H (yxQTOP [I ]tTEC [I] l' 

[49] A 

[50] R SET MTEC VALUES 

[51] A 

[52] +«THISåYEAR~76lATHISåYEARf82l/JMPZ 

[53] MTEC[ 1]+1. l x r /(MARKET-l l/TEC 

[54] MTEC[2]+1.l x r/(MARKET-2l/TEC 

[55] MTEC[3]+1.l x r/(MARKET-3 )/TEC 

[56] MTEC[4]+1.l x r/(MARKET-4 )/TEC 

[57] JMPZ: 

[58] R 

[59] A CHANGE BAD SPEC 

[60] A 
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[61] 'INVFINAAOJUSTMENTS'MOOSUBST'BAO+BAO+wBAO+OrBAO+(NW<O>-NW~O' 

[62] R 

[63] R USE NEW TARGET SEARCH FUNCTION 

[64] R 

[65] 'PROOPLAN'MOOSUBST'TARGASEARCHwTARGASEARCHAPC' 

[66] LOWERAMHIST+0.8 

[67] LOWATARGET+0.5 

[68] PARAM+'LOWERAMHIST ' 'LOWATARGET' 

[69] R 

[70] R CHANGE CHL SPEC 

[71 ] R 

[72] 'LABOURASEARCHAINPUT'MOOSUBST'CHL+wCHL+QPLANL-L' 

[73] R 

[74] A CHANGE THE PROBABILITY TO BE TARGETTED IN HIT FUNCTION 

[75] R 

[76] ' CONFRONT'MOOSUBST'SKR+wSKR+(1+W+r/w> SKREPAx(PW>++/w+r/w' 

[77] R 

[78] OELAYAINV+loELAYAINV 

[79] R 

[80] R CHANGE QOPTSU SPEC 

[B1] R 

[B2] 'PLANQREVISE'MOOSUBST'QOPTSU+wQOPTSU+OrQEXPSUx(QQ+STO>+QEXPSU+STO+ 

(OPTSTO-STO>+4 xTMSTO' 

[83] A 

[84] R AOO CHANGES FOR NULLIFIEO FIRMS 

[85] A 

[86] 'QAEXO'MOOADDLAST'NULLåCURRENT+O O NULLAGOOOS+4PO' 

[87] 'NULLIFY'MODADOLINE'NULLACURRENT+++/OUT/K2-BW' 1 

[88] 'NULLIFY'MOOADOLINE'NULLAGOOOS++4+(+/oUT/IMSTO>+OMEGAx (+/OUT/K1>++ 

10MEGAxPT[MKT IN]' 2 

[89] 'NULLIFY'MOOAOOLINE'NULLåGOOOS[OUT/MARKET]++OUT/sTO' 3 

[90] 'HOUSEHOLOåUPDATE'MODAOO'WH+wåNULLS+(OrNULLåCURRENT++INULLAGOOOSXQ 

PDOM[MKT]x1-TXVA2>+NH O WH++åNULLS O QSAVH++åNULLsxNH O DEX "åNULLS'" 
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[91] A 

[92] A ADD CHANGES FOR NEW FIRMS 

[93] A 

[94] 'STARTAENTRY'MODADDLINE'STARTAENTRYAPC MMAENTRY O +0' 1 

[95] 'COMPUTEABUYING'MODADDLINE'QBUY[MKT IN;NEWåFIRMS[l;]]+~+NEWAFIRMS 

[2;]xNEWAFIRMS[4;]' 3 

[96] 'COMPUTEABUYING'MODADD'QINVTOT+wQINVTOT+++f+NEWAFIRMS[2;]xNEWAFIRM 

S[3; ]' 

[97] 'HOUSEHOLDAUPDATE'MODADD'WH+W+DOIF NRS-l O WH-+(+/xfNEWAFIRMS[2 5; 

]>+NH O QSAVH-++/xfNEWAFIRMS[2 S;]' 

[98] 'QUARTER'MODADD 'QAEXOW+DOIF NRS-2 O ENTERåNEWFIRMS ' 

[99] 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'QDESCHBW+(OrlwQDESINVP+( Orl -ELINVxUTREF-QQ+QFRl L 

>xKl xALFABW+BETABwxQDPK+(QRR-RIF>+4' 

[100] 'INVFIN'MODADD'QDESINVP+(OrlwQDESCHBW+QDESINVP+QDESCHK2-QCASH' 

[101] 'INVFIN'MODADD'QDESCHBW+(BWwQDESCHBW+QDESCHBW-(O>BW+QDESCHBW>xBW+ 

QDESCHBW' 

[102] 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'QDESCHBW[THO]wQDESCHBW[THO]+REDCHBWx(OrNW>[THO+( 

QDESCHBW>(REDCHBwxorNW»/\PL]' 

[103] 'INVFINAADJUSTMENTS'MODSUBST'QINVLAG+wQINVLAG+Or(QCHBW+QCASH>xllQ 

DESINVP+QDESINVP+QDESCHK2' 

[104] 

[lOS] 

[106] 

[107] 

[108] 

[109] 

[ 110] 

[ 111 ] 

[ 112] 

[113] 

[ 114] 

[ 115] 

[ 116] 

A 

NEWAFIRMS+5 lpl O (cl0PO) (cl0PO> O 

NEWFUND+O.S 

ENTRYASPECS+0.5 0.05 0.05 

RTD+l.2S 

PARAM +'NEWFUND' 'ENTRYåSPECS' 

A ENDOG INTEREST RATE 

A 

RIAISAEXOGENOUS+O 

A 

R CHANGE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING AND CREDIT MARKET FUNCTIONS 

R 

'MONETARYASECTOR'MODSUBST'CREDITWCREDITAMARKETåPC' 



[ 1171 

[ 1181 

[ 1191 

[ 1201 

[ 1211 

+RIF' 

[ 1221 

4xQDPK' 

[1231 R 

[1241 

[1251 

[1261 

[ 1271 

[ 1281 

[ 1291 

[1301 

[ 1311 

[1321 

[ 1331 

[1341 

[ 1351 

[1361 

[ 1371 

[ 1381 

[1391 

[1401 

[ 1411 

[ 1421 

[1431 

[ 1441 

[ 1451 

[1461 

[1471 
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'QUARTER'MODSUBST'GOVERNMENTwGOVERNMENTAACCOUNTINGAPC' 

'RIDEPG'MODADDLAST'R+IDIFFXRI' 

'RIH'MODADDLAST'R+IDIFFXRI' 

'RIK2'MODADDLAST'R+IDIFFXRI' 

'INVFIN'MODSUBST'QDIV+wQDIV+QTAXX« 1-TXCl+TXclLorRTDX(QRR+4xQDPKl 

'INVFIN'MODADDLAST'AGGPROF+l0L. lrINTDIFFXRIF+(Kl+K2+K3l AVG2 QRR+ 

QPURCHG+l0PO.l x6.83El0 

QSURPLUSG+-0.3 XQTTAX 

QCHPOSG+O 

BETABW+O.8 

ALFABwx+l.5 

RTD+l . 5 

EXOAQDINVBLD+120PO.0075 

EXOAQDINVIN+120PO.0089 

QGNPCUR+l0PO.l x l.45Ell 

INTDIFF+1.25 

KAPPA1+0 

GDEPRAT+0 . 2 

GBRWRAT+0 .75 

MAXQCHRI+0.005 

I DIFF+O . 92 

MAXIDIFF+0.99 

MINIDIFF+0.8 

MAXCHIDIFF+0.005 

MINRFUND1+0.15 

MAXRFUND1+0.5 

MINRFUND2+0.15 

MAXRFUND2+0.5 

CHRFUND1+CHRFUND2+0.015 

RFUND1+0 .1 8 O RFUND2+0.18 



[148J 

[149J 

[150J 

lW 
LIMITED6BY6Cl+LIMITED6BY6C2+0 

RESERVEMONEY+(47+385)XMQHfY 

PARAM +'INTDIFF' 'GOEPRAT' 'GBRWRAT' 'MAXIDIFF' 'MINIDIFF' 'MAXCH 

IDIFF' 'MINRFUND1' 'MAXRFUND1' 'MINRFUND2' 'MAXRFUND2' 'CHRFUND1' 'CHRFUND2 

[151J 

[152J 

[153J 

[154J 

QDPFOR' 

[155J 

A 

A ENDOG EXCHANGE RATE 

A 

'EXPORT6MARKETS'MODSUBST'QPFOR+wQPFOR+(I+QCXRATEXXRPEFF)xQPFORxl+ 

'BANK6TRANSACTIONS'MODSUBST'QCHLIQB+wQCHLIQB+QINTF+QSAVH+QCHPOSG+ 

QIMPORT-QINTK2+QINTH+QINTG+QEXPORT' 

[156J A'BANK6TRANSACTIONS'MODADDLAST'XRATE+XRATE+QCXRATE+(-XRATE)+(XRATE 

COEFFXXRATE+(-MAXQCXRATE)rMAXQCXRATEL(QIMPORT-QEXPORT)+QIMPORT+QEXPORT)+XRA 

TE x l-XRATECOEFF ' 

[157J 'BANK6UPDATE'MODADDLAST'XRATE+XRATE X1+QCXRATE+(-MAXQCXRATE)rMAXQC 

XRATELXRATECOEFFX(QIMPORT-QEXPORT)+QIMPORT+QEXPORT' 

[158J 'BANK6UPDATE'MODADDLAST'FASSX+l+QCXRATE O FDx+l+QCXRATE O LIQBFOR 

X+l+QCXRATE' 

[159J 

[160J 

[161J 

[162J 

[163J 

[164J 

[165J 

[166J 

[167J 

[168J 

[169J 

XRATE+l O QCXRATE+O 

A DXRATE+O 

XRPEFF+O. 1 

XRATECOEFF+O.l O MAXQCXRATE+O.Ol 

Y6R6RATES 

PARAM +'XRPEFF' 'XRATECOEFF' 'MAXQCXRATE' 

A PUT A LIMIT FOR MAX WAGE CHANGE 

'TARG6SEARCH6PC'MODADDLAST'QMAXW+(QEXPWX1-MAXWCOEFF)+MAXWCOEFFxQE 

XPW+Or4 X«QQ+L)r(QPLANQ+QPLANL»X(QPLANL-L)XQEXPPNET+QPLANL' 

[170J 'TARG6SEARCH6SHOW'MODADDLAST'QMAXW+(QEXPWX1-MAXWCOEFF)+MAXWCOEFFx 

QEXPw+or4 X«QQ+L)r(QPLANQ+QPLANL»X(QPLANL-L)XQEXPPNET+QPLANL' 
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[ 1711 'CONFRONT'MODSUBST'+ATK WW~+ATK WW[I]+WW[I]+(QMAXW[I]-WW[I] llKSIX 

(WW[II]X 1+GAMMAl-WW[I]' 

[172] 'LABOURASEARCHAINPUT'MODSUBST'WW+~WW+QW+(IOTA-IOTALOWXCHL>OlxQEXP 

W-QW' 

[ 173] MAXWCOE FF+0.25 

[174] IOTA+0.9 O IOTALOW+0.15 

[ 175] PARAM +'IOTALOW' 'MAXWCOEFF' 'RWEXP' 

[ 176] R 

[ 177] R MODIFY EXPECTATIONS 

[178] R 

[ 179] 'YEARLYAEXP'MODSU8ST'EXPOW+~EXPDW+(EXPIDWX1-RWEXPl+RWEXpxS AVG2 D 

p' 

[ 180] 'YEARLYAEXP'MODADDLAST'MDIFYAEXP' 

[ 181] MAXEXPDP+MAXEXPDS+MAXEXPDW+1 

[ 182] MINEXPDP+MINEXPDS+MINEXPDW+0.5 

[183] PARAM +'MAXEXPDP' 'MAXEXPOS' 'MAXEXPDW' 'MINEXPDP' 'MINEXPOS' 'MI 

NEXPOW' 

[ 184] RWEXP+O.25 

[ 185] EXPXDS+O.09 

[ 186] EXPXDP+O.04 

[ 187] R 

[ 188] R CHANGE PROFIT MARGIN TARGETING AND INITIAL PRICES 

[189] R 

[ 190] LOWATARGET+O 

[ 191] 'YEARLYATARG'MODADD'MHIST+~MHIST+MHISTro' 

[192] 'TA RGM 'MODADDLAST'z+OrZ' 

[193] R 

[ 1941 R CHANGE PRODFRONT SPECS 

[195] R 

[ 1961 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'INVEFF+~INVEFF+INVEFF' 

[197] 'PRODFRONT'MODADD'MTEC+~INVEFFX+1+QDINVEFF[MARKET1' 

[198] 'PRODFRONT'MODSUBST'QCHQTOP1+~R THIS LINE IS REPLACED.' 

[199] 'PRODFRONT'MODSUBST'QCHQTOP2+~R THIS LINE IS REPLACED .' 



[200] 
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'PRODFRONT'MODSUBST'QCHQTOP+~QCHQTOP+QINVXINVEFF+OMEGA+.XPT[MKT 

N]X(1-TXVA2)+1-TXVA1 O QCHQTOP2+(.SXRES+RESMAX)XQCHQTOP' 

[201] 

[202] 

[203] 

[204] 

[20S] 

[206] 

[207] 

[208] 

[209] 

[210] 

[211] 

[212] 

[213] 

R 

R 

'PRODFRONT'MODSUBST'RES+~RES+(QCHQTOP2+RESXQTOP)+QTOP+QCHQTOP' 

PT+(QPDOM[MKT]X1-IMP[MKT] )+IMP[MKT]xQPFOR+1-TXVA2 

PT +QPDOM[IN] 1 

INVEFF+QTOPX(OMEGA+.XPT[MKT IN]X(1-TXVA2)+1-TXVA1)+K1 

QDINVEFF+4PO.000S 

RESMAX+O. 11 

PARAM +c'QDINVEFF' 

R ADD QUITS 

R 

'LUUPDATE'MODADDLINE'QUITS' 

'LABOURAUPDATE'MODSUBST'RU+~QCHRU++(LU+LU+LG+SUM2 L)-RU O RU+LU+L 

U+LG+SUM2 L' 

[214] 

[21S] 

[216] 

[217] 

[218] 

[219] 

[220] 

[221] 

[222] 

[223] 

QUITCOEFF+1 

NORMRU+0.02 

R 

R ADD OBSOLENCE 

R 

'TARGASEARCHAPC'MODADDLAST'OBSOLETEAK' 

'TARGASEARCHASHOW'MODADDLAST'OBSOLETEAK' 

QTOPMAX+QTOP 

'NULLIFY'MODADDLAST'SHRINK "QTOPMAX" , 

'TARGASEARCHAPC'MODADDLAST'QPLANQ+QPLANQLQTOPMAX O QPLANL+QPLANLL 

RFQ1 QTOPMAX' 

[224] 'TARGASEARCHASHOW'MODADDLAST'QPLANQ+QPLANQLQTOPMAX O QPLANL+QPLAN 

LLRFQ1 QTOPMAX' 

[22S] 'PLANQREVISE'MODSUBST'QPLANQ+QPLANQL~QPLANQ+QTOPMAXLQPLANQLQFR1 L 

[226] 'ENTERANEWFIRMS'MODADD'FIRMENTRY~QTOPMAX+QTOPMAX (PRELSIZE)P(-l+Q 

TOP)LQTOP AVGATOP QTOPMAX' 



[227] 

[228] 

[2291 

[230] 

[ 231] 

[232] 

[233] 

[234] 

[235] 

[236] 

[237] 

[238] 

[239] 

[240] 

[ 241] 

[242] 

A 
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'PRODFRONT'MODADDLAST'QTOPMAX+QCHQTOP+QTOPMAX X1-RHO' 

OBSRATE+3 

PARAM +'QUITCOEFF' 'NORMRU' 'OBSRATE' 

A INTEREST SENSITIVE HOUSEHOLD SPENDING 

A 

'COMPUTEASPENDING'MODSUBST'SWAP+~SWAP+.05L-.05rALFA3X(RI+4)-QDCPI 

ALFA3+0.5 

A 

A CHANGE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS SPECS 

A 

'QUARTERLYARESULT'MODSUBST'FINAL~FINALQPQSQMAPC' 

'QUARTER'MODSUBST'QUARTERLYAEXP~QUARTERLYAEXPAPC' 

'QUARTER'MODSUBST'DOMESTICAM~DOMESTICAMARKETAPC' 

'QUARTER'MODSUBST'NATIONALAA~NATIONALAACCOUNTINGAPC' 

A 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'AGGPROF+~AGGPROF+10L. 1rINTDIFFxRIF+(K1+K2+K3) A 

VG2 QRR+QDPK' 

[243] 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'AGGPROF+~AGGPROF+10L. 1rINTDIFFxRIF+(K1+K2+K3) AV 

G2 QRR' 

[244] 'K3AIMED'MODSUBST'R+I~R+IMSTO+.XPT[MKT IN]x1-TXVA2' 

[245] 'INDIRECTATAXES'MODSUBST'QVATAXAIMP~QVATAXAIMP+O' 

[246] 'EXTERNALASECTORS'MODSUBST'QIMPURCHAIN+~QIMPURCHAIN+(PT[MKT IN]x1 

-TXVA2)+.XQBUY[MKT IN;IN]' 

[247] 'INVFIN'MODSUBST'QDPK+~QDPK+(OMEGAXPT[MKT IN]++/OMEGAxPT[MKT IN]) 

+.X«QDPDOM X1-IMP)+IMPX(QDPFOR+QCXRATEXXRPEFF) QDPDOM[IN] )-QCHTXVA2-QCHTXVA 

1 ' 

[248] 

[249] 

[250] 

[251] 

[252] 

[253] A 

.o.J...D..I..Me+IMP[MKTl 

DPURCHG+0.02 

QPURCHG+10P1700000000 

MAXDP+0.01 

MARKET AITER+S 



[254] 

[255] 

[256] 

[257] 

[258] 

[259] 
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A 

A OTHER CHANGES 

QTDIV+IQTDIV 

BETA2[MKT IN]+(+/BETA2[MKT IN])x«PMKT IN)PCVA)++/CVA[MKT IN;l] 

[260] A 

[261] A 

[262] 'EXPORTAMARKETS'MODADD'QSUFOR+wQSUF ORx+«(QSUFOROLD xl+MAXQDSUFOR) 

lSUMl QSUFOR)+SUMl QSUFOR)[MARKET] O QSUFOROLD+SUMl QSUFOR' 

[263] QSUFOROLD+SUMl XxQS+QP 

[264] 

[265] 

[266] 

[267] 

[268] 

[269] 

[270] 

[271] 

[272] 

[273] 

[274] 

[275] 

[276] 

[277] 

[278] 

[279] 

[280] 

[281] 

[282] 

[283] 

[284] 

A 

A 

MAXQDSUFOR+0.025 

PARAM +c'MAXQDSUFOR' 

VARIABLEANAMES +c'MAXQDSUFOR' 

A Growth rate of publ1c employment 

A+l+0.0l x l.3 1.3 0.9 0.9 0 .1 0 . 9 0.6 

A+(A*0.25)-1 O AA+(+/A)+pA 

A+(30P4)/30pA (O . 5xAA+-ltA) 30pAA 

EXOAREALCHLG+A 

'QAEXO'MODSUBST'QREALCHLG+wQREALCHLG+LGxEXOAREALCHLG[l]' 

A OMEGA CHANGES 

QINVINREAL+OMEGAINxQINVINxpARfE+PT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2)+1-TXVAl 

QINVGREAL+OMEGAxQINVGxpARfE+PT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2)+1-TXVAl 

QINVBLDREAL+OMEGABLDxQINVBLDxpARfE+PT[MKT IN]X(1-TXVA2)+1-TXVAl 

'QAEXO'MODSUBST'QINVINwQINVINREALx+l+EXOAQDINVIN[ l]' 

'QAEX O'MODSUBST ' QINVGwQINVGREALx+l+EXOAQDINVG[l] ' 

'QAEXO'MODSUBST' QINVBLDwQINVBLDREALx +l+EXOAQDINVBLD [l], 

'COMPUTEABUYING'MODSUBST'QINVTOT+wQINVTOT+«QINVGREAL +QINVINREAL 

+ QI~VBLDREAL)xPT[MKT IN]X(1-TXVA2)+PARfE)+«OMEGAxPT[MKT IN] )++/OMEGAxPT[M 
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KT IN] )xSUM2 QINVLAG' 

[285] 'COMPUTEABUYI NG 'MODADD' QINVTOT+IolQI NVG QI NVBLD QI NVI N++/"QINVGREAL 

QINVBLDREAL QINVINREALxcPT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2)+(1-TXVAl )xpARfE' 

[286] 

[287] 

[288] 

[289] 

[290] 

[291] 

[292] 

[293] 

Fl 

Fl 

Fl ADD NEW PARAMETERS 

Fl 

CON: 

fABAM[3;1]+c(~fABAM[3;1])ABOVEtPARAM 

PARAMETERANAMES++~fABAM[3;1] 

VARIABLEANAMES +'QINVINREAL' 'QINVBLDREAL' 'QINVGREAL' 'QSUFOROLD 

, '~' 'PARAMETERANAMES' 

[294] Fl 

****************************************************************************** 

MSTART900 

[O ] MSTART900 

[1] Fl 

[2] Fl Callbrated parameters . 

[3] Fl Model vesrlon 2.0 Is used with R1982.91 and MSTART999 

[4] Fl for callbratlon. ControI variables and parameter space are 

[5] Fl deflned by DATL and PARL variables respectlvely In DATA 

[6] Fl workspace. AMAXENT variable should be equal to 2. 

[7] Fl Prepared by E. Taymaz April 1991-

[8] Fl 

[9] MARKETAITER+3 

[10] NITER+4 

[11] ALFABW+0.0261490475 

[12] BETABW+0.9029394488 

[131 CHRFUND1+0.0193471812 

[141 CHRFUND2+0. 0141927157 

[15] El+0.l089252605 

[161 FIP+Q.0842019195 
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[ 171 FIS+0.072185089 

[ 181 FIW+0.0879668459 

[ 191 GAMMA+0.3006141805 

[201 GBRWRAT+0.7255351373 

[ 211 GDEPRAT+0.184362314 

[221 INTDIFF+1.213976264 

[231 IOTA+0.8917630875 

[241 IOTALOW+0.1399296093 

[251 KSI+0.1425520581 

[261 LAMDA1+0.5646107603 

[271 LAMDA2+0.7566414578 

[281 LOWERAMHIST+0.760064294 

[291 MAXCHIDIFF+0.0053066724 

[301 MAXDP+0.0076168657 

[311 MAXIDIFF+0.9885746857 

[321 MAXQCHRI+0.0044792517 

[331 MAXQCXRATE+0.Ol04058657 

[34 1 MAXRIDIFF+0 . 0491137389 

[351 MAXWCOEFF+0.215619196 

[361 MINIDIFF+0 . 8115695092 

[371 MINRFUND1+0.1506980568 

[381 MINRFUND2+0. 1504663515 

[391 NEWFUND+0 . 5174949139 

[401 NORMRU+0 . 0182401716 

[411 OBSRATE+3 . 070525545 

[421 QUITCOEFF+l.036312969 

[43] R+0.5171516728 

[441 RFUND1+0 . 1506980568 

[451 RFUND2+Q.1823497932 

[461 RHO+0.0073760815 

[471 RHOBOOK+0 . 0308450053 

[481 RLU+0.576037509 

[491 RTRANS+0.5201723303 
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[50] SKREPA+79.16787031 

[51] SMP+0.5104608729 

[52] SMS+0.510506079 

[53] SMT+0.4708944958 

[54] SMW+0.4594676663 

[55] THETA+0.0112773529 

[56] TMFASS+0.2410732285 

[57] TMFD+0.1810916951 

[58] UTREF+0 . 8379947406 

[59] XRATECOEFF+0 . 1132212279 

[60] XRPEFF+0 . 1131868332 

[61] TMSTO+0 . 9131268107 

[62] TMIMSTO+0.9195760704 

[63] MAXQDSUFOR+0.0144811424 

[64] Bll+l . 00702343 

[65] B12+1 . 018319013 

[66] B13+0. 6882757419 

[67] B14+0. 7995462478 

[68] B15+0 . 8799771684 

[69] B16+1.012275678 

[70] B17+0.9839670222 

[71] B18+0.9063180729 

[72] B19+1.011074046 

[73] Bll0+0.7413158738 

[74] Blll+O.996439764 

[75] Bl12+O.4714071077 

[76] BETA1+Bll B12 813 814 B15 816 817 818 819 8110 8111 8112 

****************************************************************************** 

ADJUSTAPRICESAPC 

[O] ADJUSTAPRICESAPC;A;MAXDP2 

[1] MAXDP2+MAXDP X 1-IMP[MKT] 
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[2] A+«QTBUY[MKT]xl-IMP[MKT])+NULLAGOODS+SUMl QOPTSUDOM)-l 

[3] PT[MKT]x+l+(MAXDP2 XA)+MAXDP2+IA 

****************************************************************************** 

COMPUTEAIMPORTSAPC 

[O] COMPUTEAIMPORTSAPC;IMPZ;QMAXTSUDOM 

[l] QTBUYFOR+QTBUyxIMP IMPZ+O 

[2] QTBUYDOM+QTBUY-QTBUYFOR 

[3] QTBUYDOM[MKT]+QTBUYDOM[MKT]LQMAXTSUDOM+NULLAGOODS+SUMl OrQQ+(STO-MI 

NSTO)-QSUFOR 

[4] QTBUYFOR~(2 PNDURADUR)PQTBUYFOR QTBUY-QTBUYDOM+QTBUYFOR 

[S] ALWAYS'QTBUYFOR~O ' 

[6] ALWAYS' O-QTBUYFOR[Z;]' 

[7] A QIMPORT+(QPFOR[MKT] (1-TXVA2)x(QPDOM[IN]xl+QDPIN»+ . x+/QTBUYFOR[MK 

T IN;] 

[B] QIMPORT+(QPFOR[MKT] (1-TXVA2)x( l+QCXRATExXRPEFF)x(QPDOM[IN]xl+QDPIN 

»+ . X+/QTBUYFOR[MKT IN;] 

[9] IMP[MKT]+(+/QTBUYFOR[MKT ; ])+QTBUY[MKT] 

****************************************************************************** 

DOMESTICAMARKETAPC 

[O] DOMESTICAMARKETAPC;QOPTSUDOM;QPRELPDOM;INMONEYHH;QSPSAVREQ 

[l] MARKETAENTRANCEAPC 

[2] HOUSEHOLDAINIT 

[3] A 

[4] MARKETACONFRONTAPC 

[S] A 

[6] COMPUTEAIMPORTSAPC 

[7] NOTIFY'QTBUY[MKT IN]-O ' 

[8] DOMESTICARESULTAPC 

[9] EXTERNALASECTORS 

[lO] HOUSEHOLDAUPDATE 
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[llJ INDIRECTATAXES 

[12J R 

[13J ALWAYS'INMONEYHH-QWTAX+QITAX+QSAVH++/QSP[NDURADUR;J+.xNH' 

[14J ALWAYS'«+/QPURCHG+QSP[MKT IN;J+.xNH)+(QINVG+QINVIN+QINVBLD+SUM2 Q 

INVLAG)+(+/QIMPURCHAIN)+«SUM2 QIMQ)+.xQPDOM x l-TXVA2»-(+/QVATAX[MKT INJ)+( 

+/QSDOMAIN)+QIMPORT+QTSUDOM+.X(QPDOM X 1-TXVA2)[MKTJ' 

****************************************************************************** 

DOMESTICARESULTAPC 

[OJ DOMESTICARESULTAPC 

[lJ R QDPDOM[MKTJ+«PT[MKT]-IMP[MKT]xQPFOR[MKT]+1-TXVA2)+«1-IMP[MKT])xQ 

PDOM[MKTJ »-1 

[2J QDPDOM[MKTJ+«PT[MKT]-~xQPFOR[MKT]+1-TXVA2)+«1-~)xQPDOM[ 

MKTJ »-1 

[3J QDPDOM[INJ+(PT[INJ+QPDOM[INJ )-1 

[4J QPDOM+(l+QDPDOM)xQPDOM 

[Sj PT[MKTJ+(QPDOM[MKT]xl-IMP[MKT])+(QPFOR[MKT]xIMP[MKTJ)+l-TXVA2 

[6J R QPZ+PT[Z]xl-TXVAZ 

[7] QTSUDOM+OrQTBUYDOM[MKT]-NULLAGOODS 

[SJ R QSZ+QTBUYDOM[ZJxQPZ 

[9J ALWAYS'QSZ-(l-TXVAZ)xNH+.xQSP[Z;J' 

****************************************************************************** 

ENTERANEWFIRMS 

[Oj ENTERANEWFIRMS;MM;NL;NF;H;~;ATEC;ARES;RELSIZE 

[lJ H+-l+PNEWAFIRMS 

[2] +(H-O)/O 

[3] +(0-NF++/NEWAFIRMS[2;])/0 

[4] ~+O 

[5] BEG:~+~+l 

[6] MM+NEWAFIRMS[l;~] 

[7J RELSIZE+NEWAFIRMS[2;~]PENTRYASPECS[1] 
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[8] ATEC+NEWAFIRMS[2;KKl]PENTRYASPECS[2] 

[9] ARES+NEWAFIRMS[2;KKl]PENTRYASPECS[3] 

[lO] FIRMENTRYAPC NEWAFIRMS[l 2;KKl] 

[11] +(KKl<H)/BEG 

[12] NEWAFIRMS+5 lpl O (Cl0PO) (cl0PO) O 

[13] NL+L[(PL)-NF-1NF] 

[14] +DOIF LU~+/NL O LU-++/NL O +0 

[15] NL+NLxLU++/NL 

[16] LU-++/NL 

[17] L[(PL)-NF-1NF]+NL 

****************************************************************************** 

FINALQPQSQMAPC 

[O] FINALQPQSQMAPC 

[1] A 

[2] QSU+QSUFOR+QSUDOM 

[3] QDS+(QSFOR+QSDOM-QS)+QS 

[4] QS+QSFOR+QSDOM 

[S] ALWAYS'QS>O ' 

[6] QDP+«QS+QSU)-QP)+QP 

[7] QP+QS+QSU 

[8] QVA+QVA x l+QDVA+-l+(QQXQP-SHAREx«PT[110]xl-TXVA2)+.xIO)[MARKET])+QV 

A 

[9] QM+l-(LxQW)+4 xQSNET+QS-QIMQ+.xPT[110]xl-TXVA2 

****************************************************************************** 

FIRMENTRYAPC 

[O] FIRMENTRYAPC MMM;~2;~;I;MM;NUM;SCALE;A22;A21;~;~;~;~;M;f;2;Qe;2 

[l] MM+MMM[l] 

[2] NUM+MMM[2] 

[3] RW+RW (PRELSIZE)PS AVGATOP RW 
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[4] A21+(PRELSIZElpO 

[5] A22+(PRELSIZElp(VA AVGATOP A22l 

[6] Kl+Kl Kl+(PRELSIZElp+/(~NEWAFIRMS[3;~]lxPT[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2 

[7] K1BOOK+K1BOOK Kl 

[8] K2+NEWAFIRMS[5;~]-Kl++/(~NEWAFIRMS[4;~] lXPT[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2 

[9] ~+Or-K2 

[10] K2+K20rK2 

[11] BW+BW ~ 

[12] QINV+QINV RELSIZExO 

[13] QINVLAG+QINVLAG RELSIZExO 

[14] DELAYAINV+DELAYAINV [l](NUM 3lpo 

[15] X+X (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP X 

[16] P+P R+(PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP P 

[17] QP+QP Qe+(PRELSIZElpQS AVGATOP QP 

[18] DP+DP Qe+(PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP DP 

[19] W+W ~+(PRELSIZElpL AVGATOP W 

[20] DW+DW (PRELSIZElPVA AVGATOP DW 

[21] QDW+QDW (PRELSIZElp(LxQWlAVGATOP QDW 

[22] QW+QW (PRELSIZElPL AVGATOP QW 

[23] L(O~DNC'cHM'l/'CHM+CHM (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP CHM' 

[24] A 

[25] DVA+DVA DYA+(PRELSIZElpVA AVGATOP DVA 

[26] VA+VA y!+RELSIZEx(S AVGATOP VAl 

[27] QVA+QVA ~+RELSIZEx(S AVGATOP QVAl 

[28] SHARE+SHARE Stl!Rf+(PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP SHARE 

[29] Q+Q Q+Y!+R-Stl!Rfx«PT[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2l+ . xIOl[MM] 

[30] QQ+QQ QQ+~+Qe-Stl!Rfx«PT[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2l+. xIOl[MM] 

[31] DQ+DQ ~+QYA-Qe 

[32] A 

[33] S+QxR 

[34] DS+DS QS+(QXQe+~xRl+S 

[35] QS+QS QQxQe 

[36] AMAN+«PAMANl+(pRELSIZEl Ol+AMAN 
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[37] A 

[38] EXPDP+EXPDP (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP EXPDP 

[39] EXPDS+EXPDS (PRELSIZElPS AVGATOP EXPDS 

[40] EXPDW+EXPDW (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP EXPDW 

[41] HISTDP+HISTDP (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDP 

[42] HISTDPDEV+HISTDPDEV (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDPDEV 

[43] HISTDPDEV2+HISTDPDEV2 (pRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDPDEV2 

[44] HISTDS+HISTDS (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDS 

[45] HISTDSDEV+HISTDSDEV (pRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDSDEV 

[46] HISTDSDEV2+HISTDSDEV2 (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDSDEV2 

[47] HISTDW+HISTDW (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDW 

[48] HISTDWDEV+HISTDWDEV (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDWDEV 

[49] HISTDWDEV2+HISTDWDEV2 (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP HISTDWDEV2 

[ 50] A 

[51] CUMINV+CUMINV (PRELSIZElpO 

[52] CUML+CUML (PRELSIZElpO 

[53] LLASTYR+LLASTYR (PRELSIZElp 1 

[54] DL+DL (PRELSIZElpo 

[55] DNW+DNW (PRELSIZElpo 

[56] NWLASTYR+NWLASTYR (PRELSIZElp1 

[57] CUMM+CUMM (PRE LSIZElpo 

[58] CUMQ+CUMQ (PRELSIZElpO 

[59] CUMS+CUMS (PRELSIZElpo 

[60] CUMSNET+CUMSNET (pRELSIZElpO 

[61 ] CUMSU+CUMSU (PRELSIZElpO 

[62] CUMVA+CUMVA (PRELSIZElpO 

[63] CUMWS+CUMWS (pRELSIZElpO 

[64] CUMINTPAYF+CUMINTPAYF (pRELSIZElpO 

[65] CUMDEPR+CUMDEPR (pRELSIZElpO 

[66] CUMTAXF+CUMTAXF (PRELSIZElpO 

[67] CUMDIV+CUMDIV (PRELSIZElpO 

[68] CUMSUBSF+CUMSUBSF (PRELSIZElpO 

[69] CUMCHBWF+CUMCHBWF (PRELSIZElpO 



[70] 

[ 71] 

[72] 

[73] 

[74] 

[75] 

[76] 

[77] 

[78] 

[79] 

[80] 

[81] 

[82] 

[83] 

[84] 

[85] 

[86] 

[87] 

[88] A 

[89] 

[90] 

[91] 

[92] 

[93] 

[94] 

[95] 

[96] A 

[97] 

[98] 

[99] 

[100] 

[ 101] 

[102] 
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CUMCHK2F+CUMCHK2F (PRELSIZElpo 

SNET+SNET (PRELSIZElpO 

REALLYABAD+REALLYABAD (PRELSIZElpO 

QDP+QDP (PRELSIZElpO 

QDQ+QDQ (PRELSIZElpo 

QDS+QDS (PRELSIZElpo 

QDVA+QDVA (PRELSIZElpO 

QM+QM (PRELSIZElpo 

QOPTSU+QOPTSU (PRELSIZElpo 

QSDOM+QSDOM (PRELSIZElpO 

QSFOR+QSFOR (PRELSIZElpO 

QSNET+QSNET (PRELSIZElpo 

QSU+QSU (PRELSIZElpo 

QSUDOM+QSUDOM (PRELSIZElPO 

QSUFOR+QSUFOR (PRELSIZElpo 

STO+STO (PRELSIZElpO 

IMSTO+IMSTO [1](NUM 10lp~NEWAFIRMS[4;~] 

QIMQ+QIMQ [1](NUM 10lpO 

RES+RES RfS+(PRELSIZElp(I-ARESlX(S AVGATOP RESl 

QTOP+QTOP QIQE+QQ+l-A21+A22+RfS 

TEC+TEC MTEC[MM]L~+(pRELSIZElp(I+ATEClX(TEC AVGATOP TECl 

MHIST+MHIST MXO . S 

RSUBSACASH+RSUBSACASH OXRELSIZE 

RSUBSAEXTRA+RSUBSAEXTRA OXRELSIZE 

BIG+BIG (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP BIG 

SMALL+SMALL (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP SMALL 

IMBIG+IMBIG (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP IMBIG 

IMSMALL+IMSMALL (PRELSIZElpS AVGATOP IMSMALL 



[103] 

[104] 

[lOS] 

[106] 

[107] 

[lOB] 

[109] 

[ 110] 

[111] 

[ 112] 

A 
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BAD+BAD (PRELSIZE)PO 

RWC+RWC ~+(PRELSIZE)PS AVGATOP RWC 

ENTRYAEPSILON+ENTRYAEPSILON ~-(P~)PRIF 

S+S S 

MARKET+MARKET (PRELSIZE)PMM 

ORIGMARKET+ORIGMARKET (PRELSIZE)pMM 

LEFT+LEFT RELSIZE-RELSIZE 

+(2~DNC'FIRMCHARC')/OUT 

FIRMCHARC+FIRMCHARC ABOVE THISAYEAR MM NUM (12 NUMp«100 xM) ~ (O. 

0001 xYA QQ) Qe ~ (O . OOOl xKl 2IQe) ~ (100 xlHYfE[) (100 xB!S) (100 xA22»)[; 

11 

[113] OUT: 

****************************************************************************** 

GOVERNMENTAACCOUNTINGAPC 

[O] GOVERNMENTAACCOUNTINGAPC;MAXCHPOSG 

[l] A QWTAX QITAX QVATAX QCTAX ARE ALREADY AVAILABLE FROM THROUGHOUT THE 

QUARTER 

[2] QINTG+(DEPGxRIDEPG+4)-(BWGxRIBWG+4) 

[3] QINTGFOR+(DEPGFORxRIDEPGFOR+4)-(BWGFORxRIBWGFOR+4) 

[4] QWSG+LGxQWG+4 

[S] QSUBS+QSUBSFOR+QSUBSDOM+QSUBSACASH 

[6] QSPG+QWSG+(+/QPURCHG)+QTRANS+QSUBS 

[7] QSURPLUSG+(QTTAX+QWTAX+QITAX+(+/QVATAX)+QCTAX)+QINTG+QINTGFOR- QSPG+ 

QINVG 

[B] +DOIF 2-DNC'~CUR' O QMPRINT+Or(-QSURPLUSGxQSURPLUSG>O)+RESERVEM 

ONEyx~CUR 

[9] +DOIF 2~DNc'~cUR' O QMPRINT+Or(-QSURPLUSGxQSURPLUSG>O)+RESERVEM 

ONEYxS AVG2 DS 

[lO] POSGFOR+POSGFOR+QCHPOSGFOR+O 

[11] QCHPOSG+QSURPLUSG+QMPRINT-QCHPOSGFOR 

[12] +(QCHPOSG~O)/JMP 
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[13] MAXCHPOSG+lr(GDEPRATx(SUM2 K2l+FD+OrWH+.xNHl-POSG 

[14] +DEV 

[15] JMP: 

[16] MAXCHPOSG+-l xlrpOSG+GBRWRATx(SUM2 BWl+FASS+LIQBFOR+LIQB+BWG-OrWH+. 

[17] DEV: 

[lB] QCHPOSG+(MAXCHPOSGxQCHPOSGl+MAXCHPOSG+QCHPOSG 

[19] POSG+POSG+QCHPOSG+QSURPLUSG-QCHPOSGFOR-QMPRINT+(-O.OlxRESERVEMONEY 

lrQCHPOSG+QCHPOSGFOR-QSURPLUSG 

[20] RESERVEMONEY++QMPRINT 

[211 R 

[22] CUMWTAX+CUMWTAX+QWTAX 

[23] CUMITAX+CUMITAX+QITAX 

[24] CUMVATAX+CUMVATAX++/QVATAX 

[25] CUMCTAX+CUMCTAX+QCTAX 

[26] CUMWSG+CUMWSG+QWSG 

[27] CUMLG+(LG+CUMLGxNRS-l l+NRS 

[28] CUMPURCHG+CUMPURCHG+QPURCHG 

[29 ] CUMTRANS+CUMTRANS+QTRANS 

[30 ] CUMSUBS+CUMSUBS+QSUBS 

[311 CUMMPRINT+CUMMPRINT+QMPRINT 

[32] CUMINTG+CUMINTG+QINTGFOR+QINTG 

[33] CUMINVG+CUMINVG+QINVG 

[34] +(NRS<4l/0UT 

[35] WTAX+CUMWTAX 

[36] ITAX+CUMITAX 

[37] VATAX+CUMVATAX 

[38] CTAX+CUMCTAX 

[39] MPRINT+CUMMPRINT 

[40] INTG+CUMINTG 

[41] INVG+CUMINVG 

[42] WG+WG xl+DWG+-l+CUMWSG+CUMLGxWG 

[43] WSG+WSG x l+DWSG+-l+CUMWSG+WSG 
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[44] PURCHG+CUMPURCHG 

[45] TRANS+CUMTRANS 

[46] SUBS+CUMSUBS 

[47] SPG+WSG+(+/PURCHGl+TRANS+SUBS 

[48] SURPLUSG+WTAX+ITAX+VATAX+CTAX+INTG-SPG+INVG 

[49] OUT: 

****************************************************************************** 

MARKETåCONfRONTåpC 

[O] MARKETåCONfRONTåPC;J 

[1] A 

[2] IMP[MKT]+~ 

[3] IMP[MKT]+lLorIMP[MKT]-(IMP[MKT]+(1-2 xIMP[MKT]lx(QPDOMxl-TXVA2l[MKT] 

>QPFORlx(+4 xTMIMPlx(QPfOR-(QPDOM xl-TXVA2l[MKT]l+(QPFORl(QPDOM x l-TXVA2l[MKT] 

[4] ~+IMP[MKT] 

[5] PT+(QPRELPDOMX1-IMP[MKT] l+IMP[MKT]xQPfOR[MKT]+1 - TXVA2 

[6] A PT+PT (QPDOM[IN]xl+QDPINl 1 

[7] PT+PT «l+QCXRATExXRPEFFlXQPDOM[IN]xl+QDPINl 

[8] A QPURCHG+Or«( 1+DPURCHGlx(LGxQWG+4l++/QPURCHGl-LGxQWG+4l xGKOFFxPT[\ 

10]++/GKOFf xPT[\10] 

[9J QPURCHG+Or«(1+0rDPURCHGx(QTTAX+QSURPLUSGl+QTTAXlx(LGxQWG+4l++/QPUR 

CHGl-LGxQWG+4l xGKOff xPT[\10J++/GKOff xPT[\10J 

[lOj J+l 

[llJ L: 

[ 12J COMPUTEåSPENDING 

[ 13] COMPUTEåBUYING 

[ 14J +(MARKETAITER<J+J+ll/0 

[ 15] ADJUSTAPRICESAPC 

[ 16J +L 

****************************************************************************** 
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MARKETAENTRANCEAPC 

[O] MARKETAENTRANCEAPC;AA;MAXDP2 

[1] MAXDP2+C 1-IMP[MKT]lxMAXDPxMARKETAITER 

[2] QOPTSUDOM+C 1-XlxQOPTSU 

[3] AA+-l+QOPTSUDOM AVGl QEXPP~QP 

[4] AA+AAxMAXDP2~MAXDP2+IAA 

[5] QPRELPDOM+CQPDOM x l+QCHTXVA21[MKT]xl+AA 

****************************************************************************** 

MDIFyAEXP 

[O] MDIFYAEXP;W;A 

[1] EXPDSx+l+x x4 xQCXRATExXRPEFF 

[2] A 

[3] W+CL AVGl WI[MARKET] 

[4] A+CCCCUTREFxQFRl LI-QQI~UTREFxQFRl LI<CEXPDS-EXPDPI~l+EXPDPlxCl~Wlx 

CC+/L~WI~C+/L~WI+SKREPAxLU~+/W~PWlxOrCwxc l+GAMMAII-W 

[5] A 

[6] EXPDW+C2xEXPDPILA+EXPDwxl-AMAN[;1]~L 

[7] EXPDP+CMAXEXPDP-CMAXEXPDP+MINEXPDPlxEXPDP<OlxEXPDP~CMAXEXPDP-CMAXEX 

PDP+MINEXPDPlxEXPDP<OI+EXPDP 

[8] EXPDW+CMAXEXPDW-CMAXEXPDW+MINEXPDWlxEXPDW<OlxEXPDW~CMAXEXPDW-CMAXEX 

PDW+MINEXPDWlxEXPDW<OI+EXPDW 

[9] EXPDS+CMAXEXPDS-CMAXEXPDS+MINEXPDSlxEXPDS<OlxEXPDS~CMAXEXPDS-CMAXEX 

PDS+MINEXPDSlxEXPDS<OI+EXPDS 

****************************************************************************** 

NATIONALAACCOUNTINGAPC 

[O] NATIONALAACCOUNTINGAPC;QCHTSTOCURF;QCHTSTOCURM;OLD 

[1] TSTOCURF+TSTOCURF+QCHTSTOCURF+CSUMl K3AFINISHI-TSTOCURF 

[2] TSTOCURM+TSTOCURM+QCHTSTOCURM+CPT[MKT]xCl-TXVA2I xSUMl STOI-TSTOCURM 

[3] LC2-0NC'QGNPCUR' I/ ' OLD+~CUR ' 

[4] QGNPCUR+CCSU Ml QSNETI+QCHTSTOCURFI QVAAIN CC+/QVATAXI+C+/QCHTSTOCUR 
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Ml-(+/QCHTSTOCURFl+QVATAXAIMPl (-QSUBS-QSUBSACASHl QWSG 

[5] QGNPCUR+QGNPCUR (+/QPURCHGl (+/QSP[MKT IN;]+.xNHl «SUM2 QINVLAGl-Q 

TCHINV) QINVIN QINVBLD QINVG (+/QCHTSTOCURMl 

[6] QGNPCUR+QGNPCUR QEXPORT (-QIMPORT+QVATAXAIMPl 

[7] ALWAYS'(+/(3+PMKT INl+QGNPCURl-(+/(2+pMKT INl+QGNPCURl' 

[9] CUMGNPCUR+CUMGNPCUR+QGNPCUR 

[lO] R 

[11] QGNPFIX+(PARfEX«SUMl QQl-QWASTEl QQINl-(PARfE+.xQBUY[MKT IN;MKT I 

N]l 

[12] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX LGxWGARfE+4 

[13] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX «PARfE+l-TXVA2l+ . XQPURCHG+PT[MKT IN]l «PARfE+l-T 

XVA2l+. X(QSP[MKT IN;]+.xNHl+PT[MKT IN]l 

[14] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX PARfE+ . xOMEGAx«SUM2 QINVLAGl-QTCHINVl+PT[MKT IN]x 

(1-TXVA2l+(1-TXVAl l 

[15] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX PARfE+.xOMEGAINxQINVIN+PT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2l+(1-TXV 

All 

[16] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX PARfE+.xOMEGABLDxQINVBLD+PT[MKT IN]x( l-TXVA2l+(1-T 

XVAll 

[17] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX PARfE+.xOMEGAGxQINVG+PT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2l+(1-TXVAl 

[18] R QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX PARfE+.xOMEGAx«SUM2 QINVLAGl-QTCHINVl++/OMEGAxPT 

[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2 

[19] R QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX +/QINVINREAL 

[20] R QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX +/QINVBLDREAL 

[21] R QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX +/QINVGREAL 

[22] R QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX (PARfE[MKT]+.XQCHTSTOl (PARfEAEQR+.x(SUMl QSUFORl 

(XINXQQINll (-PARfEAEQR+ . x+/QTBUYFOR[MKT IN;]l 

[23] QGNPFIX+QGNPFIX (PARfE[MKT]+.xQCHTSTOl (PARfE+·x(SUMl QSUFORl (XIN 

XQQINll (-PARfE+.x+/QTBUYFOR[MKT IN;]) 

[24] ALWAYS'(+/(l+PMKT INl+QGNPFIXl-(+/(PMKT IN)+QGNPFIXl' 

[25] CUMGNPFIX+CUMGNPFIX+QGNPFIX 

[26] R 
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[27J CUMEXPORT+CUMEXPORT+QEXPORT 

[28J CUMIMPORT+CUMIMPORT+QIMPORT 

[29J A 

[30] AFOR THE LAST QUARTER 

[31 J A 

[32J +(NRS<4l/0UT 

[33J GNPFIX+CUMGNPFIX 

[34] GNPCUR+CUMGNPCUR 

[3SJ EXPORT+CUMEXPORT 

[36] IMPORT+CUMIMPORT 

[37J OUT: 

****************************************************************************** 

OBSOLETE åK 

[O] OBSOLETEåK;B;Y;J;D;å 

[l] J+tpY++B+QEXPW+4 xWTIxx(1-RESlxTECxQEXPPNET 

[2J ALWAYS'B>O ' 

[3J NR :+NR+O-PJ+(D>O.OOl xY[JJ+Y[JJ-D+«B[JJxY[JJl+(*-Y[JJl-l l+B[J]-*-Y[J 

p/J 

[4J A å+(1+0BSRATElxQFRl YXQTOP+TEC 

[Sj å+QFRl OBSRATExyxQTOP+TEC 

[6J å+(QTOPMAXlål+QTOPMAX 

[7] QTOPMAX+QTOPMAxxå 

[SJ Kl x+å 

****************************************************************************** 

QUARTERLYåEXPåPC 

[O] QUARTERLYåEXPåPC;QEXPDW;QCHTXVA2IN;åå 

[1] A 

[2] QEXPDP+EXPDP+4 

[3] QEXPDW+EXPDW+4 

[4J QEXPDS+EXPDS+4 
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[S] +(NRS-ll/L 

[6] QEXPDP+QEXPDP+FIPxQDP-QEXPDP 

[7] QEXPDW+QEXPDW+FIwxQDW-QEXPDW 

[8] QEXPDS+QEXPDS+FIsxQDS-QEXPDS 

[9] L: 

[lO] QEXPP+Qp xl+QEXPOP 

[11] QEXPW+Qw x l+QEXPDW 

[12] QEXPS+Qsxl+QEXPDS 

[13] A 

[14] U+( IMP[MKT]xQPFOR[MKT] l+( 1-IMP[MKTl lXQPDOM[MKTl x l-TXVA2 

[15] AA+AA QPDOM[IN]xl-TXVA2 

[16] QEXPPIM+AA x l+(QQ AVGl QEXPDPl QDPIN-QCHTXVA2IN+(pMKTl+(PMKT INlpQC 

HTXVA2 

****************************************************************************** 

QUITS 

[O] QUITS;A 

[l] A+O.Ol xQUITCOEFF xOr-l+(+/LxWl+(+/LlxWxl+GAMMAxRU+NORMRU 

[2] LU+LU++/AXL++/AMAN 

[3] LX+l-A 

[4] AMAN+AMANx~(3 pAlpl-A 

[S] RU+RU+QCHRU+(LU+LU+LG+SUM2 Ll-RU 

****************************************************************************** 

STARTAENTRYAPC 

[O] STARTAENTRYAPC MMAENTRY;ENTRYAMKTNR;RELSIZE;l;MM;NUM;LIST;NEWACAP;K 

1;K2;fXPOP;MSTO;STO;OIZI 

[l] NEWACAP+LIST+OPO 

[2] NEWAFIRMS+S 4pl 2 3 4 16pO 

[3] RELSIZE+ENTRYASPECS[l] 

[4] 1+1 

[S] ST:+ENOX1(PMMAENTRYl<1+1+1 
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[6] ENTRYAMKTNR+MM+1PMMAENTRY[1] 

[7] +(4)+/MARKET-MM>/ST 

[B] NUM+STARTAENT2 ENTRYAEPSILON 

[9] +(NUM-O>/ST 

[10] LIST +NUMpMM 

[11] fXPDP+l+(S AVGATOP EXPDP>+4 

[12] Kl+RELSIZE xfXPDpxKl AVGATOP Kl 

[13] K2+RELSIZE xfXPDPxK2 AVGATOP K2 

[14] MSTO+RELSIZExIO+.x(+/MINIMSTO>AVGATOP+/MINIMSTO 

[15] ~TO+fXPDpxMSTO+.xl0 lPPT[MKT IN]xl-TXVA2 

[16] NEWACAP +NUMPK1+K2+~TO 

[17] NEWAFIRMS[3 4 5;1-1]+(cOMEGAxKl++/0MEGAxPT[MKT IN]x(1-TXVA2>xfXPDP 

[lB] +ST 

[19] END: 

[20] +«NEWFUNDxWH+.xNH>~+/NEWACAP>/JMP 

[21] +(O-PLIST>/JMP 

[22] DIZI+(PLIST>?PLIST 

[23] LIST+( l"DIZI l/LIST 

[24] NEWACAP+(l"DIZI>/NEWACAP 

[25] +END 

[26] JMP: 

[27] NEWAFIRMS[2;LIST]++LISTEMMAENTRY 

[2B] NEWAFIRMS+(O"NEWAFIRMS[2;]>/NEWAFIRMS 

[29] L(O--1+PNEWAFIRMS>/'NEWAFIRMS+5 lpl O (cl0PO> (clOPOl O' 

****************************************************************************** 

TARGASEARCHAPC 

[O] TARGASEARCHAPC;KEEPS;NEXT;I;OK;II;Q2;Q3;Q7;LAYOFF;QEXPPNET;WHERE;L5 

[1] A 

[2] A SIMULTANEOUS SEARCH FOR ALL FIRMS: 

[3] A NEXT - INDICATES NEXT STEP TO BE TRIED FOR EACH FIRM 
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[4] - INDICES OF THE FIRMS TO BE HANDLED IN A STEP 

[5] 

[6] 

A OK 

A II 

[7] A 

- TELLS WHICH FIRMS IN 'I' THAT ARE SUCCESSFUL IN A STEP 

- SHORT FOR 'OK/I' 

[8] QEXPPNET+QEXPP-SHAREX(QEXPPIM+.xIO)[MARKET] 

[9] QPLANL+(PL)P-l 

[10] ALWAYS'QEXPPNET>O ' 

[11] +DOIF(v/QEXPPNETSO) O NULLIFYALINE+'****** NULLIFIED (NEG PR) (YEA 

R-t lTHISAYEAR O NULLIFY(QEXPPNETSO) O QEXPPNET+(QEXPPNET>O)/QEXPPNET 

[12] Q3+QFRl L 

[13] Q7+Q3lQPLANQ 

[14] Q2+Q3lQEXPSU+MAXSTO-STO 

[15] 

[16] A 

[17] NEXT+(l 5 6)[1+(QPLANQ~QTOpxWTIXX1-RES)+(QPLANQ>Q3)] 

[18] A 

[19] WHERE+(PL)P9 

[20] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT L[I])/I+(NEXT-l )/lpQPLANQ 

[21] WHERE[II]+l 

[22] QPLANL[II]+L[II] 

[23] NEXT[I]+(2 10)[1+0K] 

[24] A 

[25] II+(OK+Q2[I]SAT L[I] )/I+(NEXT-2)/lPQPLANQ 

[26] QPLANQ[II]+(QPLANL[II]+L[II])xQEXPW[II]*4 x(1-QTARGM[IJ])xQEXPPNET[ 

II] 

[27] WHERE[II]+2 

[28] NEXT[I]+(34 10 10)[1+(Q2[I]-Q3[I])+2xOK] 

[29] A 

[30] II+(OK+Q2[I]SAT I RFQ2 Q2)/I+(NEXT-3)/lpQPLANQ 

[31] WHERE[II]+3 

[32] QPLANL[II]+(1-QTARGM[II])x(QPLANQ[II]+Q2[II])xQEXPPNET[II]*QEXPW[I 

[33] NEXT[I]+(4 10)[1+0K] 
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[34] A 

[35] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT I RFQ2 QPLANQ)/I+(NEXT-4)/lpQPLANQ 

[36] SOLVE II 

[37] (I RFQ2 QPLANQ)SOLVEAMONEY(I RFQ2 Q2) 

[3S] QPLANQ[II]+II QFR2 QPLANL 

[39] WHERE[II]+4 

[40] NEXT[I]+(7 10)[1+0K] 

[41] A 

[42] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT L5[I]+I RFQ2 QPLANQ)/I+(NEXT-5)/lPL5+(PL)PLU+S 

UM2 L 

[43] WHERE[II]+5 

[44] QPLANL[II]+II RFQ2 QPLANQ 

[45] NEXT[I ]+(6 10)[ 1+0K] 

[46] A 

[47] II+(OK+Q3[IlSAT L[I] )/I+(NEXT- 6)/lPQPLANQ 

[4S] SOLVE II 

[49] L[I]SOLVEAMONEY L5[I] 

[50] QPLANQ[II]+II QFR2 QPLANL 

[51] WHERE[II]+6 

[52] NEXT[I]+(7 10)[1+0K] 

[53] A 

[54] II+(OK+Q7[I]SAT I RFQ2 Q7 X(1-RES)+(1-RESDOWNxRES»/I+(NEXT-7)/lPQP 

LANQ 

[55] WHERE[II]+7 

[56] QPLANL[II]+(1-QTARGM[II])x(QPLANQ[II]+Q7[II])xQEXPPNET[II]+QEXPW[I 

Il+4 

[57] RES[II]+l-QPLANQ[II]x(l-RES[II])+II QFR2 QPLANL 

[5S] RES[(-OK)/I]+RESDOWNXRES[(-OK)/I] 

[59] ALWAYS'(RES~O)A(RES~RESMAX)' 

[60] NEXT[I]+(S 10)[1+0K] 

[61] A 

[62] II+(OK+(IxO)SAT(IXO»/I+(NEXT-S)/lpQPLANQ 

[63] SOLVE II 



[64] 

[65] 

[66] 

[67] 

[68] A 

[69] 

[70] 

[ 71] 

[72] 

[73] 

[74] 

E4 6 8 

o SOLVEAMONEY(I RFQ2 Q7l 

QPLANQ[II]+II QFR2 QPLANL 

WHERE[II]+8 

NEXT[I]+(9 10l[1+0KJ 

II+(OK+SATALOW Il/I+(NEXT-9l/\pQPLANQ 

QPLANQ[II]+QQ[II] 

QPLANL[II]+II RFQ2 QPLANQ 

WHERE[IIJ+9 

NEXT[IJ+(13 10l[1+0KJ 

KEEPS+(QPLANL«QTOP+TEClxeQEXPPNETxTECxWTIXx(1-RESl+QEXPW+4lAWHERE 

[75] +DOIF O<+/KEEPS O (KEEPS/MHISTlx+LOWERAMHIST 

[76J A 

[77J +DOIF(0<PI+(NEXT-13l/\PQPLANQl O NULLIFYATARG(\PQPLANQlEI 

[78] A WARNING: 'NEXT' 'Q2' ' Q3' 'Q7' ARE NOT SHRINKED. 

[79J A 

[80] AMAN+(O 1+AMANl L 

[81] LAYOFF+OrL-QPLANL 

[82J AMAN+OrAMAN-Or(+\AMANlMINUS7 LAYOFF 

[83] A 

[84J ALWAYS'QPLANQ~O ' 

[85J ALWAYS' 0<SUM1(pMARKETlp1 ' 

[86] ALWAYS'QPLANL~O ' 

[87] I+\PQPLANQ 

[88] ALWAYS'QPLANQ SAT QPLANL' 

****************************************************************************** 

TARGASEARCHASHOW 

[O] TARGASEARCHASHOW;KEEPS;NEXT;I;OK;II;Q2;Q3;Q7;LAYOFF;QEXPPNET;WHERE; 

L5 

[1] A 

[2] A SIMULTANEOUS SEARCH FOR ALL FIRMS: 
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[3] A NEXT - INDICATES NEXT STEP TO BE TRI ED FOR EACH FIRM 

[4] R - INDICES OF THE FI RMS TO BE HANDLED IN A STEP 

[5] R OK - TELLS WHICH FIRMS IN 'I' THAT ARE SUCCESSFUL IN A STEP 

[6] R II - SHORT FOR 'OK/I' 

[7] A THIS FUNCTION ALSO SHOWS THE TARGET SEARCH OF THE FIRM 'AF'. 

[B] R 

[9] +DOIF o-DNc'AF' O DARBOUT 7 O 3 1 lp(40P'*' l(' ENTER THE FIRM COD 

E 'l O AF~ 

[10] QEXPPNET+QEXPP-SHAREX(QEXPPIM+.xIOl[MARKET] 

[11] QPLANL+(PLlp-l 

[12] ALWAYS'QEXPPNET>O ' 

[13] +DOIF(v/QEXPPNETSOl O NULLIFyALINE+'****** NULLIFIED (NEG PRl (YEA 

R-' ~THISAYEAR O NULLIFY(QEXPPNETSOl O QEXPPNET+(QEXPPNET>Ol/QEXPPNET 

[14] Q3+QFRl L 

[15] Q7+Q3lQPLANQ 

[16] Q2+Q3lQEXPSU+MAXSTO- STO 

[ 17] 

[lB] R 

[19] NEXT+(l 5 6l[1+(QPLANQ~QTOpxWTIxxl-RESl+(QPLANQ>Q3l] 

[20] R 

[21] WHERE+(PLlp9 

[22] ~+O 4pO 

[23] PPADATA 

[24] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT L[I]l/I+(NEXT-l l/lpQPLANQ 

[25] WHERE[II]+l 

[26] QPLANL[II]+L[II] 

[27] NEXT[I]+(2 10l[1+DK] 

[2B] ppADATA 

[29] A 

[30] II+(OK+Q2[I]SAT L[I] l/I+(NEXT-2l/lpQPLANQ 

[31] QPLANQ[II]+(QPLANL[II]+L[II] lXQEXPW[II]+4 x(1-QTARGM[II] lXQEXPPNET[ 

II] 

[32] WHERE[II]+2 
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[33] NEXT[I]+(34 10 10)[1+(Q2[I]-Q3[I] )+2 xOK] 

[34] PPADATA 2 

[35] R 

[36] II+(OK+Q2[I]SAT I RFQ2 Q2) / I+( NEXT-3)/lpQPLANQ 

[37] WHERE[II]+3 

[38] QPLANL[IIJ+(1-QTARGM[II])x(QPLANQ[II]+Q2[II])xQEXPPNET[II]+QEXPW[I 

1]+4 

[39] NEXT[I]+(4 10)[1+0K] 

[40J PPADATA 3 

[41] R 

[42] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT I RFQ2 QPLANQ)/I+(NEXT-4)/lpQPLANQ 

[43] SOLVE II 

[44] (I RFQ2 QPLANQ)SOLVEAMONEV(I RFQ2 Q2) 

[45] QPLANQ[IIJ+II QFR2 QPLANL 

[46J WHERE[II]+4 

[47J NEXT[IJ+(7 10 14)[1+0KJ 

[48] PPADATA 4 

[49] R 

[50] II+(OK+QPLANQ[I]SAT L5[I]+I RFQ2 QPLANQ)/I+(NEXT-5)/lPL5+(PL)PLU+S 

UM2 L 

[51] WHERE[II]+5 

[52] QPLANL[II]+II RFQ2 QPLANQ 

[53J NEXT[I]+(6 10)[1+0K] 

[54] PPADATA 5 

[55] R 

[56J II+(OK+Q3[I]SAT L[I])/I+(NEXT-6)/lpQPLANQ 

[57] SOLVE II 

[58] L[I]SOLVEAMONEV L5[I] 

[59] QPLANQ[II]+II QFR2 QPLANL 

[60] WHERE[II]+6 

[61] NEXT[IJ+(7 10 14)[1+0K] 

[62] PPADATA 6 

[63] R 



[64] 

LANQ 

[65] 

[66] 

Il+4 

[67] 

[68] 

[69] 

[70] 

[ 711 

[72] 

[73] 

[74] 

[75] 

[76] 

[77] 

[78] 

[79] 

[80] 

[811 

[82] 

[83] 

[84] 

[85] 

[86] 

[87] 

[88] 

[89] 

E4 6 8 

[90] 

[ 91] 

[92] 

[93] 

Fl 

Fl 
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II+(OK+Q7[I]SAT I RFQ2 Q7 x(1-RES)+(1-RESDOWNxRES»/I+(NEXT-7)/lPQP 

WHERE[II]+7 

QPLANL[II]+(1-QTARGM[II])x(QPLANQ[II]+Q7[II])xQEXPPNET[II]+QEXPW[I 

RES[II]+l-QPLANQ[II]X(l-RES[II])+II QFR2 QPLANL 

RES[(-OK)/I]+RESDOWNXRES[<-OK)/I] 

ALWAYS'(RES~O)h(RESSRESMAX)' 

NEXT[I]+(8 10)[1+0K] 

PPADATA 7 

II+<OK+(I XO)SAT(I XO»/I+(NEXT-8)/lPQPLANQ 

SOLVE II 

o SOLVEAMONEY(I RFQ2 Q7) 

QPLANQ[II]+II QFR2 QPLANL 

WHEREDIl+8 

NEXT[I]+(9 10 14)[1+0K] 

ppADATA 8 

II+(OK+SATALOW I)/I+(NEXT-9)/lpQPLANQ 

QPLANQ[II]+QQ[II] 

QPLANL[II]+II RFQ2 QPLANQ 

WHERE[IIl+9 

NEXT[ I ]+( 13 10) [l+DKl 

PPADATA 9 

PPADATA 10 

SHOWATARGETASEARCH 

KEEPS+(QPLANL«QTOP+TEc)xeQEXPPNETXTEC XWTIXX(l - RES)+QEXPW+4)hWHERE 

+DOIF O<+/KEEPS O (KEEPS/MHIST)x+LDWERAMHIST 

+DOIF<0<PI+(NEXT-13)/lpQPLANQ) O NULLIFYATARG(lPQPLANQ)EI 

Fl WARNING: 'NEXT' 'Q2' 'Q3' 'Q7' ARE NOT SHRINKED. 

Fl 
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[94] AMAN+(O l+AMANl L 

[95] LAYOFF+OrL-QPLANL 

[96] AMAN+OrAMAN-Or(+\AMANlMINUS7 LAYOFF 

[97] R 

[98] ALWAYS'QPLANQ~O ' 

[99] ALWAYS' 0<SUM1(PMARKETlPl , 

[1 00] ALWAYS'QPLANL~O ' 

[101] I+1PQPLANQ 

[ 102] ALWAYS'QPLANQ SAT QPLANL' 

****************************************************************************** 
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G. MERGE WITH FUNCI10N 
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*************************************************************************** 

MERGEAWITH 

[O] AA MERGEåWITH åB;åEFF;åN;åG;åK;ååM;åF;åCON;åT;Pl;P2;OTRAP 

[ 1] R 

[2] R This functlon merges two flrms. 

[3] A Wrltten by E.Taymaz Jan. 1989. 

[4] A 

[5] OTRAP+6 'E' '+OLC+ l' 

[6] R 

[7] R åF IS THE NEW FIRM. åCON IS THE TECHNOLOGY CONVERGENCE FACTOR. 

[8] R åEFF IS THE MAXIMUM CONVERGE TO THE INNOVATIVE FIRM. 

[9] R åT IS THE TIME PERIOD FOR CONVERGENCE (IN QUARTERSl. 

[ 10] A 

[11] AF ACON åEFF AT+åB 

[12] ~«lAFl~(LAAll/'MESS+"FIRMS IN THE MERGEAWITH FUNCTION ARE NOT IN 

THE SAME INDUSTRY" O +ERR' 

[ 13] R 

[ 14] A Pl AND P2 ARE FIRMS' PLACE IN VARIABLES. 

[ 15] A 

[ 16] P2+(+\ORIGMARKET-låAlll00X(åA-låAl 

[ 17] Pl+(+\ORIGMARKET-låFlll00X(åF-LåFl 

[ 18] +(P1-P2l/0 

[ 19] +«LEFT[P1]-OlvLEFT[P2]-Ol/0 

[20] Pl+(+/LEFT[lPl] l 

[ 21] P2+( +ILEFT[ lP2] l 

[22] A 

[23] A 

[24] A 

[25] AMAN[P2;]++AMAN[Pl;] 

[26] BAD[P2]+l/BAD[P1] BAD[P2] 
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[27] BIG+Kl WEIGHT BIG 

[28] ONW+NW WEIGHT ONW 

[29] AAM+«M[P2]xQSNET[P2]l+(M[Pl]xQSNET[Pl]ll+(QSNET[Pl]+QSNET[P2]l 

[30] CUMM[P2]+«CUMSNET[Pl]+CUMSNET[P2]-CUMWS[Pl]+CUMWS[P2] l+(CUMSNET[P 

1]+CUMSNET[P2] l l 

[31] CHM[P2]+CUMM[P2]-AAM 

[32] CUMINV[Pl]++CUMINV[Pl] 

[33] CUMSNET[P2]++CUMSNET[Pl] 

[34] QIMQ[P2;]++QIMQ[Pl;] 

[35] AK+(pKllpO 

[36] AK[P2]+Kl[P2]+K2[P2]+K3[P2] 

[37] AK[Pl]+Kl[Pl]+K2[Pl]+K3[Pl] 

[38] OELAYAINV[P2;]++OELAYAINV[Pl;] 

[39] OVA+VA WEIGHT OVA 

[40] OS+S WEIGHT OS 

[41] OW+VA WEIGHT OW 

[42] OP+S WEIGHT OP 

[43] OQ+OVA-OP 

[44] CUMQ[P2]++CUMQ[Pl] 

[45] CUMS[P2]++CUMS[Pl] 

[46] CUML[P2]++CUML[Pl] 

[47] CUMWS[P2]++CUMWS[Pl] 

[48] CUMSU[P2]++CUMSU[Pl] 

[49] CUMVA[P2]++CUMVA[Pl] 

[50] P[P2]+CUMS[P2]+CUMSU[P2] 

[51] W[P2]+CUMWS[P2]+CUML[P2] 

[52] EXPOP+S WEIGHT EXPOP 

[53] EXPOS+S WEIGHT EXPOS 

[54] EXPOW+S WEIGHT EXPOW 

[55] HISTOP+S WEIGHT HISTOP 

[56] HISTOPOEV+S WEIGHT HISTOPOEV 

[57] HISTOPOEV2+S WEIGHT HISTOPOEV2 

[58] HISTOW+S WEIGHT HISTOW 
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[59] HISTDWDEV+S WEIGHT HISTDWDEV 

[60] HISTDWDEV2+S WEIGHT HISTDWDEV2 

[61] HISTDS+S WEIGHT HISTDS 

[62] HISTDSDEV+S WEIGHT HISTDSDEV 

[63] HISTDSDEV2+S WEIGHT HISTDSDEV2 

[64] IMBIG+S WEIGHT IMBIG 

[65] IMSMALL+S WEIGHT IMSMALL 

[66] INVEFF+QTOP WEIGHT INVEFF 

[67] QDVA+QVA WEIGHT QDVA 

[6B] QDW+(LxQW)WEIGHT QDW 

[69] QEXPP+QS WEIGHT QEXPP 

[70] QEXPS+QS WEIGHT QEXPS 

[71] QEXPSU+QSU WEIGHT QEXPSU 

[72] QEXPW+QW WEIGHT QEXPW 

[73] QDP+QS WEIGHT QDP 

[74] QDQ+QQ WEIGHT QDQ 

[75] QDS+QS WEIGHT QDS 

[76] QP+QS WEIGHT QP 

[77] QS[P2]++QS[P1] 

[7B] QQ[P2]++QQ[P1] 

[79] K1BOOK[P2]++K1BOOK[P1] 

[SO] QW+L WEIGHT QW 

[S1] DL+L WEIGHT DL 

[S2] L[P2]++L[P1] 

[S4] QDSUFOR+QSUFOR WEIGHT QDSUFOR 

[SS] QSUFOR[P2]++QSUFOR[P1] 

[S6] QIMQ[P2;]++QIMS[P1;] 

[S7] QINV[P2]++QINV[P1] 

[SS] QINVLAG[P2]++QINVLAG[P1] 

[S9] QOPTSU[P2]++QOPTSU[P1] 

[90] QPLANL[P2]++QPLANL[P1] 

[91] QPLANQ[P2]++QPLANQ[P1] 



[92] 

[93] 

[94] 

[95] 

[96] 

[97] 

[98] 

[99] 

[100] 

[ 101] 

[ 102] 

[103] 

[104] 

[105] 

[106] 

[107] 

[ 108] 

[109] 

[110] 

[ 1 l 11 

[112] 

[ 113] 

[114] 

[ 115] 

[116] 

[117] 

[118J 

[ 119] 

[ 120J 

[ 1211 

[ 122J 

[ 123J 

[124J 
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QSDOM[P2]++QSDOM[P1J 

QSFOR[P2]++QSFOR[Pl] 

QSNET[P2J++QSNET[P1J 

QSU[P2J++QSU[P1J 

QSUDOM[P2]++QSUDOM[Pl] 

QTARGM+Kl WEIGHT QTARGM 

QVA [P2] ++QVA[ p 1] 

REALLYåBAD[P2]+l/REALLYåBAD[P2] REALLYåBAD[Pl] 

RES+QTOP WEIGHT RES 

SHARE+S WEIGHT SHARE 

SMALL+S WEIGHT SMALL 

SNET[P2]++SNET[P1J 

VA[P2]++VA[Pl] 

X+S WEIGHT X 

RW+S WEIGHT RW 

RSUBSåCASH+S WEIGHT RSUBSåCASH 

RSUBSåEXTRA+S WEIGHT RSUBSåEXTRA 

CUMINTPAYF[P2]++CUMINTPAYF[Pl] 

CUMDEPR[P2]++CUMDEPR[Pl] 

CUMTAXF[P2]++CUMTAXF[Pl] 

CUMDIV[P2]++CUMOIV[Pl] 

CUMSUBSF[P2]++CUMSUBSF[Pl] 

CUMCHBWF[P2]++CUMCHBWF[Pl] 

CUMCHK2F[P2J++CUMCHK2F[P1J 

Q[P2J++Q[Pl ] 

S[P2J++S[P1J 

åEFF+åEFF xr/TEC[p2J TEC[Pl] 

TEC+QTOP WEIGHT TEC 

+(åEFFSTEC[P2] )/JMP 

åG+TEC[P2]+(åEFF-TEC[P2] )x«låT)+åT)*1+åCON 

åG+TEC[P2] åG O åG+åG[1+1åT]+åG[låT] 

åN+'UåTå' (TlåF) 'X' Tl00x( åF-låF) 

.tåN '+åG' 



[125) 

[ 126) 

[ 127) 

[ 128) 

[ 129) 

[130) 

[ 1311 

[ 132) 

[ 133) 

[ 134) 

[ 135) 

[ 136) 

[ 137) 

[138) 
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'PRODFRONT'MODADD'TEC+(Q~UPDATEATECHAOF ' TAF 

JMP: 

QTOP[P2)++QTOP[Pl) 

QTOPMAX[P2)++QTOPMAX[Pl) 

MHIST+Kl WEIGHT MHIST 

Kl [P2)++K 1 [Pl) 

K2[P2)++K2[Pl) 

IMSTO[P2;)++IMSTO[Pl;) 

STO[P2)++STO[Pl) 

BW[P2)++BW[Pl) 

QM[P2)+1-(L[P2)xQW[P2)l+4 XQSNET[P2) 

OUT+(pMARKETlpO 

OUT[Pl)+l 

NULLIFYALINE+'****** MERGEO WITH' (TåAl' 

, QUARTER-l' 

[139) 

[ 140) 

[ 141) 

[142) 

NULLlFY OUT 

+0 

ERR : 

STOPAHERE MESS 

(YEAR-' (TTHISAYEARl 

*************************************************************************** 
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H. MOSES CALIB FUNCTIONS 

ADDRESULT 
ADDRESULTB 
CHECK MM 
CHECK PARS 
CLEARBLANK 
COMPUTEL 
COMPUTES 
DISTANCE 
DOIF 
EVA 
GETMETHOD 
KEEPNAMES 
MAKEVECTOR 
MPAR 
PREPARE RESULTS 
READ DATA 
SAVE DATA 
START I 
START L 
START R 
START S 
START Z 
VIA 
INIERACT 
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*************************************************************************** 

ADDRESULT 

[O] ADDRESULT RRR 

[1] RESULTS+RESULTS [1 ] (1 2+NPARS+NVARS>PRRR (LTAPARS[l;]) DISTANCE 

*************************************************************************** 

ADDRESULTB 

[O] ADDRESULTB R 

[1] RESULTS+RESULTS [1]( 1 2+NPARS+NVARS>PR (LTAPARS[l;]> (c'EXCEED MAX 

DEV ' > (NVARS >pc' ... ' 

*************************************************************************** 

CHECKAMM 

[O] R+CHECKAMM;AV 

[1] AV+LTAPARS[l;AP] 

[2] +DOIF(APARS [ 2 ; AP]~AV)AAPARS[3 ;AP ] sAV O R+l O +0 

[ 3] R+O 

[4] APARS[6;AP]X+-l 

[ 5 ] MPAR AP 

*************************************************************************** 

CHECKAPARS 

[O] R+CHECKAPARS 

[1] +DOIF 6~ltpAPARS O +ERR 

[2] +DOIF 0-A/(APARS[2;]~APARS[4;]> APARS[3;]sAPARS(4;] O +ERR 

(3] R+O O +0 

[4] ERR:" O '***** ERROR IN PARAMETER MATRIX *****' 

[5] R+l 
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*************************************************************************** 

CLEARåBLANK 

[O] åååNEW+CLEARåBLANK åååOLD;åI;åRANK 

[11 A 

[2] A This function deletes all blanks from a vector of names. 

[3] A Written by E. Taymaz Dec.19B9 

[4] A 

[5] åRANK+påååOLD 

[6] åååNEW+åRANKP" 

[7] U+O 

[B] BEG:åI+åI+l 

[9] +(åI>åRANKl/END 

[10] UåNEW[U ]+c( (-( (::>UåOLD[U ]l-' 'll/(::>åUOLD[U ]ll 

[11] +BEG 

[12] END: 

*************************************************************************** 

COMPUTEåL 

[O] Z+COMPUTEåL;AA;BB;NT;II;DEV;ADEV;RDEV 

[1] NT+-l+PTESTVALUES 

[2] II +0 

[3] AA+(HYfAR NTlpO 

[4] BAS:II+II+l 

[5] U[; II ]+(::>RESULTSALL[II ]l[; I] 

[6] +(II<NTl/BAS 

[7] AA+AA[lJ;] O BB+BASECASE[lJ;I] 

[B] BB~(NT JlpBB 

[9] DEV+BB-AA 

[10] ADEV+(+/IDEV[;1]-10 XDEV[;2]l +/ IDEV [;4]-10 XDEV[;3] 

[11] RDEV+(+/O. sx( IDEV[ ; 1]l+10x IDEV[ ;21l +/0. sx( I DEV[ ;41 l+10 x IDEV[ ;31 

[121 Z+0.001xr-0.S+l000 xADEV+RDEV 
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*************************************************************************** 

COMPUTEAS 

[Oj Z+COMPUTEAS;AA;BB;NT;II;DEV;AOEV;RDEV 

[2J 11+0 

[3J AA+(HYfAR NT>pO 

[4J BAS : II+II+l 

[Sj AA[;IIJ+(~RESULTSALL[IIJ>[;IJ 

[6J +(II<NT)/BAS 

[7J AA+AA[lJ;J O BB+BASECASE[lJ;IJ 

[8J BB~(NT J)PBB 

[9] DEV+BB-AA 

[lOJ AOEV+(+/!+/OEV[;l 4J) +/!+/DEV[;2 3J 

[ l lJ ROEV+(+/O.sx+/!DEV[;l 4J) +/0.sx+/!DEV[;2 3J 

[12J Z+0.001 xr-0 . S+l000xAOEV+RDEV 

*************************************************************************** 

DISTANCE 

[O] R+DISTANCE;OLD;NEW;ST;MD;DDIV;WGS 

[1] DDIV+l 

[2] WGS+AVARS[2;]++/AVARS[2 ; J 

[3] OLD+OLDTAB O NEW+NEWTAB 

[4] +(SY!R-'N' >/JMP 

[S] +(l-NYEAR>/JMP 

[6J MD+(l+NYEAR)x(NYEAR NVARS>p+foLDTAB 

[7] ST+(NYEAR NVARS>P(+f(OLDTAB-MD)*2>*0.S 

[8] OLO+(OLDTAB-MD)+ST 

[9] NEW+(NEWTAB-MD>+ST 

[10] JMP : 

[llJ +DOIF SMlH-'A' O R+~T+/WGsx+f!OLD-NEW O R+R ~T+f!OLD-NEW O +0 

[12] +DOIF SMlH-'M' O R+~Tr/WGSxrf!OLD-NEW O R+R ~TrfoLD-NEW O +0 
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*************************************************************************** 

DOIF 

[O] R+DOIF TEST 

[l] RReturn next l1ne number 1f TEST false 

[2] R+(-TESTl/l+l+2tDLC 

*************************************************************************** 

EVA 

[O] RR+EVA 

[l] ADDRESULT AE 

[2] RR+l 

[3] +(AE"l l/Jl 

[4] OLDDIST+DISTANCE[l] 

[5] MPAR AP 

[S] +SON 

[7] J 1: 

[8] +(0)DISTANCE[1]-OLDDISTl/J2 

[9] APARS[S;AP]x+-l O MPAR Ap 

[lO] +DOIF 2 .. AIT O +JJ2 

[11] MPAR AP 

[12] +DOIF CHECKAMM O +SON 

[13] JJ2: 

[14] AP++l O RR+O 

[15] +DOIF AP~NPARS O RR+l O AIT+l O MPAR AP 

[15] +SON 

[17] J2: 

[18] +DOIF CONVERGENCE~IDISTANCE[l]-OLDDIST O AP++l O AIT+O O +JJ3 

[19] +DOIF CONVERGENCE<IDISTANCE[l]-OLDDIST O MPAR AP O +DOIF-CHECKAMM 

[20] JJ3: 

[21] OLDDIST+DISTANCE[l] 
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[22] +DOIF AP>NPARS O RR+O O +SON 

[23] SON: 

[24] 

*************************************************************************** 

GETAMETHOD 

[1] A +CHECKAPARSlo 

[2] TEK:3 lp' , O 2 70P'**' O 2 lp' , 

[3] DARBOUT 7 

[4] PROCEDURE ' 

[S] (Global random search I local random search I Iterative searc 

h ' 

[6] I!I+' Seed number I Zellner"s test) , , 

[8] +(SMfI~'Z')/JMPZ 

[9] I!l+' NAME OF THE CONTROl VARIABLE , O QlAR+I!J O ' , 

[10] QlAR+40+QlAR 

[11] NAMES OF THE TEST VARIABLES , O riAR+I!J O ' , 

[12] lYAR+MAKEVECTOR 40+riAR O NIYAR+PriAR 

[ 13] MAX CONTROl VARIABLE CHANGE (10%) , O llf.f..B..E. +I!J O ' , 

[14] +DOIF 41~Pllf.f..B..E. O llf.f..B..E.+ 10 

[16] SIMULATION PERIOD , O ~+I!J O ' , 

[17] ~+L40+~ 

[18] +JMP 

[19] JMPZ: 

[20] MINIMIZE SQuared I Absolute I ' 

[ 211 Maximum distance :' O SMlH+I!J O ' , 

[23] STANDARDIZE VARIABLES (NoiYes) : ' O s:ilJi +I!J O ' , 
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[24] SYAR+<SYAR 'N')[41] O &<O-+/SYAR-'YN')/'SYAR+"N'" 

[25] +<~-'LI')/JMPL JMPI 

[26] MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A YEAR (1) 

[27] +DOIF 40~PSQfY O SQfY+ 1 

[28] +DOIF 40<PSQfY O SQfY+&40+SQfY 

[29] NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS (25) , O Ml.llR +!!I O ' , 

[30] +DOIF 40~PMl.llR O Ml.llR+ 25 

[31] +DOIF 40<PMl.llR O Ml.llR+&40+Ml.llR 

[32] +JMP 

[33] JMPL: 

[34] MAXIMUM DEVIATION IN A YEAR (1) , O SQfY+!!I O ' , 

[35] +DOIF 40~PSQfY O SQfY+ 1 

[36] +DOIF 40<PSQfY O SQfY+&40+SQfY 

[37] S3: 

[38] MAX NUMBER OF STEP REDUCTIONS (1) : ' O MINSTEPF+!!I O ' , 

[39] +OOIF 40~PMINSTEPF O MINSTEPF+ 1 

[40] +DOIF 40<pMINSTEPF O MINSTEPF+&40+MINSTEPF 

[41] +DOIF MINSTEPF<1 O DARBOUT 7 O ' *** MINIMUM STEP SIZE FACTOR SHOUL 

D BE HIGHER THAN ONEI ***' O +S3 

[42] (!]+' N FAllURES BEFORE A STEP (20) , O HEAlJ.f. +!!I O ' , 

[431 +DOIF 40~PHEAlJ.f. O HEAlLE+ 20 

[45] N SUCCESSES BEFORE A STEP (20) 

[46] +DOIF 40~P~ O ~+ 20 

[471 +DOIF 40<P~ O ~+&40+~ 

[481 S1: 

[ 491 STEP SIZE REDUCTION FACTOR <.5) , O llll.B.E +!!I O ' , 

[50] +DOIF 40~Pllll.B.E O SIffBE+ 0.5 

[51] +DOIF 40<P~ O SIffBE+&40+SIffBE 

[52] +DOIF ~>1 O DARBOUT 7 O '*** STEP SIZE REDUCTION FACTOR SHOUL 

D BE LESS THAN ONEI ***' O +S1 

[53] 52: 

[54] (!]+' STEP SIZE INCREASE FACTOR (1) , O Sllf.ll +!!I O ' , 
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[55] +DOIF 40~PSItflL O SItflL+ 

[56] +DOIF 40<pSItflL O SItflL+.40+SItflL 

[57] +DOIF SItflL<l O OARBOUT 7 O '*** STEP SIZE INCREASE FACTO R SHOULD 

BE HIGHER THAN ONEI ***' O +S2 

[58] JMPI: 

[59] CONVERGENCE VALUE (0.01) , O CONVERGENCE~ O ' , 

[60] +DOIF 40~pCONVERGENCE O CONVERGENCE+ 0.01 

[61] +DOIF 40<PCONVERGENCE O CONVERGENCE+or.40+CONVERGENCE 

[62] JMP: 

[63] [!]+' CHANGE THESE VALUES (No/Yes) , O A~ O ' , 

[64] +( 'Y'-( A 'N' )[41] )/TEK 

[65] 2 lp' , O 2 70P'**' O 2 lp' , 

[66] .::>(s.M.U-' RLSI Z' )/, STARTAR' 'START AL' 'START AS' 'START lt.I' 'STARTlt.Z' 

*************************************************************************** 

KEEPANAMES 

[O] KEEPANAMES ANAMES;AEXNAMES 

[ 11 A 

[2] A Th1s funct10n deletes all funct10ns and var1ables 1n the current 

[3] A workspace other than those g1ven 1n ANA MES as a vector of names. 

[4] A Wr1tten by E.Taymaz Dec. 1989 

[5] A 

[6] AEXNAMES+CLEARABLANK +ONL 2 3 

[7] ANAMES+CLEARABLANK ANAMES 

[8] AEXNAMES+t(-(AEXNAMESEANAMES)l/AEXNAMES 

[9] OEX AEXNAMES 

*************************************************************************** 

MAKEVECTOR 

[O] DUMMY+MAKEVECTOR NAMES;POS 

[1] DUMMY+OP" 

[2] L:+(O-PNAMESl/O 
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[3] POS+( NAMESl\' , 

[4] +(l·POSl/~ 

[5] DUMMY +C(POS-l l+NAMES 

[6] ~:NAMES+POS+NAMES 

[7] +l.. 

*************************************************************************** 

MPAR 

[O] MPAR R 

[1] L(~åPARS[l;R]l '++' ~åPARS[S;R]xxåPARS[6;R] 

[2] åPARS[4;R]++åPARS[S;R]xxåPARS[6;R] 

*************************************************************************** 

PREPAREåRESULTS 

[O] PREPAREåRESULTS;I;RES 

[1] RESULTS+OP" 

[ 2] RESULTS+C' CONTROL VARIABLE 

[3] 1+0 

[4] BEG: 1+1+1 

[5] RESULTS +e' , 

[6] RESULTS +e' VARIABLE TEST ED , ~riAR[I] 

[7] RESULTS +C' , 

[S] RESULTS +C' Symmetry stat1stles' 

[9] RESULTS +C' , 

[10] RES+«2+!fi.fARl l+HIllAB.lp" 

[111 RES[l;]+(c'Year'l (c(S 1Tl00X TESTVALUES[S]) ''''l c:(S 1Tl00xTESTVAL 

UES[4] l'''' 

[12] RES[2; ]+(c' 'l (c(S 1~100xTESTVALUES[2] l '''' l c(S 1Tl00xTESTVALUES 

[3] l '%' 

[13] J+O 

[14] BEGS:J+l+J 

[15] RES[2+J;]+J COMPUTEåS 
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[lS] +(J<HYfABI/BEGS 

[17] RESULTS +cRES 

[18] RESULTS +c' , 

[19] RESULTS +c' Llnearlty stat1stles' 

[20] RESULTS +e' , 

[21] RES+( (2+HYfAB l 1 +.tI.IYAR lp' , 

[22] RES[ 1; ]+(C'Year' l (c(S 1Tl00"TESTVALUES[2] l '%' l c(S 1Tl00"TESTVAL 

UES[S] l '%' 

[23] RES[2 ; ]+(C' 'l (c(S 1'fl00"TESTVALUES[3] l '%' l c(S 1Tl00"TESTVALUES 

[4] l '%' 

[24] J+O 

[2S] BEGL:J+l+J 

[2S] RES[2+J;]+J COMPUTEIoL 

[27] +(J<HYfABI/BEGL 

[28 ] RESULTS +eRES 

[29] +(I<.til.URI/BEG 

[30] RESULTS+«pRESULTSI 1 IpRESULTS 

*************************************************************************** 

REAOIoOATA 

[O] REAOIoOATA R; RANK; U I; UIo 

[1] RANK+PR 

[2] UI+l 

[3] START: 

[4] UIo+[]FREAO 1 U I 

[S] i.(l"R[UI] l '+101010' 

[S] +(RANK~IoII+IoII+ll/START 

*************************************************************************** 

SAVEIoOATA 

[O] SAVEIoOATA R;RANK;IoII 

[1] +OOIF 1-1+0FNUMS O 'OELETE.CAL'OFERASE 
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[2] 'DELETE.CAL'OFCREATE 

[3] RANK+pR 

[4] A! 1+1 

[S] START: 

[6] (å~R[A11]lOFAPPEND 

[7] +(RANK~A11+A11+l l/START 

*************************************************************************** 

STARTA! 

[O] STARTA1;APARS;AVARS;AKEEP;OLDVAR;NPARS;NYEAR;NVARS;A1;AE;AP;A1T;NPA 

RS;NYEAR;NVARS;OLDTAB;NEWTAB;KEEPVAR 

[l] KEEPVAR+CLEARABLANK+ONL 2 

[2] SAVEADATA KEEPVAR 

[3] AVARS+å~MEHll[10;1] O APARS+å~MfHll[16;1] 

[4] NPARS+-l+pAPARS 

[S] NYEAR+-2+1+pAVARS 

[6] NVARS+-l+pAVARS 

[7] OLDTAB+2 O+AVARS 

[S] AP+l 

[9] AIT+O 

[10] AE+O 

[11] A 

[12] RESULTS+( 1 (2+NPARS+NVARS »P(c'EXP NO' l APARS[ 1; ] (c'D1STANCE' l 

[13] STARTAENTl 

[14] AKEEP+(+ONL 2l (+ONL 3l (c'OLDD1ST'l c'AKEEP' 

[15] STR : 

[16] AE++l O AIT++l 

[17] +D01F l~AE OREADADATA KEEPVAR O KEEPANAMES AKEEP 

[lS] NEWTAB+OXOLDTAB 

[19] å(TAPARS[l;]l '+APARS[4;]' 

[20] ORL+16S07 

[21] 

meter 

(TOTS[4] l ':' (-2+'0' TOTS[5] l ' 

, TAPARS[l;AP] 

ExperIment , (TAE l ' Para 
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[22] U+O 

[23] START: 

[24] +<NYEAR<åI+åI+l l/END 

[2S] THISåYEAR++l 

[26] YEAR 

[27] LASTåYEAR++l 

[2B] NEWTAB[åI;]+!TåVARS[l;] 

[29] +START 

[30] END: 

[31 ] 'Iterat lon : , 
<TUTI ' Dlstance: ' TDISTANCE[l] 

[32] +EVA/STR 

[33] ENSON: 

[34] 'DELETE.cAL'DFERASE 

*************************************************************************** 

STARTAL 

[O] STARTåL;HSlfER;~;HEAlL;HSlfER;MIND;ååå;åVARS;åPARS;åKEEP;NNUM;å~ 

!BS;OLDVAR;NPARS;NYEAR;NVARS;åI;åIT;NPARS;NYEAR;NVARS;OLDTAB;NEWTAB;KEEPVAR 

[1] KEEPVAR+CLEARåBLANK+DNL 2 

[2] SAVEåDATA KEEPVAR 

[3] åVARS+!~MfHll[10;1] O åPARS+!~MfHll[16;1] 

[4] !(TåPARS[l;]1 '+åPARS[4;]' 

[S] NPARS+-ltpåPARS 

[6] NYEAR+-2+1tpåVARS 

[7] NVARS+-ltpåVARS 

[B] OLDTAB+2 O+åVARS O BESTTAB+OLDTAB 

[9] MIND+1El00 

[10] åIT+O 

[11] ~+HEAlL+HSlfER+O 

[12] R 

[13] RESULTS+(l (2+NPARS+NVARSllp(C'EXP NO' l åPARS[l;] (c'DISTANCE') åV 

ARS[l;] 
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[14] AfARS+(l NPARS)PO 

[15] STARTAENTl 

[16] AKEEP+(+ONL 2) (+ONL 3) (c'OLDDIST') c'AKEEP' 

[17] AAA+NPARSPO 

[18] STR: 

[19] +(AIT-O)/ILKI 

[20] +DOIF ~~HEAlLf O AAA+APARS[5;] O «AAA~l)/AAA)+(AAA~ l )/~x 

AAA O APARS[5;]+AAA O ~+O O ~++1 

[21] +DOIF ~~NSllkE O AAA+APARS[5;] O «AAA~l)/AAA)+(AAA~ll/S1fflfxAA 

A O APARS[5;]+AAA O ~+O O ~-+1 

[22] +(~>MINSTEPF)/ENDD 

[23] READADATA KEEPVAR O KEEPANAMES AKEEP 

[24] AAA+l0(O.001 x-l00l+?NPARSP2001)XOl 

[25] AAA++(+/AAA*2)*0.5 O «APARS[S;]-ll/AAA)+(APARS[5;]- I )/-2+?NPARSp3 

[26] AAA+AAAxAPARS[S;] 

[27] HTAPARS[ l;]) '+APARS[2; ]lAPARS[3; HAPARS[4; ]+AU' 

[28] ILKI: 

[29] AfARS+AfARS [1](1 NPARS)pAPARS[4;] 

[30] AIT++l 

[31] NEWTAB+oxOLDTAB 

[32] ORL+16807 

[33] AI+O 

[34] 

[35] START: 

EXPERIMENT '(TålT) 

[36] +(NYEAR<AI+AI+l l/END 

[37] THISAYEAR++l 

[38] (TOTS[4] l , . , ( -2+' 0' TOTS[5]) , 

[39] YEAR 

[40] LASTAYEAR++l 

[41] NEWTAB[AI;]+~TAVARS[I;] 

Year , TTHISAYEAR 

[42] +DOIF ~~jr/INEWTAB[AI;]-OLDTAB[AI;] O ADDRESULTB AlT O +STR 

[43] +START 

[44] END : 
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[4S] +DOIF AlT-lO MIND+DISTANCE[l] O BESTTAB+NEWTAB O +CNT 

[46] +DOIF DISTANCE[l]>MIND+l+CONVERGENCE O HSllC+O O ~++1 O +CNT 

[47] MIND+DISTANCE[l] O BESTTAB+NEWTAB 

[48] HSllC++l O HEAl1+0 

[49] APARS[4;]+APARS[2;]LAPARS[3;]rAPARS[4;]+AAA 

[SO] CNT: 

[Sl] (TOTS[4]l ':' (-2+'0' TOTS[S]l ' Dlstance , TDISTANCE[l] 

[S2] MIn dlstance : ' TMIND 

[S3] ADDRESULT AlT 

[S4] +STR 

[SS] ENDD: 

[S6] 2 lP' , O '***** CALIBRATION IS COMPLETED . *****' O 2 lP' , 

[S7] 'DELETE.CAL' DFERASE 1 

*************************************************************************** 

STARTAR 

[O] STARTAR;MIND;AVARS;APARS;AKEEP;NNUM;AeARi;OLDVAR;NPARS;NYEAR ;NVARS; 

AI;AIT;NPARS;NYEAR;NVARS;OLDTAB;NEWTAB;KEEPVAR 

[1] KEEPVAR+CLEARABLANK+DNL 2 

[2] SAVEADATA KEEPVAR 

[3] AVARS+*~MfHU[10;1] O APARS+*~MfHU[16;1] 

[4] *(l"APARS[ 1;]l '+APARS[4;]' 

[S] NNUM+l+L( APARS[2; ]-APARS[3;] lHPARS[S;] 

[7] NYEAR+-2+1+pAVARS 

[B] NVARS+-l+pAVARS 

[9] OLDTAB+2 O+AVARS 

[lOj BESTTAB+OLDTAB 

[llJ MIND+1El00 

[12] AIT+O 

[13] R 

[14] RESULTS+(l (2+NPARS+NVARSllp(c'EXP NO'l APARS[l;] (C'DISTANCE'l AV 

ARS[l; ] 
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[15] A~+(l NPARS)PO 

[16] STARTAENTl 

[17] AKEEP+(+ONL 2) (+ONL 3) (c'OLDDIST') c'AKEEP' 

[18] STR: 

[19] +DOIF AIT~O OREADADATA KEEPVAR O KEEPANAMES AKEEP 

[20] RTPR : APARS[4 ö]+APARS[3 ö]+APARS[5 ö]x-l+7NNUM 

[21] +(~Tl-v/A/A~-(pA~)pAPARS[4ö])/RTPR 

[22] ~(TAPARS[löj) '+APARS[4 ö]' 

[23] A~+A~ [1](1 NPARS)pAPARS[4 ö ] 

[24] AIT++l 

[25] NEWTAB+oxOLDTAB 

[26] ORL+16807 

[27] 

[28] 

AI+O 

EXPERIMENT '(TAlT) 

[29] START : 

[30] +(NYEAR<AI+AI+l)/END 

[ 311 

[32] 

[33] 

THISAYEAR++l 

(TOTS[4]) ':' (-2+'0' TOTS[5]) , 

YEAR 

[34] LASTAYEAR++l 

[35] NEWTAB[Alö]+~TAVARS[1ö] 

Year , TTHISAYEAR 

[36] +DOIF SQfYS~r/INEWTAB[Alö]-OLDTAB[Alö] O ADDRESULTB AlT O +STR 

[37] +START 

[38] END : 

[39] +DOIF DISTANCE[1]<MIND O MIND+DISTANCE[1] O BESTTAB+NEWTAB 

[40] (TOTS[4]) 'o' (-2t'0' TOTS[5])' Distance:' TDISTANCE[1] 

[41] Min distance , TMIND 

[42] ADDRESULT AlT 

[43] +(AIT<MlIfR)/STR 

[44] 'DELETE.CAL' OFERASE 
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*************************************************************************** 

STARTAS 

[O] STARTAS;AVARS;APARS;AKEEP;OLDVAR;NPARS;NYEAR;NVARS;AI;AIT;NPARS;NYE 

AR;NVARS;OLDTAB;NEWTAB;KEEPVAR 

[1] KEEPVAR+CLEARABLANK+DNL 2 

[2] SAVEåOATA KEEPVAR 

[3] åVARS+~~MtHU[lO;l] O åPARS+~~MtHU[16;1] 

[4] NPARS+-'+påPARS 

[5] NYEAR+-2+1+pAVARS 

[6] NVARS+-'+pAVARS 

[7] OLDTAB+2 O+åVARS 

[8] AIT+O 

[9] A 

[10] RESULTS+(l (2+NPARS+NVARS»P(c'EXP NO') åPARS[l;] (c'DISTANCE') åV 

ARS[l;] 

[11] STARTåENTl 

[12] åKEEP+(+DNL 2) (+DNL 3) (c'OLDDIST') c'AKEEP' 

[13] STR: 

[14] +DOIF åIT~O OREADåDATA KEEPVAR O KEEPANAMES AKEEP 

[15] ~(~åPARS[l;]) '+åPARS[4;]' 

[16] ålT++l 

[17] NEWTAB+oxOLDTAB 

[18] AI+O 

[ 19] EXPERIMENT '(TAlT) 

[20] START: 

[21] +(NYEAR<åI+åI+l)/END 

[22] THISåYEAR++l 

[23] (~DTS[4]) ':' (-2+'0' ~DTS[5]) , Year , ~THISAYEAR 

[24] YEAR 

[25] LASTåYEAR++l 

[26] NEWTAB[åI;)+~~åVARS[l;] 

[27] +DOIF SQfY~~r/INEWTAB[AI;]-OLDTAB[åI;] O ADDRESULTB AlT O +STR 

[28] +START 

[29) END: 
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[30] (TDTS[4]l ':' (-2+'0' TDTS[S]l' Dlstance , TDISTANCE[l] 

[31] ADDRESULT AlT 

[32] +(AIT<MlIfR'/STR 

[33] 'DELETE.CAL'DFERASE 

*************************************************************************** 

STARTåZ 

[O] 

EPVAR 

[ 1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] A 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[ 10] 

[ 111 

[ 12] 

[ 13] 

[ 14] 

[ 15] 

[ 16] 

[ 17] 

[ 18] 

[ 19] 

[20] 

[ 211 

[22] 

[23] 

[24] 

STARTAZ;RESULTSALL;BASECASE;TESTVALUES;AKEEP;OLDVAR;AI;AIT;NPARS;KE 

KEEPVAR+CLEARABLANK+DNL 2 

SAVEADATA KEEPVAR 

TESTVALUES+O -0.01 -0.001 0 . 001 O.Ol xSIfERE 

AIT+O 

BASECASE+RESULTS+(~ HIYAR'po 

RESULTSALL+OpO 

STARTåENTl 

AKEEP+( +DNL 2 l (+DNL 3 l ' (C:'OLDDIST' l c:'AKEEP' 

STR : 

+DOIF AIT*O OREADADATA KEEPVAR O KEEPANAMES AKEEP 

AIT++l 

L~ 'x+l+' TTESTVALUES[AIT] 

DRL+16B07 

AI+O 

EXPERIMENT '(TAITl 

START: 

+(HYfAR<AI+AI+l l/END 

THISAYEAR++l 

(TDTS[4] l ,., (-2+'0' TDTS[S] l ' 

YEAR 

LASTAYEAR++l 

+DOIF AlT-lO BASECASE[AI;]+LTIYAR 

+DOIF AIT>l O RESULTS[AI;]+LTIYAR 

Year , TTHISAYEAR 
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[25] +START 

[26] END: 

[27] RESULTSALL +CRESULTS 

[28] +(AIT<PTESTVALUESl/STR 

[29] PREPAREARESULTS 

[30] 'DELETE"CAL'OFERASE 

*************************************************************************** 

VIA 

[O] VIA AAN;AAR;AAI;OIO;OTRAP;AAD 

[1] Alnvoke via external function editor on named fn or fns 

[2] OIO+1 O OTRAP+( 239 l'C' '+UL4' 

[3] AAD+ 'v' 

[4] +( 1"~AAN+ UN lpUL 1 

[5] AAN+ cAAN 

[6] UL1:UR+ONR""UN 

[7] AAL2:UR+1+::> /(ccUDl ""AAR 

[8] +(O,.ONC 'via' lpAAL3 

[9] 'via'OSH'via ' 

[10] AAL3:AAR+via AAR 

[11] AAR+-1~AAR (AAD"1P(pAARl::>AARl/CAAD 

[12] UR+1+""« t1P""URl-UDlCUR 

[13] AAI+AAIhpUI+' 'l' t1P""OP""OFX""UR 

[14] +(O-pAAIlpo 

[15] ' Unable to fix funct1on' «1<pAAIl/'s'l' , ("fUI> , Type Q to QU1 

t' 

[16] +( 'Q'-1t[!]lpO 

[17] AAR+AAR[AAI] 

[18] +UL2 

[19] UL4:'Qu1t' 

*************************************************************************** 
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[O] INTERACT;RESUlTS;EXITKEYS;INITWORKSPACE 

[ 11 R 

[2] R ThIS functlon prepares the callbratlon or polIcy sImulatIons. 

[3] R Wrltten by E. Taymaz Dec . 1990 

[4] R 

[5] EXITKEYS+'Fl' 'F2' 'F9' 

[6] DSM+Mf.tilJ. 

[7] DEV : RESUlTS+EXITKEYS 19 DSR 19 9 17 11 12 10 16 13 21 7 S 

[S] +(RESUlTS[1]-7)/STR 

[9] +(RESUlTS[l]-S)/XNX 

[10] +(RESUlTS[4]ec'F9' )/0 

[11] +DEV 

[12] STR: 

[13] 2 1 lP' , 

'MODEL VERSION 

'INITIAL YEAR 

'ENTRY STARTS IN 

'AVERAGE ENTRIES 

'MSTART NUMBER 

, TDSM[21; 11 

, TDSM[9;1] 

, TDSM[ 11; 1] 

, TDSM[12;1] 

, TDSM[ 13; 1] 

[ 14] 

[ 15] 

[ 16] 

[ 17] 

[ IS] 

[ 19] 

[20] 

[211 

[22] 

[23] 

[24] 

[25] 

[26] 

[27] 

[2S] 

INITWORKSPACE+'R' (TDSM[9; 1]) ' . ' 

Mf.tilJ. +Os M 

TDSM[17;11 

R 

3 1 lP' '(c'***** 

DCY'MOSES.PC' 

lOADING MOSES *****' ) 

3 1 lP' '(c'***** lOADING DATABASE *****' ) 

Dcy INITWORKSPACE 

3 1 lP' '(c'***** UPDATING THE MODEl *****' ) 

.'VERSION' Tl0 x DSM[21;1] 

3 1 lP' '(c'***** MODIFYING THE MODEl *****' ) 

[29] VARIANTS+" 

[30] .(0<Mf.tilJ.[12;1]l/'VARIANTS+VARIANTS "+ Flrm entry: "TMf.tilJ.[12;1] 

" f I rm( s )' , , 
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[31] UPDATEMOSES MfHll[13;1] 

[32] AMAXENT+MfHll[12;1] 

[33] R 

[34] 

[35] 

R 

3 lP' '(c' ••••• LOADING VARIABLE MATRIX 

[36] «" "::>MfHll[ 10; 1 ]J /::>nJilJ.[ 10; 1 ]JOCY' DAT A' 

[37] 

[38] 

[ 39] 

[401 

[41] 

[421 

[431 

[44] 

[45] 

[46] 

[47] 

[48] 

3 1 lp' ,(c' ••••• LOADING PARAMETER MATRIX 

«' '''::>MfHll[ 16; l] J/::>~[ 16; l] JOCY' DATA' 

DwSID+(-(::>MfHll[19;1]J-' 'J/::>~[19;1] 

+DOIF l-A/' '-DwSID O DwSID+'DELETE.ME' 

GETAMETHOD 

OARBOUT 7 

, , O 2 70P'·' O ' , O OARBOUT 7 

+0 

XNX: 

OSM+O 13pO 

25P' , 

OOFF 

• •••• ' J 

••• **' J 

*************************************************************************** 
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I. MOSES GRAPH FUNCTIONS 

APL 
AXES 
BARCHART 
CGINIT 
CGISTART 
CHART 
DOIF 
EPI 
FRAME 
GCD 
GHELP 
GRAPH 
GRAPHS 
GXMENU 
RIST 
HYPO 
LEGEND 
LNORM 
MAXSTRLEN 
MESSAGE 
NICE 
PAT 
PAUSE 
PDEFINE 
PFUN2 
PIE 
PIECHART 
PWT 
PWTINIT 
SALTERC 
SETSCALE 
SHOWFUN 
SHOWREAL 
STRLEN 
TITLE 
VIA 
WAIT 
WINC 
WINPP 
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*************************************************************************** 

APL 

[O] APL 

[l] R Reloads APL character font into EGA I VGA 

[2] R This only needs to be done when running under xenix 2.2 

[3] R DSH gives DOMAlN ERROR when the exit code of the expression to be 

[4] R executed is non-zero. Both uname and aplfont2 return non-zero code 

s 

[S] R but the 'exit O' avoids this problem 

[6] R 

[7] +Opc'2 . 2'~3+~DSH'uname -r; exit O' 

[B] DSH'SDYALOG/fonts/aplfont2; exit O' 

*************************************************************************** 

AXES 

[O] AXES XLABPOS;SINK 

[l] R Sub functlon of HIST and GRAPH 

[2] R Draws axes ticks labels tltles grld lines 

[3] 

[4] 

[S] 

[6] 

[7] 

[B] 

[9] 

[ lO] 

[111 

[ 12] 

R All dimensions are in physlcal coordlnates 

R Uses followlng semi-globals . .. 

R W 

R TL 

R GRID 

R ACX 

XLAB 

(wlndow - Xl yl x2 y2) 

( t 1 ck l engt h ) 

(grld lines) 

(character wldth) 

(X-Axls labels) 

R XTITLE (X-Axis title) 

R XTICS (No . ticks on X-Axls) 

R XCOL (X-Axis colour) 

ACY (character height) 

YLAB (y-Axls labels) 

YTITLE (Y-Axls tltle) 

YTICS (No. ticks on Y-Axis) 

YCOL (Y-Axis colour) 

[13] R 

[14] R XLABPOS (position of X-ax1S labels ) . .. 



[ 15 J 

[ 16 J 

A 

A 

[ 17 J A 
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o - centred on tick-marks (GRAPH) 

- centred between tick-marks (HIST) 

[18J A Deflnes followlng semi-globals 

[ 19 J 

[20J 

[ 21] 

A XO 

A Xl 

A XGAP 

(X position of origin) YO 

(Maximum X-value) Yl 

(space between X-ticks) YGAP 

(Minimum Y-value) 

(Maximum Y-value) 

(space between y-ticks) 

[22J A YORIGIN (y position of origin) 

[23J A 

[24J A 

[25J A 

[26J A 

[27J A ---I 
[28] A <ACY><ACX><ACxx-l+PYLAB><TL><TL>1 

[29] A 

[30J 

[311 

[32J 

[33J 

[34J 

[35] 

[36J 

[37] 

[38] 

[39] 

[40J 

[41] 

[42] 

[43] 

[44] 

[45] 

A 

A +---+ 

A 1 y 

A 1 T 

A 1 I 

A 1 T 

A 1 L 

A 1 E 

A +---+ 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

+------------+ 1 (XO YORIGIN) 

YLA B ---1--------------------------------

+------------+ 

+------------+ 1 

YLAB ---I 
+----- - ------+ 

+------------+ (XO YO) 

YLAB A---I --------------------------------

+------------+ TL 

v 

+------+ +------+ 

ACY 1 XLAB 1 1 XLAB 1 

v +------+ +------+ 

A 



[46] 

[47] 

[48] 

-+ 

[49] 

[50] 

-+ 

[51] 

[52] 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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ACY XO.15 

v 

A +-----------------------

ACY XTITLE 

v +-----------------------

XO+~W[1]+ACY+ACX+(TLX2)+MAXSTRLEN YLAB A X-orlgln 

[53] A (Note that YTITLE takes Up an x-dlstance of ACY because of rotati 

on) 

[54] 

[55] 

[56] 

YORIGIN+YO+W[2]+(2.15 XACY)+TL 

Xl+W[3] O Yl+W[4]-ACY 

+DOIF-XLABPOS O Xl+Xl-0.5 xMAXSTRLEN XLAB 

[57] XGAP+(Xl-XO)+XTICS-l 

[58] YGAP+(Yl-YO)+YTICS-l 

A Min Y 

[59] +DOIF(O OilGRID[ ;2]) O (C:GRID[;2] )VPLINE(C:XO Xl) [1.5]··YO+YGAPx-l+1 

YTICS 

[60] X+XO+XGAPx ~(3 XTICS)P-l+1XTICS 

[61] Y+YO-(3 xXTICS)pTL xO 1 O 

[62] 1 XCOL VPLINE X [1.5]Y 

[63] A Calculate position of X-axls labels 

[64] X+XO+XGApxO lXTICS-l 

[65] Y+YO-ACY+TLx-XLABPOS 

[66] +DOIF XLABPOS O X+(0 . 5x XGAP)+-1+X 

[67] +(YMIN~O)/Ll 

[68] 

[69] 

YORIGIN+YO+(Yl-YO)X(-YMIN)+YMAX-YMIN 

VPLINE(XO Xl)YORIGIN 

[70] L 1: 

A Draw X-axls 1f 

A YORIGIN,ovo 

[71] A (Note that X-labels are centred between tick marks) 

[72] FONT XCOL O 1 O VGTEXT X y XLAB 

[73] X+XO+(Xl-XO)+2 O Y+W[2] 
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[74] VGTEXT X y XTITLE 

[75] +DOIF(O OJlGRID[;l]l O (cGRID[;l]lVPLINE(XO+XGApx-l+tXTICSl [1.5]··c 

YO Yl 

[7S] X+2+XO-(3 xYTICSlpTL xO O 1 

[77] Y+YO+O O -1+ YGApx~(3 YTICS-llptYTICS-l 

[78] 1 YCOL VPLINE X [1.5]Y 

[79] X+XO-(2 xTll O Y+YO+YGApx-l+tYTICS 

[80] FONT YCOl O 2 1 VGTEXT X Y YlAB 

[81] X+W[l]+åCY O Y+0.5 xYO+Yl 

[82] FONT YCOl 900 1 O VGTEXT X Y YTITlE 

[83] 

[84] 

SINK+VSTAlN O O 

VSTROT O 

A Reset allgnment 

A Reset text dlrectlon to l-right 

*************************************************************************** 

BARCHART 

[O] BARCHART;~;BCOl;BOXED;TEXT;XlAB;~;PEYINFO;DINT;FORMS;CCOl;C 

TITlE;YCOl;YTITlE;XEXP;XCOl ;XTITLE;YEXP;DCOl ;DSTYlE;HGR;VGR;STACKED;GRID;XV 

Al;YVAl;WIN;X;KEY;MASK;WIN;FONT;SIZE;MSG 

[1] ~+'R' 

[2] CCOl+YCOl+XCOl+5 O CTITlE+XTITlE+YTITlE+XEXP+YEXP+' , 

[3] HGR+VGR+STACKED+O O DCOl+SPl O DSTYlE+O t5 

[4] PST ART 

[S] PENTER 

[S] X+PKEY O 5 10 

[7] MSG+'Press ' (jXl ' to draw barchart '(2j Xl' for help 

[8] MSG +(3 j Xl ' to prlnt barchart ' (4~Xl ' to qUlt .' 

[9] PDEFINE åPLOTSCREENB 

[10] STACKED HGR VGR CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE XEXP YEXP CCOl XCOl YCOl DCOl 

DSTYlE PPUT'STACKED' 'HGR' 'VGR' 'CTITlE' 'XTITlE' 'YTITlE' 'XEXP' 'YEXP' 

'CCOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOl' 'DSTYlE' 

[11] Reset :MSG PPUT'MSG' 

[12] Agaln:+(O 1 5 10-KEY+PREADl/Dolt Help Dolt Exit O PPUT 2 O +Agaln 
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[131 Help:GHELP 2 O +Aga1n 

[ 141 Dolt : 

[151 +DOIF S-KEY O 'PLOTTER OR PRINTER (P/R)?' O f1nl~ 

[161 YEXP+PGET'YEXP' 

[171 +Aga1nXl-v/MASK+(v/YEXP~" )A-V/YEXPE'''' 

[1S] CTITLE XTITLE VTITLE XEXP+l PGET'CTITLE' 'XTITLE' 'VTITLE' 'XEXP' 

[1S1 STACKED HGR VGR CCOl XCOl YCOl DCOL DSTYlE+PGETN'STACKED' 'HGR' 'V 

GR' 'CCOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOL' 'DSTYlE' 

[201 YEXP DCOl DSTYlE/~+cMASK 

[211 STACKED HGR VGR CCOL XCOl YCOLp u +c9A Ensure these are scalars 

[221 HGR+2THGR O VGR+2TVGR O STACKED+2TSTACKED 

[231 +(A/DSTYlEEO lS)/Okl 

[241 MESSAGE'Va11d bar styles are 1n the range O-S' 

[ 251 +Aga1n 

[261 Okl :DEXoo ,X' 'XVAl' 

[271 +L PlA/' '-XEXP 

[2S1 X+XVAL+LXEXP 

[291 L l : 

[301 YVAL~H"+YEXP 

[31] YVAl+(2+(PYVAl) 1)PYVAl 

[3 21 L(2~DNC'XVAL' )/ ' XVAL+( ltPYVALlp" '" 

[331 +(~A/( ltPYVAl) - po",o+YEXP)!L2 

[34] MESSAGE'Var1ables must be 1n same s1ze' 

[35] +Aga1n 

[36] L2: 

[37] XLAB+"f°oXVAL 

[3S] +«pXlAB)-1+PYVAL)/~2 

[391 MESSAGE'Number of labels should be equal to the number of clusters 

[40] +Aga1n 

[41] CTITLE XTITLE VTITlE+dbro oOCTITlE XTITlE YTlTlE 

[42] ~2: 

[43] TEXT++YEXP O TEXT+5+ooTEXT 
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[44] GRID+2 2PVGR HGR(VGRxXCOl)(HGRxYCOl) 

[45] WIN+WINC KEY fLQ1'C' O DINT+(-1+PYVAl)p2 

[46] FORMS+O 1 2 4 5 20 22 11 13 14 

[47] DSTYlE+FORMS[1+DSTYlE] 

[48] 8COl+0 

[49] FONT SIZE 80XED+1 349 O 

[50] CGISTART 

[51] CGINIT KEY fLQ1 

[52] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O VS8COl 8COl 

[53] +DOIF O-KEY O VClRWK 

[54] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE 80XED+1 586 O O +ll1 

[55] FONT SIZE BOXED+1 349 O 

[56] ll1: 

[57] HIST WIN STACKED BOXED YVAl DINT DCOl DSTYlE GRID XlAB XCOl YCOl X 

TITlE YTITlE FONT SIZE 

[58] WIN+WINC KEY fLQ1'l' 

[59] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+1 586 O O +ll2 

[60] FONT SIZE BOXED+1 349 O 

[61] ll2: 

[62] lEGEND WIN FONT SIZE DINT DCOl DSTYlE TEXT XCOl BOXED BCOl 

[63] WIN+WINC KEY fLQ1'T' 

[64] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+2 911 1 O +ll3 

[65] FONT SIZE BOXED+2 750 

[66] ll3: 

[67] TITlE WIN CTITlE CCOl FONT SIZE BOXED 

[68] FRAME 5 KEY fLQ1 

[69] +DOIF O-KEY O PAUSE 

[70] RESET O PREDRAW 

[71] +Reset 

[72] Ex1t:PRESET 

*************************************************************************** 
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CGI NIT 

[O] CGINIT PRS;~;f 

[1] ~ f+PRS 

[2] +DOIF ~-O O ~ DEYINEO+VOPNWK'DISPlAY' O +0 

[3] +DOIF'P'-ltf O ~ DEYINEO+VOPNWK'PlOTTER' O +0 

[4] ~ pEYINFO+VOPNWK'RINTER' 

*************************************************************************** 

CGISTART 

[O] CGISTART 

[l] +(3-0NC'VARC' )/0 

[2] 'egl 'OSH'egl' 

*************************************************************************** 

CHART 

[O] CHART;MCOl;~;CTYPE;BCOl;BOXED;TEXT;~;pEYINEO;GRID;HGR;VGR;C 

TITlE;XTITlE;YTITlE;XEXP;YEXP;CCOl;XCOl;YCOl;DCOl;DSTYlE;XVAl;YVAl;WIN;X;KE 

Y;MASK;WIN;PlYM;FONT;SIZE;MSG 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[ lO] 

[11] 

CTITlE+XTITlE+YTITlE+' , O CCOl+XCOl+YCOl+5 O DCOl+6pl O DSTYlE+16 

XEXP+YEXP+' , O HGR+VGR+CTYPE+O O PlYM+6PO 

PSTART 

PENTER 

X+PKEY O 5 lO 

MSG+'Press ' (=>X) , to draw graph '(2=>X)' for heJp 

MSG +(3=>X) , to prlnt graph '(4=>X) ' to qult.' 

FONT SIZE+l 586 

PDEFINE APlOTSCREEN 

PLYM CTYPE HGR VGR CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE XEXP YEXP CCOl XCOl YCOl D 

COl DSTYlE PPUT'PlYM' 'CTYPE' 'HGR' 'VGR' 'CTITlE' 'XTITlE' 'YTITlE' 'XEXP' 

'YE XP' 'CCOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOl ' 'DSTYlE' 

[12] Reset :MSG PPUT'MSG' 

[13] Agaln:+(O l 5 lO-KEY+PREAD)/Dolt He1p Dolt Exit O PPUT 2 O +Agaln 
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[14] Help:GHElP 1 O +Aga1n 

[15] DoH: 

[16] +DOIF S-KEY O 'PLOTTER OR PRINTER (P/R)?' O RLQI~ 

[17] YEXP+PGET'YEXP' 

[18] +Aga1nX\-v/MASK+(v/YEXP~" )A-v/YEXPE'''' 

[19] CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE XEXP+l PGET'CTITlE' 'XTITlE' 'YTITlE' 'XEXP' 

[20] PLYM CTYPE HGR VGR CCOl XCOl YCOl DCOl DSTYlE+PGETN'PlYM' 'CTYPE' 

'HGR' 'VGR' 'CCOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOl' 'DSTYlE' 

[21] PLYM YEXP DCOl DSTYlEf~+cMASK 

[22] CTYPE HGR VGR CCOl XCOl YCOlP~+CeR Ensure these are scalars 

[23] HGR+2THGR O VGR+2TVGR 

[24] GRID+2 2pVGR HGR(VGRxXCOl)(HGRxYCOl) 

[25] +(A/DSTYlEEO \7)/Ok1 

[26] MESSAGE'Va11d 11ne styles are 1n the range 1-7' 

[27] +Aga1n 

[28] Okl:+(A/PlYMEO \7)/OK2 

[29] MESSAGE'Va11d marker styles are 1n the range 1-7' 

[30] +Aga1n 

[31] OK2: 

[32] MCOl+DCOlO ((PlYM-O)/MCOl)+O O ((DSTYlE-O)/DCOl)+O 

[33] DEX··'X' 'XVAl' 

[34] +ll X \A/' '-XEXP 

[35] X+XVAl+~XEXP 

[36] l 1 :YVAl~H··+YEXP 

[37] YVAl+(2+(PYVAl) 1 )PYVAl 

[38] ~(2~DNC'XVAl' )/'XVAl+\l+PYVAl' 

[39] + ( ~A/ (PXVAl )-p··~··+YEXP ) 1L2 

[40] MESSAGE'Var1ables must be 1n same s1ze' 

[41] +Aga1n 

[42] l2: 

[43] + (O-A /( +YVAl)[ l]~··+YVAl )/l8 

[44] MESSAGE'Var1able(s) have same values' O +Aga1n 

[45] l8: 
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[46] +DOIF l~EXVAl O MESSAGE'Dlmenslon of X varIable Is not equal to on 

e' O +Agaln 

[47] +DOIF l~~YVAl O MESSAGE'Dlmenslon of y varIables are not equal to 

one' O +Agaln 

[48 ] CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE+dbro ··CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE 

[49] TEXT++YEXP O TEXT+5t··TEXT 

[50 ] WIN+WINC KEY flDI'C' 

[51] CGISTART 

[52] CGINIT KEY flDI 

[ 53] BCOl+O O FONT SIZE BOXED+l 586 O 

[ 54] +DOIF 0 - PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+l 586 O O +ll2 

[55] FONT SIZE BOXED+l 349 O 

[56] ll2: 

[57] GRAPH MCOl WIN CCOl XVAl YVAl DSTYlE DCOl PLYM GR I D XCOl YCOl XTIT 

lE YTITlE FONT SIZE 

[58 ] WIN+WINC KEY flDI'l ' 

[59] +DOIF O~CTYP E O lEGEND_l MCOl WI N FONT SIZE DSTYlE DCOl PLYM TEXT 

XCOl BOXED BCO l 

[60] WIN+WINC KEY flDI'T' 

[61] +DOIF 0-DEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+2 911 1 O +ll9 

[62] FONT SIZE BOXED+2 698 

[63] ll9: 

[64] TITlE WIN CTITlE CCOl FONT SIZE BOXED 

[65] +DOIF O-KEY O PAUSE 

[66] RESET O PREDRAW 

[67] +Reset 

[6B] EXlt:PRESET 

*************************************************************************** 

DOIF 

[O] R+DOIF TEST 

[1] RReturn next lIne number If TEST false 
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[2] R+(-TEST1/l+l+2+DLC 

*************************************************************************** 

EPI 

[O] RAFIXED EPI RAROLL;THETA;G;X;Y 

[I] A Draws an Eplcyclold whlch Is a curve descrlbed by a point 

[2] A on the clrcumference of a clrcle as the clrcle rolls 

[3] A without sllpplng on the outs ide of a flxed clrcle. 

[4] A RAFIXED Is the radlus of the flxed clrcle 

[5] A RAROLL Is the radlus of the rolling clrcle 

[6] A 

[7] THETA+2x040+~\40XRAROLL+RAFIXED GCD RAROLL 

[S] G+(RAFIXED+RAROLL1+RAROLL 

[9] X+«RAFIXED+RAROLL1x20THETAl-RAROLL x20GxTHETA 

[lO] Y+«RAFIXED+RAROLL1xl0THETA1-RAROLL xl0GxTHETA 

[ 111 

DC 

[ 12] 

X yx+(L/DEYINFO[52 53] 1+500 

X Y++0.5 xpEYINFO[52 53] 

[13] VPLINE X [1.5]Y 

A Scale to N 

A Centralise 

*************************************************************************** 

FRAME 

[O] FRAME PARS;W;PAR;K;~ 

[I] A Draw frame around wlndow 

[2] PAR K ~+PARS 

[3] W+O O -1+PEYINFO[52 53] 

[4] +(0-K1/JM 

[5] +DOIF'R'-1+~ O W[1]+0. l xW[3] O W[2]+O.2 xW[4] 

[6] W[3 4]+0.95 xW[3 4] 

[7] JM : ( - 2+ PARlVPLINE(W[1 133 1])(W[2 4 4 2 2]1 

*************************************************************************** 
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GCD 

[O] R+A GCD R 

[l] +O~~A R+(AIRlA 

*************************************************************************** 

GHElP 

[O] GHElP AX;X;Y 

[ l] X+~PDEFN 1 6p 1 1 24 80 O O 

[2] HElPMESSAGE[AX]PPUT 

[3] Y+PREAD 

[4] PDEFN-X 

*************************************************************************** 

GRAPH 

[O] GRAPH PARS;YVAll;MCOl;W;XMIN;XMAX;XINC;XTICS;XlAB;YMIN;YMAX;YINC;YT 

ICS;YlAB;X;Y;XO;YO;XGAP;YGAP;Xl;Yl;I;XSCAlE;YSCAlE;ACX;ACY;WIN;BOXEO;XVAl;Y 

VAl;OCOl;DSTYlE;XCOl;YCOl;XTITlE;YTITlE;FONT;Tl;PlYM;GRID;XINC;YINC;SIZE;~ 

QD..S.f. 

[l] MCOl WIN BOXED XVAl YVAl DSTYlE DCOl PLYM GRID XCOl YCOl XTITlE YTI 

TlE FONT SIZE+PARS 

[2] +DOIF-36~DEYINFO O DCOl XCOl YCOl BOXEDi+O A If mono set cols to b 

lack 

[3] VSTFNT FONT O ACX Acy+rf2 2pVSTHGT SIZE 

[4] W+(O . OP WINlx 2 2P-l+DEYINFO[52 53] 

[5] +DOIF OiBOXED O 1 BOXED VPlINE RECTANGlE 2 2pW 

[6] W++l 1 -, -l x4pO.5 xACX ACY 

[7] Tl+rAcX+2 A Tick length 

[8] XINC+( -/W[3 l] Hl0xACX 

[9] XMIN XMAX XINC XTICS XlAB+XINC SETSCAlE XVAl 

[lO] YINC+(-/W[42]l+5xACY 

[11] YMIN YMAX YINC YTICS YlAB+YINC SETSCAlE YVAl 

[ 12] AXES o 
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[13] XSCAlE+(X1-XO)+XMAX-XMIN 

[14] YSCAlE+(Y1-YOl+YMAX-YMIN 

[15] X+XO+XSCAlExXVAl-XMIN 

[16] YVAl+YO+«PYVAl)PYSCAlE)xYVAl-(PYVAl)PYMIN 

[17] +(A/O-DSTYlE)/JM~ 

[1S] DCDl+(DSTYlE~O)/DCOl 

[19] YVAll+(DSTYlE~Ol/YVAl 

[20] DSTYlE+(DSTYlE~O)/DSTYlE 

[21] (DSTYlE oODCOl lVPLI NE Y+( cCX) OC Oo • [ 1] YVAll 

[22] JMP:+(A/O-PlYM)/EXIT 

[23] MCOl+(PlYM~O)/MCOl 

[24] YVAl+(PlYM~Ol/YVAl 

[25] PlYM+(PlYM~O)/PlYM 

[26] R XVAl+(-v/YVAl-YO)!XVAl 

[27] R YVAl+(-v/YVAl-YO)!YVAl 

[2S] (PLYM oOMCOLlVPMARK y+(ccX) oc oo .[llYVAl 

[29] EXIT : 

*************************************************************************** 

GRAPHS 

[O] GRAPHS PARS;A~;A~;A~;A~;YVAll;MCOl;W;XMIN;XMAX;XINC;XTI 

CS;XlAB ; YMIN;YMAX;YINC;YTICS;YlAB;X;Y;XO;YO;XGAP;YGAP;X1 ; Y1;I;XSCAlE;YSCAlE 

;ACX;ACY;WIN;BOXED;XVAl;YVAl;DCOl;DSTYlE;XCOl;YCOl;XTITlE;YTITlE;FONT;Tl;Pl 

YM;GRID;XINC;YINC;SIZE;~ 

[1] MCOl WIN BOXED XVAl YVAl DSTYlE DCOl PLYM GRID XCOl YCOl XTITlE YTI 

TlE FONT SIZE+PARS 

[2] +DOIF-36~pEYINFO O DCOl XCOl YCOl BOXED~+O R If mono set cols to b 

lack 

[3] VSTFNT FONT O ACX ACy+r!2 2pVSTHGT SIZE 

[4] W+(0 001 x WIN)x 2 2p-1+PEYINFO[52 53] 

[5] +DOIF O*BOXED O 1 BOXED VPlINE RECTANGlE 2 2PW 

[6] W++1 1 -1 -1 x4P005 xACX ACY 
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[7] TL+rAcX+2 A T1ck length 

[B] XINC+(-/W[3 1])+10XACX 

[9] XMIN XMAX XINC XTICS XLAB+XINC SETSCALE XVAL 

[10] YINC+(-/W[42])+5 xACY 

[11] YMIN YMAX YINC YTICS YLAB+YINC SETSCALE YVAL 

[12] AXES O 

[13] XSCALE+(X1-XO)+XMAX-XMIN 

[14] YSCALE+(Y1-YO)+YMAX-YMIN 

[15] X+XO+XSCALExXVAL-XMIN 

[16] YVAL+YO+«pYVAL)PYSCALE)xYVAL-(PYVAL)PYMIN 

[17] +DOIF 2- DNC'ASYN' O ASYHY+(-l+YVAL) yo+«pASYN)PYSCALE)XASYN-(pASY 

H)PYMIN O ASYNA+(1+X) X O 1 1 1 VFAREA ASYNA ASYHY 

[ lB] +DOIF 2-DNc'A~ ' O A~+(-I+YVAL) yo+«pA~)pYSCALE)xA~-(pA~ 

~)PYMIN O AHWfX+(I+X) X O 2 l 5 VFAREA AHWfX A~ 

[19] +(A/O-DSTYLE)/JMP 

[20] DCOL+(DSTYLE~O)/DCOL 

[21] YVALL+(DSTYLE~O)/YVAL 

[22] DSTYLE+(DSTYLE~O)/DSTYLE 

[23] (DSTYLE ""DCOL>VPLINE y+(ccX) OC""+[ llYVALL 

[24] JMP :+(A/O-PLYM)/EXIT 

[25] MCOL+(PLYM~O)/MCOL 

[26] YVAL+(PLYM~O)/YVAL 

[27] PLYM+(PLYMIO)/PLYM 

[2B] A XVAL+(-V/YVAL-YO)fXVAL 

[29] A YVAL+(-V/YVAL-YO)fYVAL 

[30] (PLYM ""MCOL )VPMARK y+(ccX) oc:""+[ I]YVAL 

[31] EXIT: 

*************************************************************************** 

GXMENU 

[O] CHOICE+GXMENU PARS;LOC;TEXT;FONT;TSIZE;TCOL;LCOL;ACX;ACY;X;Y;RECT ; C 

URSOR;POS ; L;TX;XO;VO;CT;TY;EFLAG;NCELLS;BOX 

[1] A 
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[2] R D1splays a pop-up menu returns user's select10n 

[3] R Argument 15 a nested vector as follows 

[4] 

[S] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[ 10] 

[ 11] 

x1t 

R 1. lOC (x yl coord1nates for bottom-left corner of menu box 

R 2. TEXT Vector of text vectors (the cho1cesl 

R 3. FONT Text font 

R 4 . TSIZE Text fon t s1ze 

R S. BCOl Background colour for menu boxes 

R 6. TCOl Text colour 

R 7. lCOl l1ne colour for borders around menu boxes 

R 8. EFlAG Flag to 1nd1cate H/H not menu 15 to be erased on e 

[ 12] R 9 . CHOICE In1t 1al (default l cho1ce 

[ 13] R 

[14] lOC TEXT FONT TSIZE BCOl TCOl lCOl EFlAG CHOICE+PARS 

[lS] VGTATT FONT TCOl O 

[16] ACX Acy+rf2 2pVSTHGT TSIZE 

[17] NCEllS+$PTEXT+(2t(pTEXTl llpTEXT R Default to vert1cal menu 

[18] l+'CXxl+~r/p-TEXT+$ TEXT 

[19] RECT+(llOCl [O.S]rlOC+NCEllSxl ACy x2 

[20] X+lOC[l]+lxO l~NCELLS 

[21] Y+lOC[2]+2 xACY xO 12~NCEllS 

[22] TX+LOC[ 1]+0. SXL-ACXx~ /P··TEXT 

[23] TX++(x/NCEllSlp$lxO -1+1~NCElLS 

[24] TY+(~NCEllSl/-l+Y+O.SXACY 

[2S] TY++fXI[4] 

[26] 

part 

v S D B IT .IlA.CK. R Use same b1tmap but above v1s1ble 

[27] VCPBIT ~ RECT(fXI[2 4]+RECT[1;] l 

[28] 

part 

VSDBIT .mll R Use same bitmap but above visible 

[29] 1 BCOL VFAREA RECTANGLE RECT+2 2PfXI[2 4] 

[30] VSBCOl 8COL 

[31] VGTEXT TX TY TEXT 
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[32] VSBCOl O 

[33] VGlATT 1 II lCOl 

[34] VPLINE«ccXl "(Y+-'.XI[4]ll (cc(-'.XI[4]+Y[1(pYl]ll ..... X 

[35] VSDBIT ~ 

[36] VCPBIT EQRf(RECT+2 2P-'.XI[2 4]l(RECT[1;]l II Copy menu to screen 

[37] POS+(CHOICE~~TXl (CHOICE~~TY--'.XI[4]l II Pos1t1on cursor 1n chose n b 

ox 

[38] lOOP:POS+~VRQlOC ~ POS O O 

[39] +(v/(POSSRECT[1;]lvPOS~RECT[2;]l/lOOP 

[40] CHOICE+(XO+"P-1t(POS[1]~Xl/lpXl+(~NCEllSlXYO+-1+ " P-1t(POS[2]S~Yl 

I1py 

[41] TCOl VBAR BOX+X[XO+O 1] [1 , 5]y[(pYl - YO+1 O] 

[42] O lCOl VBAR BOX 

[43] VSBCOl TCOl 

[44] CT+1+(pTEXTl-CHOICE 

[45J (~VQTATTlBCOl VGTEXT TX[CTJ (TY--'.XI[4J l[CTJ TEXT[CTJ 

[46J VSBCOl O 

[47J +EFlAG/l2 

[48J CHOICE+CHOICE(~ RECTl O +Ex1t 

[49] l2:VCPBIT ~(RECT+2 2P-'.XI[2 4Jl(RECT[1;]l II Erase menu 1f needed 

[50] ExH: 

*************************************************************************** 

HIST 

[O] HIST PARS;W;XMIN;XMAX;XINC;XTICS;XlAB;YMIN;VMAX;YINC;YTICS;YlAB;X;Y 

;XO;YO ; X1;Y1;YGAP;I;XSCAlE;YSCAlE;ACX;ACY ; XGAP;N;BAR;WIN;XlAB;XTITlE;YTITlE 

;DATA;XCOl;YCOl;BOXED;FONT;Tl;STACKED;BBAR;XY;DSTYlE;GRID;SIZE;YORIGIN;DCOl 

;DINT 

[1] II 

[2] WIN STACKED BOXED DATA DINT DCOl DSTVlE GRID XlAB XCOl YCOl XTITlE 

YTITlE FONT SIZE+PARS 

[3] +DOIF 1-PEYINFO[46J O DSTYlE+1+6IDSTYlE II plotters only have 6 patt 
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erns 

[4] +DOIF-36~DEYINFO O DCOL XCOL YCOL BOXED~+O R If mono set cols to b 

lack 

[5] VSTFNT FONT O ACX ACy+r/2 2PVSTHGT SIZE 

[6] W+(0.01 x WINlx 2 2p-l+PEYINFO[52 53] 

[7] +DOIF O~BOXED O l BOXED VPLINE RECTANGLE 2 2pW 

[SJ W++l l -1 -1 x4PO.5 xACX ACY 

[9J TL+rACX+2 R T1ck length 

[lOj N+ltPDATA 

[11] +DOIF"sXLAB O XLAB+i"··\N 

[12] XMIN XMAX XINC XTICS+O N l 1+N 

[13] YMIN YMAX YINC YTICS YLAB+«-/W[4 2]l+5 xACYlSETSCALE DATA+\IF STAC 

KED 

[14] AXES 1 

[15] YSCALE+(Yl-YOl+YMAX-YMIN 

[16] DATA+«PDATAlpYSCALElxDATA-(PDATAlpYMIN 

[17] Y+YORIGIN ··(2p··DATA+YOl ··c2pYORIGIN 

[1S] +DOIF STACKED O Y+Y++\O O -1+DATA 

[19] BBAR+BAR+XGAP+2 

[20] +DOIF-STACKED O BAR+BAR+-ltpDATA 

[21] X+XO+(0.5 xXGAP-BBARl+XGAPx-l+\N 

[22] +DOIF-STACKED O X+xo.+BARxO \-l+-ltPDATA 

[23] X++Xo . +O O l 1 OXBAR 

[24] +DOIF STACKEO O X+(~1tpYl/«pXl l lpX 

[25] XY+~ /+[1]X [1.5]··Y 

[26] (N/+~tDINT DCOL DSTYLElVFAREA XY 

[27] (N/O ··DCOL lVFAREA XY R Draw out11nes 

*************************************************************************** 

HYPO 

[O] RAFIXED HYPO RAROLLöTHETAöHöXöY 

[1] R Draws a Hypocycl01d wh1ch 15 a curve descr1bed by a p01nt 

[2] R on the c1rcumference of a c1rcle as the c1rcle rolls 
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[3] A w1thout sllpp1ng on the 1ns1de of a f1xed c1rcle. 

[4] A RAFIXED ls the radlus of the f1xed c1rcle 

[51 ARAROll ls the radlus of the roll1ng c1rcle 

[Sl A 

[7] THETA+2x040+~\40XRAROll+RAFIXED GCD RAROll 

[81 H+(RAFIXED-RAROlll+RAROll 

[91 X+((RAFIXED-RAROlllx20THETAl+RAROllx20HxTHETA 

[101 Y+((RAFIXED-RAROlllxl0THETAJ-RAROllxl0HxTHETA 

[ 111 

DC 

[ 12] 

[131 

X yx+(l/DEYINFO[S2 531 J+SOO 

X Y++0.sxpEYINFO[S2 531 

VPlINE X [1.S1Y 

A Scale to N 

A Central1se 

*************************************************************************** 

lEGEND 

[01 lEGEND PARS;N;l;H;COlS;ROWS;SIZE;START;X;DCOl;DINT;DSTYlE;BOX;TPOS; 

lT;ACX;ACY ;FONT;BOXED;RECT;lBOX; TCOl ;SIZE;XO;YO;XTEXT ; YTEXT;XBOX;YBOX 

[11 A Dlsplays a legend 1nto glven rectangle RECT 

[21 RECT FONT SIZE DINT OCOl DSTYlE TEXT TCO l BOXED BCOl+PARS 

[31 +DOIF l-PEYINFO[4S1 O DSTYlE+l+S!DSTYlE A plotters only have S patt 

erns 

[41 +DOIF-36J PEYINFO O TCOl BOXED~+O A If mono set cols to black 

[51 RECTP~+2 2 

[61 RECTX+0.01 X2 2P-l+PEYINFO[S2 531 

[71 VSTFNT FONT O ACX Acy+rf2 2PVSTHGT SIZE 

[81 lBOX+4LlT+PJTEXT A lBOX - length of legend box lT - length of text 

[91 l+(ACx x3+lBOXJ+MAXSTRlEN TEXTA length of each legend 

[101 N+pTEXT A Number of legends 

[11] H+2.SxACYAHe1ght of each legend 

[121 ROWS+NlL((-~/RECT[;21 J-ACyJ+H 

[131 'legend too h1gh'OSIGNAl(ROWSSOJ/201 

[141 COlS+l(N+ROWSJL((-~/RECT[;11J-2xACXJ+l 
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[15] 'legend too wlde' OSIGNAl(COlS~O)/202 

[16] COls+rN+ROWS O Rows+rN+COlS 

[17] SIZE+«2 xACX) ACY)+(COlS ROWS)xl H 

[18] 'legend too large'OSIGNAl(v/SIZE>-~!RECT)/203 

[19] START+RECT[1;]+0.5x(_u!RECTl-SIZE 

[20] XO+START[l]+ACX+lx-l+tCOlS 

[21] XO+(ROWSxpXO)PXO 

[22] YO+COlS/START[2]+(ACyxO.5l+Hx~-1+tROWS 

[23] XBOX++(XO+ACX)o.+O O 1 OXlBOxxACX 

[24] YBOX++(YO+ACy xO.5)o.+0 1 O OX1.5 xACY 

[25] BOX+NpXBOX [1. 5]··YBOX 

[26] XTEXT+NPXO+ACx x2+lBOX 

[27] YTEXT+NpYO+ACy xO.75 

[28] RECT+START [0.5]START+SIZE 

[29] +DOIF 0-DEYINFO[46] O 1 BCOl VBAR RECT A Blank out backg 

round 

[30] (+~tDINT DCOl DSTYlE)VFAREA BOX 

[31] (O ··DCOl )VFAREA BOX 

[32] +OOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O VBMOOE 

[33] FONT TCOl VGTEXT XTEXT YTEXT TEXT 

[34] +DOIF 0-PEYINFP[46] O VBMODE O 

[35] +(P-BPXEDl/Ex lt 

[36] 1 BOXED VPlINE RECTANGlE RECT 

[371 Exit: 

*************************************************************************** 

[O] lEGEND_l PARS;MCOl;N;l;H;COlS;ROWS;SIZE;START;X;DCOl;DSTYlE;lINE;TP 

OS ;lT;ACX;ACY;FONT;BOXED;RECT;lBOX ;TCOl;PlYM ;SIZE;XO;YO;XTEXT ; YTEXT;XlINE;Y 

LINE; BCOl 

[1] A Displays a line legend Into given rectangle RECT 

[2] MCOl RECT FONT SIZE DSTYlE DCOl PLYM TEXT TCOl BOXED BCOl+PARS 

[3] +DOIF-36~PEYINFO O TCOl BOXED~+O A If mono set cols to black 
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[4] TEXT+++TEXT 

[5] RECTP~+2 2 

[6] RECTx+O.Ol x2 2P-l+QEYINFO[52 53] 

[7] VSTFNT FONT O ACX Acy+rf2 2PVSTHGT SIZE 

[8] LBOX+4L LT+P~TEXT R LBOX - l ength of legend box LT - length of text 

[9] L+(ACx x3+LBOX)+MAXSTRLEN TEXTR Length of each legend 

[10] N+pTEXT R Number of legends 

[11] H+2 xACYRHelght of each legend 

[12] ROWS+Nll«-~/RECT[;2])-ACY)+H 

[13] 'Legend too large'OSIGNAL(ROWSSO)/20 1 

[14] COLS+L(N+ROWS)L«-~/RECT[;1])-2xACX)+L 

[15] ' Legend too large'OSIGNAL(COLSSO)/201 

[ 16] COLS+rN+ROWS O ROWS+rN+COLS 

[1 7] SIZE+«2 xACX) ACY)+(COLS ROWS)xL H 

[18] 'Legend too large'OSIGNAL(v/SIZE>-~fRECT)/20 1 

[ 19] START+RECT [ 1;]+O.5x(-~fRECT)-SIZE 

[20] XO+START[l ] +ACX+ Lx- l+lCOLS 

[ 2 1] XO+(ROWSXpXO)PXO 

[22] YO+COLS/START [ 2]+(ACyxO.5)+Hx~- 1+lROWS 

[23] XLINE+NP+Xoo.+ACxx+\l LBOX 

[24] YLINE+NPYO+ACY 

[25] XTEXT+NPXO+ACx x2+LBOX 

[26] YTEXT+NPYO+ACY XO.75 

[27] 

[28] 

round 

RECT+START [O . 5]START+SIZE 

+DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O 1 BCOL VBAR RECT 

[29] (DSTYLE ··DCOLlVPLINE XLINE [1.5]··YLINE 

R Blank out backg 

[30] +DOIF O<P PLYM O (PLYM ··MCOL)VPMARK 1 2°p··(NPXO+ACx x l+LBOx xO.5) ··Y 

LINE 

[31] +DOIF O-PEYINFO[46] O V8MODE 

[32] FONT TCOL VGTEXT XTEXT YTEXT TEXT 

[33] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O VBMODE O 

[34] +(O-BOXED)/Exlt 
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[3S] 1 BOXED VPLINE RECTANGLE RECT 

[36] Exit: 

*************************************************************************** 

LNORM 

[O] RECT+LNORM RECT;MIN;MAX;XS;VS;DIFFX;DIFFV 

[1] R Adjust Legend Rectangle to be 1nteger 

[2] R and have f1rst row m1n1mum second row max1mum . 

[3] R Scale the rectangle d1mens1ons to be mult1ples of p1xel d1mens1ons 

[4] RECT+2 2PRECT 

[S] RECT+(lRECT[1;]1 [0.S]rRECT[2;] 

[6] MIN+lfRECT 

[7] MAX+rfRECT 

[8] XS VS+PEYINFO[S2 S3]+PEYINFO[1 2] 

[9] MAX+lXS VSxrMAX+XS VS 

[10] MIN+lxs VSxrMIN+XS VS 

[11] RECT+MIN [O.S]MAX 

*************************************************************************** 

MAXSTRLEN 

[O] R+MAXSTRLEN LA BELS 

[1] R Calculates max1mum length of LABELS when wr1tten 1n current font 

[2] 

t 7 

+DOIF O-PEYINFO[46] O +VQTDES[4]/Prop 

[3] R+( r IvQTATT[7 9] Ixr l=> Ip"LABELS O +Exit 

[4] prop:R+rlsTRLEN-LABELS 

[5] Exit: 

R proport1onally spaced fon 

*************************************************************************** 

MESSAGE 

[O] MESSAGE MSG 
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[1] MSG PPUT'MSG' 

[ 2] ppur( O·pMSG >+2 A Ring bell (unless message empty) and flush 

*************************************************************************** 

NICE 

[O] V+NICE X;A;Ml;NAL;I 

[1] 1+( (A+l0*NAL+(-PA<1 )+( xMl )XlIMl+l0eA+(X[2]-X[ 1] HX[3] )<1.414214 3. 

162278 7 . 071068)\1 

[2] V[l]+(XV[l])XlIV[ll+X[l]+V[3]+(1 25 10)[I]x l 0*NAL OpV+3pO 

[3] V[l]+V[l]-0>X[l]+V[3] 

[4 ] V[l]+V[3]xV[l]+(V[1]+1-X[l]+V[3])<0.00002 

[5 ] V[2]+( xV[2] )xll+V[2]+X[2]+V[3] 

[6 ] V[2]+V[2]-- 1>X[2]+V[3] 

[7] V[2]+V[3]xV[2]-( I (X[2]+v[3] )+ 1-V[2] )<0 . 00002 

*************************************************************************** 

PAT 

[O] FIXED PAT ROLLING 

[1] VSLCOL::>COLS 

[2] FIXED HYPO ROLLING 

[3] VSLCOL 2::>COLS 

[4] COLS+2$COLS 

[5] FIXED EPI ROLLING 

*************************************************************************** 

PAUSE 

[O] PAUSE;X 

[1] X+VRQSTR 2 

*************************************************************************** 
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PDEFINE 

[O] {R}+PDEFINE p 

[1] RDef1ne nested panel P - P[1] 6col mx P[2] standard txt P[3] label 

s 

[2] PDEFN 1~P 

[3] (2~PlPPUn1t~p··p 

[4] R+PDEFN 3~P 

*************************************************************************** 

PFUN2 

[O] PARS+PFUN2;Rf;QIQf;~;RfS;1A1;~1;Q1;Q2;Q3 

[ 1 ] Rf+B.f.f.[ 1- 1] 

[2] QIQf+1000000 xTAB[I;1]+Rf O ~+TAB[I;2] O ~+TAB[I;9] 

[3] ~1+0 SX1LLMAX+S 

[4] 1A1+ sxLTAB[I;3]+S 

[5] Q1+WTIxxQIQfx1 -*-~1x~+QIQf 

[6] Q2+Q1 x( 1- RfS+100l 

[7 ] Q3 + QIQfX( 1-0 . 01 XRfS+TAB[I ; S]l 

[S] ~1 1A1+LCONx~1 1A1 

[9] Q1 Q2 Q3+QCONxQ1 Q2 Q3 

[ 10] PARS+Q1 Q2 Q3 ~1 1A1 

*************************************************************************** 

PIE 

[O] R+PIE X;WIN;DATA;COLOUR;PAT;OFFSET;LABELS;BOXED;ACX;ACY ; W;RADIUS;XO 

;YO;GDT_THETA;THETA ; S;C;X1;Y1;TX;TY;FONT;STYLE;SIZE 

[1] WIN DATA STYLE COLOUR PAT OFFSET LABELS FONT SIZE BOXED+X 

[2] +DOIF 1-DEYINFO[46] O PAT+1+6IPAT R plotters only have 6 patterns 

[3] +DOIF-36~DEYINFO O COLOUR BOXED~+O R If mono set cols to black 

[4] VSTFNT FONT O ACX Acy+rf2 2pVSTHGT SIZE 

[5] W+(0.01 x WINlx 2 2p-1+PEYINFO[52 53] 

[6] +DOIF O~BOXED O 1 BOXED VPLINE RECTANGLE 2 2pW 

[7] W++1 1 -1 -1 x4pO.5 xACX ACY 
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[8) RAD1US+0.sxl/W[3 4)-W[1 2) 

[9) XO YO+O.sxW[l 4)+W[3 2) 

[10) GDT_THETA+l+\O 3600xO.Ol xDATA R Ang1es in GOT coordinates (l/10th 

deg) 

[ 111 THETA++\O 0.01 xDATA x02 R Ang1es in radians 

[12) S+10( -1+ THETA)+0.Sx(1+THETA) - (-1+THETA) 

[13) C+20(-1+THETA)+0.sx(1+THETA)-(-1+THETA) 

[14) Xl+XO+OFFSETxRAD1USxO.OSxC 

[IS) Yl+YO+OFFSETxRAD1USxO.OSxS 

[16) TX+LABELS/Xl+(0.sxRAD1UsxC)-3 XACXXC<0 

[17) TY+LABELS/Yl+(0.5 xRAD1UsxS)-l xACYXS<0 

[18) DATA+LABELS/+'Xl 12 <% >'DFMT DATA 

[19) STYLE COLOUR PAT VP1ESL Xl Yl RAD1US(-l+GDT_THETA) 

[20) O COLOUR PAT VP1ESL Xl Yl RAD1US( -l+GDT_ THETA) 

[21) COLOUR+LABELS/COLOUR 

[22) FONT COLOUR VGTEXT TX TY DATA 

*************************************************************************** 

P1ECHART 

[O) P1ECHART;~ ; BOXED;ARANK;BCOL;D1NT;OFFSETS;W1NL;W1NP;~;~ 

O;A1NC;A1;PDATA;XLABB;XLAB;FORMS;TEXT;CCOL;CT1TLE;XEXP;XCOL;YEXP;DCOL ; DSTYL 

E;LABELS;XVAL;YVAL;X;KEY;MASK;FONT;S1ZE;MSG 

[1] ~+'R' 

[2) CCOL+XCOL+S O OFFSETS+6PO O DCOL+LABELS+6pl O DSTYLE+O tS 

[3) CTITLE+YEXP+XEXP+" 

[4) PST ART 

[5) 

[6) 

PENTER 

X+PKEY O 5 10 

[7) MSG+'Press ' (~X) , to draw piechart '(2~X)' for he1p 

[8) MSG +(3=>X) , to print piechart '(4=>X)' to qu1t.' 

[9) PDEF1NE APLOTSCREENP 

[10) OFFSETS LABELS CTITLE XEXP YEXP CCOL XCOL DCOL DSTYLE PPUT'OFFSETS 

, 'LABELS' 'CTITLE' 'XEXP' 'YEXP' 'CCOL' 'XCOL' 'DCOL' 'DSTYLE' 
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[111 Reset:MSG PPUT'MSG' 

[121 Aga1n:+(0 1 5 10-KEY+PREADl/Do1t Help Do1t Ex1t O PPUT 2 O +Aga1n 

[131 Help:GHELP 3 O +Aga1n 

[14] DoH: 

[15] +DOIF S-KEY O 'PLOTTER OF PRINTER (P/Rl?' O flDE~ 

[16] YEXP+PGET'YEXP' 

[171 +Aga1n X t-v/MASK+(v/YEXP+" lA-V/YEXPE'++ ' 

[181 CTITLE XEXP+l PGET'CTITLE' 'XEXP' 

[19] OFFSETS LABELS CCOL XCOL DCOL DSTYLE+PGETN'OFFSETS' 'LABELS' 'CCOL 

, 'XCOL ' 'DCOL' 'DSTYLE' 

[20] OFFSETS LABELS YEXP DCOL DSTYLEf~+cMASK 

[21] CCOL XCOLP~+c9A Ensure these are scalars 

[221 OFFSETS+2TOFFSETS O LABELS+2TLABELS 

[23] +(A/DSTYLEEO t9l/0kl 

[24] MESSAGE'VaI1d bar styles are 1n the range 0-9' 

[25] +Aga1n 

[26] Okl :OEX"'X' 'XVAL' 

[27] +L l x tA/' '-XEXP 

[28] X+XVAL+LXEXP 

[29] L 1: 

[30] YVAL~H"+YEXP 

[31] YVAL+(-2+1 PYVALlpYVAL 

[32] L(2~ONC'XVAL' l/'XVAL+(l+PYVALlp" '" 

[33] +«PXVALl-l+PYVALl/L2 

[34] MESSAGE'Number of labels should be equal to the number of p1e char 

ts' 

[35] +Aga1n 

[36] L2: 

[37] +(2~-1+PYVALl/~2 

[381 MESSAGE'There must be at least two var1ables ' O +Aga1n 

[39] ~2: 

[40] A CTITLE+dbro "CTITL E 

[41] TEXT++YEXP O TEXT+5+"TEXT 
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[42] WINP+WINPP KEY ELCI'C' O DINT+(-1+PYVALlp2 

[43] WINL+WINPP KEY ELCI'B' 

[44] XLAB+l"""XVAL 

[45] FORMS+O 2 5 10 20 22 18 24 11 29 

[46] DSTYLE+FORMS[l+DSTYLE] 

[47] BCOL+O 

[48] 6RANK+ltpYVAL O L(6RANK~3l/'6RANK+3' 

[49] 6INC+(WINP[3]-WINP[ 1] l+åRANK 

[50] WINP[3]+WINL[3]+6INC+WINP[1] 

[51] 6I+0 

[52] CGISTART 

[53] CGINIT KEY ELCI 

[54] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O VSBCOL BCOL 

[55] +DOIF O-KEY O VCLRWK 

[56] ples:6I+6I+l 

[57] +DOIF 0 -DEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+4 586 O O +LLl 

[58] FONT SIZE BOXED+4 349 O 

[59] LL 1 : 

[60] PDATA+l00 x YVAL[6I;]++/YVAL[6I;] 

[61] PIE WINP PDATA DINT DCOL DSTYLE OFFSETS LA BELS FONT SIZE BOXED 

[62] FONT SIZE BOXED+2 500 O 

[63] XLABB+~XLAB[6I] 

[64] TITLE WINL XLABB XCOL FONT SIZE BOXED 

[65] WINL[1]+WINP[1]+WINP[3] O WINP[3]++6INC O WINL[3]++6INC 

[66] +(åI<6RANKl/ples 

[67] WINL+WINPP KEY ELCI'L' 

[68] +DOIF 0 - PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+' 586 O O +LL4 

[69] FONT SIZE BOXED+l 349 O 

[70] LL4: 

[71] LEGEND WINL FONT SIZE DINT DCOL DSTYLE TEXT XCOL BOXED BCOL 

[72] WINL+WINPP KEY ELCI'T' 

[73] +DOIF 0-PEYINFP[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+2 911 1 O +LL3 

[74] FONT SIZE BOXED+2 750 1 
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[75] LL3: 

[76] TITLE WINL CTITLE CCOL FONT SIZE BOXEO 

[ 77] FRAME 5 KEY f.WlI 

[7B] +OOIF O-KEY ~ PAUSE 

[79] RESET ~ PREORAW 

[80] +Reset 

[811 Ex1t:PRESET 

*************************************************************************** 

PLOT 

[O] PLOT;åNAM;åMfHU;EXITKEYS;RESULTS 

[11 R 

[2] R Th1s funct10n prepares a menu for draw1ng a graph of one (opt1ona 

l l 

[3] R X-var1able and up to 5 V-var1ables. 

[4] R Wr1tten by E. Taymaz Jan . 1990. 

[5] R 

[ 6] Ds M+M.E..t1U..G. 

[7] OE : EXITKEVS+'Fl' 'F9' 

[B] RESULTS+EXITKEVS 3 DSR 2+\15 

[9] +(RESULTS[4]~C:'F9' l/O 

[lO] +(RESULTS[l]-ls 16 17l/0RW SAV EXT 

[Il] +OE 

[ 12] ORW: 

[13] +(-«,,/' '-:>(]SM[s;11 lv(2-DNC:>DSM[s;1l »l/OO 

[14] +(-( (,,/' '-:>DSM[8; l] lv( 2-DNC:>(]SM[B; l] l l l/DO 

[15] +( -( (,,/' '-:>(]SM[ 11; l] lv( 2-DNC:>(]SM[ 11; l] l l l/DO 

[16] +(-«,,/' '-:>(]SM[12;1]lv(2-DNC:>DSM[12;1]lll/OO 

[17] +(-( (,,/' '-:>DSM[ 13; l] lv( 2-DNC:>DSM[ 13; 1] l l l/DO 

[ 1 B] +( -( ( ,,/' '-:>DSM [ 14; 1] lv( 2-DNC:>DsM [ 14; 1] l l l/DO 

[19] +OEVV 

[20] DO: 
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[21] OSM[18;1]+C536P' VARIABLE NAM 

E IS NOT VALID . 

O CONTINUE. 

PLEASE RE-ENTER THE VARIABLE NAMES. PRESS ANY KEY T 

[22] +ERR 

[23] DEVV:+(-(A/' '-~SM[8;1]»/DEV 

[24] OSM[18;1]+C4 36P(36P' ') , PLEASE ENTER THE FIRST Y-VARIABLE. PR 

ESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.' 36P' , 

[25] +ERR 

[26] DEV:A~+OSM 

[27] ANAM+PLOTADRAW 

[2B] OSM+A~ 

[29] +DE 

[30] SAV : 

[31] .t(2,.ONC'ANAM')/'OSM[18 ; 1]+c4 30 P(30P" to) " GRAPH SHOULD BE DRA 

WN FIRST. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE . " 30P" " O +ERR' 

[32J .t(A/' '-=>OSM[3;1])/'OSM[lB;1]+c4 30 P(30P" ")" PLEASE ENTER A 

GRAPH NAME . PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE." 30P" " O+ERR' 

[33] .t(~SM[3; 1]) ' +ANAM ' 

[34] +DE 

[35] ERR : 

[36] EXITKEYS+' , 

[37] OARBOUT 7 

[38] RESULTS+EXITKEYS 18 OSR 18 

[39] OSM[ 18; ]+~[ 18;] 

[40] +OE 

[41] EXT:OSM+O 13pO 

[42] +0 

*************************************************************************** 

PLOTADRAW 

[O] AGR+PLOTADRAW;AEX;AR;AI;AMS;AX;AY1;AY2;AY3;AY4;AY5;AXX;AXM;AYX;AYM 

[1] R 

[2] R Th1s funct10n 15 used 1n the 'PLOT' funct1on. 
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[3] A Wr1tten by E.Taymaz Jan. 1990. 

[4] A 

[5] AY1+L~AMfHll[8;1] 

[6] AYS+AY4+AY3+AY2+AYl 

[7] AX+lpAYl 

[8] L(-(A/' '-~AMfHU[S;l]»/'AX+L~AMfHU[S;l]' 

[9] L(-(A/' '-~AMfHU[11;1]l)I'AY2+L~AMfHU[11;1]' 

[10] L(-( Al' '-~AMfHU[ 12; 1]) )1'AY3+L~AMfHU[ 12; 1]' 

[11] L(-(A/' '-~AMfHU[13;1]»I'AY4+L~AMfHU[13;1]' 

[12] L(-(A/' '-~AMfHU[14;1]»I'AYS+L~AMfHU[14;1]' 

[13] Axx+r/AX O AXM+l/AX O Ayx+r/AYl AY2 AY3 AY4 AyS O AYM+l/AYl AY2 AY 

3 AY4 AY5 

[14] L( (DVFI~AMfHU[6; 1])[ l]sC 1 )1'AXx+~(DVFI ~AMfHU[6; 1] )[2] ' 

[15] L«DVFI~AMfHU[7;1]l[1]~c l)I'AXM+~(DVFI ~AMfHU[7;1])[2] ' 

[16] L«DVFI~AMfHU[9;1])[1]EC l)I'AYX+~(DVFI ~AMfHU[9;1]l[2]' 

[17] L«DVFI~AMfHU[ 10; 1])[ l]EC 1l/'AYM+~(DVFI ~AMfHU[ 10; 1 ])[2]' 

[ 18] 

[19] AR+l/(pAX) (pAY1) (pAY2) (pAY3) (pAY4) (pAY5) 

[20] AX+ARpAX O AY1+ARpAY1 O AY2+ARpAY2 

[21] AY3+ARpAY3 O AY4+ARpAY4 O AY5+ARpAYS 

[22] 

[23] «AX>AXX)/AX)+AXX 

[24] «AX<AXM)/AX)+AXM 

[25] « AY1>AYX )/AY1 )+AyX 

[26] «AY2>Ayx)/AY2)+AYX 

[27] «AY3>AYX)/AY3)+AYX 

[28] «AY4>Ayx)/AY4)+AYX 

[29] «AYS>AYX)/AYS)+AYX 

[30] « AY1<åYM)/AYl )+AYM 

[31] «AY2<AYM)/AY2)+AYM 

[32] «AY3<AYM)/AY3)+AYM 

[33] «AY4<AYM)/AY4)+AYM 

[34] «AYS<AYM)/AYS)+AYM 
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[3S] 

[36] AGR+23 80P' , O AGR[2 23;]+' , O AGR[;1 80]+' , 

[37] AGR[2;1]+" O AGR[2;80]+' 'O AGR[23;1]+' 'O AGR[23;80]+' , 

[38] AGR[1;]+80P(28P' ') ~AMfHll[4;1l 

[39] AMS+'X-MAX:' TAXX' X-MIN : ' TAXM' Y-MAX : ' TAYX' Y-MIN: ' T 

AYM 

[40] AX+1+l0.S+79 X (AX-AXM)+AXX-AXM 

[41] AY1+22-l0.S+20x(AY1-AYM)+AYX-AYM 

[42] AY2+22-l0.S+20 x (AY2-AYM)+AYX-AYM 

[43] AY3+22-l0.S+20 x (AY3-AYM)+AYX-AYM 

[44] AY4+22-l0.S+20 x (AY4-AYM)+AYX-AYM 

[4S] AYS+22-l0.S+20 x (AYS-AYM)+AYX-AYM 

[46] 

[47] 

[48] AEX+" 

[49] AMfHll[6 7 9 10;1]+c12P' , 

[SO] 601+0 

[S1] BEG:AI+AI+1 

[S2] AGR[AYS[AI] AY4[AI] AY3[AI] AY2[AI] AY1[AI];AX[AI1]+'A' ' O' '+' '* 

, 'O' 

[S3] +(AI<AR)/BEG 

[S4] OSM+2 13p(AGR)1 1 O O O O 1 -1 1 1 O 0(AMS)2S S O O O O O -1 1 1 O 

O 

[SS] AEX+AEX 2 OSR 2 

[S6] AGR+OFMT AGR [1]1 80pAMS 80P' , 

*************************************************************************** 

PLOTINIT 

[O] PLOTINIT 

[1] ~ pEYINFO+VOPNWK'PLOTTER' 

*************************************************************************** 
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PRESET 

[O] PRESET 

[1] RRelease all panels 

[2] +(O~ltPDEFN-ltPDEFN O>POLC 

*************************************************************************** 

PST ART 

[O] PST ART 

[1] RStart up prefeet external functlon 11brary lf not there yet 

[2] +(O~ONC'PDEFN'>P~ 

[3] 'prefect' OSH 'prefect' 

[4] AStart up the dbr functlon from xutlls too 

[5] ~:+(O~ONC'dbr')pO 

[6] 'xutlls' DsH 'xutlls' 'dbr' 

*************************************************************************** 

RECTANGLE 

[O] R+RECTANGLE X 

[ 1] R+X [1 1 2 2 1;] 

[2] R[2i2]+X[2i2] 

[3] R[4i 2]+X[li2] 

*************************************************************************** 

RESET 

[O] RESET 

[1] A Closes CGI workstatlon and reloads APL font 

[2] VCLSWK 

[3] APL 

*************************************************************************** 

SALTERC 
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[O] SAlTERC;ARR;ASYN;ANWE;MCOl;~;CTYPE;BCOl;BOXED;TEXT;~;~ 

O;GRID;HGR;VGR;CTITlE;XTITlE;YTITlE;XEXP;YEXP;CCOl;XCOl;YCOl;DCOl;DSTYlE;XV 

Al;YVAl;WIN;X;KEY;MASK;WIN;PlYM;FONT;SIZE;MSG 

[1] ~+'R' 

[2] CTITlE+XTITlE+YTITlE+" O CCOl+XCOl+YCOl+S O DCOl+6pl O DSTYlE+\6 

[3] XEXP+YEXP+" O HGR+VGR+CTYPE+O O PlYM+6PO 

[4] PST ART 

[5] 

[ 6] 

PENTER 

X+PKEY O 5 10 

[7] MSG+'Press ' (:::>Xl ' to draw graph '(2:::>Xl' for help 

[8] MSG +(3:::>Xl ' to prlnt graph '(4=>Xl' to Qult.' 

[9] FONT SIZE+l 586 

[10] PDEFINE APlOTSCREEN 

[11] PLYM CTYPE HGR VGR CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE XEXP YEXP CCOl XCOl YCOl D 

COl DSTYlE PPUT'PlYM' 'CTYPE' 'HGR' 'VGR' 'CTITlE' 'XTITlE' 'YTITlE' 'XEXP' 

'YEXP' 'ceOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOl' 'DSTYlE' 

[12] Reset:MSG PPUT 'MSG' 

[13] Agaln:+(O 1 5 10-KEY+PREADl/Dolt Help Dolt Exit O PPUT 2 O +Agaln 

[14] Help:GHElP 1 O +Agaln 

[15] Dolt: 

[16] +DOIF S-KEY O 'PLOTTER OR PRINTER (PiRl? ' O ~~ 

[17] YEXP+PGET'YEXP' 

[18] +AgalnX\-v/MASK+(v/YEXP~" lA-v/YEXPE'''''' 

[19] CTITlE XTITlE YTITlE XEXP+l PGET'CTITlE' 'XTITlE' 'YTITlE' 'XEXP' 

[20] PLYM CTYPE HGR VGR CCOl XCOl YCOl DCOl DSTYlE+PGETN'PlYM' 'CTYPE' 

'HGR' 'VGR' 'CCOl' 'XCOl' 'YCOl' 'DCOl' 'DSTYlE ' 

[21] PLYM YEXP DCOl DSTYlEf~+cMASK 

[22] CTYPE HGR VGR CCOl XCOl YCOlP~+CeA Ensure these are scalars 

[23] HGR+2THGR O VGR+2TVGR 

[24] GRID+2 2PVGR HGR(VGRxXCOll(HGRxYCOll 

[25] +(A/DSTYlEEO \7l/0kl 

[26] MESSAGE'Valld line styles are In the range 1-7' 

[27] +Agaln 
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[28] Okl:+(A/PLVMEO l7l/0K2 

[29] MESSAGE'Val1d marker styles are In the range 1-7' 

[30] +Agaln 

[31] OK2 : 

[32] MCOL+OCOL O «PLVM-Ol/MCOLl+O O «OSlVLE-Ol/OCOLl+O 

[33] OEX""'X' 'XVAL' 

[34] +Ll x lA/' '-XEXP 

[35] X+XVAL+LXEXP 

[36] L 1 :VVAL~H""+VEXP 

[37] VVAL+(2t(pVVALl 1 lpVVAL 

[38] L(2~DNC'xVAL' l/'XVAL+lltPVVAL' 

[39] +( ;>A/( pXVAL l-P"T"+VEXP l!L2 

[40] MESSAGE'Varlables must be In same slze' 

[41] +Agaln 

[42] L2: 

[43] + (O-A/( +VVAL l[ 1].""+VVALl!L8 

[44] MESSAGE'Varlable(sl have same values' O +Agaln 

[45] L8 : 

[46] VVAL+VVAL[;l] 

[47] +OOIF 2-0NC'~1' O ASYH+~l/VVAL 

[48] +OOIF 2-0NC'~2' O AHjf+~2/VVAL 

(49] XVAL+XVAL(tVVAL] O VVAL+VVAL(tVVAL] 

(50] XVAL+l00 x (+\XVALl++/XVAL 

(51] ARR+(PVVALlp2 O VVAL+ARR\VVAL O XVAL+ARR\XVAL 

(52] VVAL+O VVAL O O O XVAL+O O XVAL O 

(53] +OOIF 2-0NCt~lt O ARR+VVALEASYH O ASYH+VVALxO O (ARR/ASYHl+ARR/ 

VVAL 

(54] +OOIF 2-0NC'~2' O ARR+VVALEAHjf O AHjf+VVALxO O (ARR/AHjfl+ARR/ 

VVAL 

(55] ClITLE XTITLE VTITLE+dbro ""CTITLE XTITLE VTITLE 

(56] lEXT++VEXP O TEXT+St""TEXT 

(57] WIN+WINC KEV fLaI'C' 

(58] CGISTART 
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[59J CGINIT KEY ~ 

[60] BCOl+O O FONT SIZE BOXED+l 586 O 

[61] +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46J O FONT SIZE BOXED+l 586 O O +ll2 

[62] FONT SIZE BOXED+l 349 O 

[63] ll2: 

[64] GRAPHS MCOl WIN CCOl XVAl YVAl DSTYlE DCOl PLYM GRID XCOl YCOl XTI 

TlE YTITlE FONT SIZE 

[65] WIN+WINC KEY ~'l' 

[66] +DOIF O~CTYPE O lEGEND_l MCOl WIN FONT SIZE DSTYlE DCOl PLYM TEXT 

XCOl BOXED BCOl 

[67J WIN+WINC KEY ~'T' 

[68J +DOIF 0-PEYINFO[46] O FONT SIZE BOXED+2 911 1 O +ll9 

[69] FONT SIZE BOXED+2 698 

[70] ll9: 

[71] TITlE WIN CTITlE CCOl FONT SIZE BOXED 

[72J +DOIF O-KEY O PAUSE 

[73J RESET O PREDRAW 

[74J +Reset 

[75] EXlt:PRESET 

*************************************************************************** 

SETSCAlE 

[OJ R+INCREMENT SETSCAlE VAlUES;lABEl;MIN;MAX 

[1] A Calculates MIN MAX INCREMENT and lABEl to annotate an axls 

[2] A Suggested INCREMENT and data VAlUES are sup~lled 

[3J MIN MAX INCREMENT+NICECl/VAlUES) Cr/VAlUES+ VAlUES) INCREMENT 

[4J LABEl+T··MIN+O INCREMENTX\(MAX-MINl+INCREMENT 

[5J R+MIN MAX INCREMENTC1+l(MAX-MINl+INCREMENTllABEl 

*************************************************************************** 

SHOWFUN 

[O] SHOWFUN AF;I;TIT;DTRAP;RfE;AM;AT;~;TAB;QT1;QT2;QP2;QP2;QA1;QA2;lLl; 
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LL2;LA1;LA2;LCO;QCON;LMAX;QMAX;RANK;W 

[1] R 

[2] R ThIs functlon prepares an anImated chart of the productlon functl0 

n of 

[3] R a flrm whose data table Is created before . 

[4] R Wrltten by E.Taymaz March 1990. 

[5] R 

[6] REE+IMPLPåREE 

[7] +(0 1 2 3 4ELåF)/IND SEC SEC SEC SEC 

[S] TIT+'Productlon Functlon of Flrm ' åF 

[9] åM+LLåF O «åF - ' . ' )/åFl+'å' 

[10] TAB+ ' YEARLYåFIRMå' åF 

[Il] TAB+LTAB 

[12] REE+(-1+1tPTAB)PREE[åM] 

[13] +JMP 

[14] IND:TAB+YEARLYåINDUSTRYåTOTAL 

[ 15] åM+l 

[1 6] TIT+' Productlon Functlon of the Manufacturlng Indust r y ' 

[17] åT+l+\( - 1+1tpTAB) 

[IS] REE+«YEARLYåMARKETI[åT;I]xREE[I]>+(YEARLYåMARKET2[6T;I]xREE[2])+( 

YEARLYåMARKET3[åT;I]xREE[3])+(YEARLYåMARKET4[åT; I ]xREE[4]))+TAB[åT;I] 

[19] +JMP 

[20] SEC:TAB+'YEARLYåMARKET' 6F O åM+LåF 

[21] TIT+(l 2 3 4-åM)/'Raw MaterIals' 'Intermedlate Goods' ' Investment 

Good s , 'Consumer Goods' 

[22] TIT+(TTIT ) , 
Productlon Functlon' 

[23] TAB+LTAB O REE+(-1+1tpTAB>PREE[åM] 

[24] JMP: 

[25] CGISTART 

[26] ~ PEYINFO+VOPNWK'DISPLAY' 

[27] DTRAP+o 'E' 'RESET' 

[2S] l.li+TlT 

[29] TITLE(O 90 100 100)(TIT)1 2 750 1 



[30] 

[31] 

[32] 

[33] 

[34] 

[35] 

[36] 

[37] 

[38] 

[39] 

[40] 

[41] 

[42] 

[43] 

[44] 

[45] 

[46] 

[47] 

[48] 

[49] 

[50] 

[51] 

[52] 

[53] 

[54] 

[55] 

[56] 

[57] 

[58] 

[59] 

2 500 O 

[60] 

[611 
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TITLE(O 80 10 87)( 'Output' II 2 500 O 

TITLE(90 O 100 7l('Labour'll 2 500 O 

~+O O -1+0EYINFO[52 53] 

VPLINE(~[ l 133 1])(~[2 4 4 2 2]l 

RANK+-l+1tPTAB 

LMAx+rl.25 x r/TAB[1+1RANK;3] 

5.+LO.5+LMAXT100 

QMAX+TAB[1+1RANK; 1]TRfE 

QMAx+rl. 1x l 000000 xr/QMAX 

LCON+~[3]TLMAX 

QCON+~[4]TQMAX 

1+1 

+OOIF RANKSO O RESET O +0 

1+1+1 

TITLE(80 90 100 100l(~1981+lll 2 500 O 

QTl QPl QAl LL1 LA1+PFUN2 

(3 1 lVPLINE LL1 QT1 

( 1 1 lVPLINE LLl QPl 

(6 1 lVPMARK LAl QAl 

TITLE(2 75 10 80)( 'Output: ' II 2 500 O 

TITLE( 2 70 10 75)( 'Labour: ' II 2 500 O 

TITLE(10 75 20 80)( ~rTAB[ I; 1] xO. 001 X TAB[ I; 8]+TAB[ 1 ;9] II 

TITLE( 10 70 20 75l(~rTAB[I;3]ll 2 500 O 

PAUSE 

+DOIF I>RANK O RESET O +0 

BAS:I+I+l 

TITLE(80 90 100 100l(~1981+lll 2 500 O 

TITLE(2 75 10 80l('Output: 'll 2 500 O 

TITLE(2 70 10 75)('Labour: 'll 2500 O 

2 500 O 

TITLE(10 75 20 BO)(' , (~rTAB[I ;1]xO.00lxTAB[I;B ]+TAB[I;9]l , 'll 

TITLE(10 70 20 75)(" (~rTAB[I;3]l' ' ll 25000 

QT2 QP2 QA2 LL2 LA2+PFUN2 
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[62] ( 3 2 lVPLINE LLl QT 1 

[63] ( 1 2 lVPLINE LLl QPl 

[64] (6 2lVPMARK LAl QAl 

[65] ( 3 1 lVPLINE LL2 QT2 

[66] ( 1 1 lVPLINE LL2 QP2 

[67] (6 1 lVPMARK LA2 QA2 

[68] PAUSE 

[69] +DOIF I>RANK O TITLE(25 75 75 85l('Flna l Year' II 2 500 1 O PAUSE O 

RESET O +0 

[70] (3 OlVPLINE LL l QTl 

[71] (1 OlVPLINE LLl QPl 

[72] A (6 OlVPMARK LAl QAl 

[73] QT1+QT2 O QP1+QP2 O QA1+QA2 O LL1+LL2 O LA1+LA2 

[74] +BAS 

*************************************************************************** 

SHOWREA L 

[O] SHOWREA L AF ; I;T IT ;OTRAP;Rf[;AM;AT;S; TAB ; QT1;QT2;QP2;QP2;QA 1;QA2; LLl 

;LL2;LA1;LA2;LCO;QCON;LMAX;QMAX;RANK;W 

[1] A 

[2] A Th I s functlon prepares an an I mated char t of the productlon functl0 

n of 

[3] A a real flrm whose data table 15 created before. 

[4] A Wrltten by E.Taymaz AprIl 1990 . 

[5] A 

[6] Rf[+IMPLPARf[ 

[7] TIT+'Productlon Functlon of Flrm ' AF 

[8] AM+L.tAF O «AF-'.'l/AFl+'l\.' 

[9] TAB+'YEARLYARFIRMA' AF 

[10] TAB+LTAB 

[11] Rf[+(-l+ltpTABlpRf[[AM] 

[12] CGISTART 
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[13] ~ pEYINFQ+VOPNWK'DISPLAY' 

[14] DTRAP+o 'E' 'RESET' 

[15] IlI+TIT 

[16] TITLE(O 90 100 100)(TIT)1 2 750 1 

[17] TITLE(O 80 10 87)('Output')1 2 500 O 

[18] TITLE(90 O 100 7)('Labour')1 2 500 O 

[19] W+O O -1+PEYINFQ[52 53] 

[20] VPLINE(W[ 1 1 3 3 1] )(W[2 4 4 2 2]) 

[21] RANK+-l+l+PTA8 

[22] LMAx+rl.25 x r/TAB[1+tRANK;3] 

[23] S+LO.5+LMAX+l00 

[24] QMAX+TAB[l+tRANK;l]+RfE 

[25] QMAX+rl.l x l000000 xr/QMAX 

[26] LCON+W[3]+LMAX 

[27] QCON+W[4]+QMAX 

[28] 1+1 

[29] +DOIF RANK~O O RESET O +0 

[30] 1+1+1 

[31] TITLE(80 90 100 100)(TTAB[I;17])1 2 500 O 

[32] 

[33] 

[34] 

[35] 

[36] 

[37] 

QTl QPl QAl 

( 3 1 )VPLINE 

( 1 1 )VPLINE 

(6 1 )VPMARK 

TITLE(2 75 

TITLE(2 70 

LLl LA1+PFUN2 

LLl QTl 

LLl QPl 

LAl QAl 

10 80)('Output: ' )1 2 500 O 

10 75)( 'Labour: ' )1 2 500 O 

[38] TITLE(10 75 20 BO)(TrTAB[I;1]xO.00l xTAB[I;B]+TAB[I;9])1 2 500 O 

[39] TITLE( 10 70 20 75)(TrTAB[I;3])1 2 500 O 

[40] PAUS E 

[41] +DOIF I>RANK O RESET O +0 

[42] BAS:I+I+l 

[43] TITLE(BO 90 100 100)(TTAB[I;17])1 2 500 O 

[44] TITLE(2 75 10 80)('Output: ')1 2 500 O 

[45] TITLE(2 70 10 75)('Labour: ')1 2 500 O 
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[46] TITLE(10 75 20 80)(' , (~rTAB[I;1]xO.001xTAB[I;8]+TAB[I;9]l ' 'l1 

2 500 O 

[47] TITLE( 10 70 20 75)(' , 
(~rTAB[I;3] l , 'l1 2 500 O 

[48] OT2 OP2 OA2 LL2 LA2+PFUN2 

[49] (3 2 lVPLINE LL1 OT1 

[50] ( 1 2 lVPLINE LL1 OP1 

[51] (6 2lVPMARK LA1 OA1 

[52] (3 1 lVPLINE LL2 OT2 

[53] ( 1 1 lVPLINE LL2 OP2 

[54] (6 1 lVPMARK LA2 OA2 

[55] PAUSE 

[56] +DOIF I>RANK O TITLE(25 75 75 85'( ' F1nal Year'l1 2 500 1 O PAUSE O 

RESET O +0 

[57] (3 OlVPLINE LL1 OT1 

[58] ( 1 OlVPLINE LL1 OP1 

[59] A (6 OlVPMARK LA1 OA1 

[60] QT1+QT2 O OP1+QP2 O QA1+QA2 O LL1+LL2 O LA1+LA2 

[6 1 ] +BAS 

*************************************************************************** 

STRLEN 

[O] R+STRLEN LA BEL 

[1] A Calculates length of str1ng us1ng current 

[2] A (prOport1onally spacedl font 

[3] R+2~VQTEXT 10000 10000 LABEL 

[4] R+R[3;1] - R[1;1] 

*************************************************************************** 

TITLE 

[O] TITLE Z;TEXT;COLOUR;FONT;X;Y;W;BOXED;SIZE;SINK 

[1] W TEXT COLOUR FONT SIZE BOXED+Z 

[2] +DOIF-36~DEYINFO O COLOUR BOXED~+O A If mono set cols to black 
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[3] WP"'+2 2 

[4] WX+0.Ol x2 2P-l+PEYINFO[S2 53] 

[S] 

[6] 

x Y+W[1;]+0 . sx-!W[2 l;] 

A lOVBAR 2 2pW 

[7] VSTFNT FONT O SINK+VSTHGT SIZE 

A Ensure blank background 

[B] FONT COLOUR O 1 VGTEXT X y TEXT 

[9] +(O-BOXEPJ/Exlt 

[lO] 1 BOXEP VPLINE RECTANGLE 2 2PW 

[11] Exlt:SINK+VSTALN O O 

*************************************************************************** 

VIA 

[O] VIA AAN;AAR;AAI;OIO;OTRAP;AAP 

[l] Alnvoke vla external functlon edltor on named fn or fns 

[2] 010+1 O OTRAP+( 2391'C' '+AAL4' 

[3] AAp+ 'v' 

[4] +(l~~AAN+ AANJpAALl 

[S] AAN+ cAAN 

[6] åAL 1 : åAR+{]NR" åAN 

[7] åAL2:åAR+l+:::> I(CCAAPI "åAR 

[B] +(0~ONC'vla'JpAAL3 

[9] 'vla'OSH'vla' 

[lO] AAL3:AAR+vla AAR 

[11] AAR+-l~AAR (AAP~lP(pAARI:::>AARJ/CAAP 

[12] åAR+""« +lp"åARJ-åAPJc åAR 

[13] AAr+AArhpAAr+"~ +lP"Op"OFX"åAR 

[14] +(O·pAAIJpO 

[15] 'Unable to flx functlon' « l<pAAr 1/'5' 1 ' , (TAAr 1 ' Type Q to qul 

t' 

[16] +( ' Q'-HI!lJPO 

[17] AAR+AAR[AAI] 

[lB] +åAL2 

[19] åAL4 :'QuH' 
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*************************************************************************** 

WAIT 

[O] {ERR}WAIT MSG;X;ACX~ACY;l;N;M;RECT;SINK;SAVE;SCREEN;SIZE 

[1] R Displays a message and optlonal er ror 

[2] R Walts for user to press a key 

[3] VSTFNT 1 O ACX Acy+r/2 2pVSTHGT 400 

[4] +(2-DNC'ERR' l/ll 

[S] ERR+" 

[6] ll : l+l+(PMSGlrPERR 

[7] N+l000+ACx x l R Calculate rectangle whlch will 

[8] M+l000+ACY x 24[l+0<PERR] R be overwrltten ... 

[9] RECT+l000 1000 N M 

[10] SCREEN SIZE+VQDBIT 

[ 111 SAVE+VCCBIT SIZE R Create off-screen bitmap 

[ 12] VSDBIT SAVE R select 1t 

[ 13] VCPBIT SCREEN RECT(RECT[l 2]l R and copy to lt 

[14] VSDBIT SCREEN 

[lS] lOVBAR RECT O O S VBAR RECT 

[16] 1(1 3lVGTEXT(1000+ACX+2l(1000+ACy x 2 O. Sl(ERR MSGl 

[17] SINK+VRQSTR 

[ 18] VCPBIT SAVE RECT(RECT[l 2] l R Restore display 

*************************************************************************** 

WINC 

[O] W+WINC PRS;KEY;PR;TY 

[1] KEY PR TY+PRS 

[2] +(KEY;'Ol/JMP 

[3] +DOIF TY-'C' O W+O 10 100 90 O +0 

[4] +DOIF TY-'l' O W"O O 100 10 O +0 

[S] +DOIF Ty-'T' O W+O 90 100 100 O +0 

[6] JMP :+('R'-ltPRl/JRR 
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[ 71 +OOIF TY-'e' O W+O 10 95 85 O +0 

[81 +OOIF TY-'l' O W+O O 95 10 O +0 

[91 +OOIF Ty-'T ' O W+O 85 95 95 O +0 

[ 101 JRR : 

[ 11 l +OOIF Ty-'e' O W+l0 30 95 90 O +0 

[ 121 +OOIF TY-'l' O W+l0 20 95 30 O +0 

[ 131 +OOIF TY-'T' O W+l0 90 95 95 O +0 

*************************************************************************** 

WINPP 

[01 W+WINPP PRS;KEY;PR;TY 

[11 KEY PR TY+PRS 

[21 +(KEY"Ol/JMP 

[31 +OOIF TY-'e' O W+O 10 100 80 O +0 

[ 41 +OOIF TY-'l' O W+O O 100 10 O +0 

[ SJ +OOIF Ty-'T' O W+O 90 100 100 O +0 

[ 61 +OOIF Ty-'B' O W+O 75 100 90 O +0 

[ 71 JMP:+('R'-ltPRl/JRR 

[ 81 +OOIF TY-'e' O W+O 10 95 75 O +0 

[ 91 +OOIF TY-'l' O W+O O 95 10 O +0 

[ 10 J +OOIF Ty-'T' O W+O 85 95 95 O +0 

[ 11 l +OOIF Ty-'B' O W+O 70 95 85 O +0 

[ 121 JRR: 

[ 131 +OOIF Ty-'e' O W+l0 30 95 75 O +0 

[ 141 +OOIF TY-'l' O W+l0 20 95 30 O +0 

[ lSJ +OOIF TY-'T' O W+l0 85 95 95 O +0 

[ 16J +OOIF Ty-' B' O W+l0 70 95 85 O +0 

*************************************************************************** 
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J. MO SES HELP FUNCTIONS 

BACKTREE 
CLEARBLANK 
CORR 
DOIF 
FID 
FPL 
FIND INT 
FNGREP 
FOR TREE 
IN FUNCTIONS 
IN VARIABLES 
KEEPNAMES 
LIST 
MORE 
NAME USED 
PFUN 
PRINT ALL F 
PRT 
PRTOFF 
PRTON 
PRTON 5202 
PRTONEPSON 
PRTONHPU 
PRTON PROPRINTER 
PRTON SID 
PRTON TOSHmA 
REG 
SALTER 
SET MONITOR 
VIA XUSTART 
YRFIRM 
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*************************************************************************** 

BACKATREE 

[O] ATREE+BACKATREE AFNAME 

[ l] R 

[2] R Th1S funct10n f1nds out all funct10ns that call AF NAME. 

[3] R Wr1tten by E.Taymaz Dec. 19B9 

[4] R 

[S] R 

[6] ATREE+NAMEAUSED AF NAME 

[7] BAS:AFNAME+NAMEAUSED AFNAME 

[B] AFNAME+(-(AFNAMEEATREEl l/AFNAME 

[9] +(O-pAFNAMEl/END 

[10] +BAS 

[11] END: 

*************************************************************************** 

CLEARABLANK 

[O] AAANEW+CLEARABLANK AAAOLD;AI;ARANK 

[ l] R 

[2] R Th1s funct10n deletes all blanks from a vector of names. 

[3] R Wr1tten by E. Taymaz Dec. 19B9 

[4] R 

[S] ARANK+pAAAOLD 

[6] AAANEW+ARANKP" 

[7] AI+O 

[B] BEG:AI+AI+l 

[9] +(AI>ARANKl/END 

[10] AAANEW[ Al ]+C( (-( (~AAAOLD[ Al] l-' 'l l/( ~AAAOLD[ Al] l l 

[ 111 +BEG 

[12] END: 
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*************************************************************************** 

CORR 

[O] C+X CORR y 

[1] X+X-(+/X)+PX 

[2] Y+Y-(+/Y)+PY 

[3] C+2 2p ' Corr coef: ' , "t-value :'" 

[4] C[1;2]+(+/Xxy)+«+/xxX)x(+/yxy»*0.S 

[5] C[2;2]+«-2+PX)x(C[1 ; 2]*2)+1-C[1;2]*2)*0 .S 

*************************************************************************** 

DOIF 

[O] R+DOIF TEST 

[1] RReturn next lIne number If TEST false 

[2] R+(-TEST)/'+1+2+DLC 

*************************************************************************** 

FAID 

[O] AIO+FAIO AN;I~ALEFT;AM;AF 

[1] INALEFT+(+\LEFT-l)lAN 

[2] AM+ORIGMARKET[INALEFT] 

[3] AF+(+\ORIGMARKET-AM)[INALEFT] 

[4] AIO+(TAM ) , , 

*************************************************************************** 

FAPL 

[O] APL+FAPL AN;AM;AI;INALEFT 

[1] AM+lAN 

[2] AI+'Oox(AN-lAN) 

[3] INALEFT+(+\ORIGMARKET-AM)lAI 

[4] ~(LEFT[INALEFT]-O)/'DARBOUT 7 0 "***** THIS FIRM HAS BEEN NULLIFIEO 
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*****" O +0' 

[SI åPL++/LEFT[lINåLEFT1 

*************************************************************************** 

F I NDA! NT 

[01 FINDåINT;AA;I 

[ 11 AA+[]NL 3 

[21 1+0 

[31 BEG:I+I+l 

[41 +(I>l+PAA)/END 

[SI BB+(-(AA[I;l-' '»/AA[I;l 

[SI +«cBB)E6LISl/BEG 

[71 AB+BACKåTREE BB 

[81 L«C'INTERACT' )EABl/'6LIS+åLIS cBB' 

[91 +BEG 

[101 END : 

*************************************************************************** 

FNGREP 

[01 {F}FNGREP V;I;M;C;N;X;Z 

[11 AReport matches of regular expression V in fns F 

[21 XUSTART 

[31 +s+~o+DNc'F' O F+[]NL 3 

[41 S :N+1tPF+(-2+ 1 1 pF lpF 

[SI 1+0 

[SI L:+O+~N<I+I+l 

[71 Z+PC+[]CR F[I;l O +L+~l-PZ O +L+~O-PM+Ul+(ZTSS( C)Vl[l;) 

[81 X+(X+" l/X+F[I; l 'E' 

[91 «(pM) PX)PX) ("-«PM) llpM-l) 'l' , 'C[M;l 

[ 101 +L 

*************************************************************************** 
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FORATREE 

[O] ATREE+FORATREE AFNAME;AlIST;AAI 

[1) R 

[2] R This function finds out all functions called by AFNAME. 

[3] R Written by E. Taymaz Dec. 1989 

[4] R 

[5] R 

[6] ATREE+cAFNAME 

[7] AlIST+INAFUNCTIONS AFNAME 

[8] AAI+O 

[9] BEG :AAI+AAI+l 

[10] +(AAI>pAlISTl/END 

[11] L(-(AlIST[AAI]EATREEll/'ATREE+ATREE AlIST[AAI] O AlIST+AlIST (INAF 

UNCTIONS =>ALIST[AAI] l' 

[12] +BEG 

[13] END : 

*************************************************************************** 

INAFUNCTIONS 

[O] AAAFUNS+INAFUNCTIONS FNAME 

[1] R 

[2] R This function finds out the names of functions used in a function 

[3] R Written by E.Taymaz Dec. 1989 

[4] R 

[5] AAAFUNs+(+(DNc··+<DREFS FNAMEll-3l[;1]/[1l(+DREFS FNAMEl 

[6] AAAFUNS+ClEARABlANK AAAFUNS 

*************************************************************************** 

INAVARIABlES 

[O] AAAVARS+INAVARIABlES VNAME 
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[1] II 

[ 2] R This functlon flnds out the names of variables used 

[3] R In a functlon. 

[4] II Wrltten by E.Taymaz Dec. 1989 

[5] II 

[S] AAAVARS+( + (ONC··+C OREFS VNAME J J-2 J[; 1]/[ 1]( +OREFS VNAME J 

[7] AAAVARS+CLEARABLANK AAAVARS 

*************************************************************************** 

KEEPANAMES 

[01 KEEPANAMES ANAMES;AEXNAMES 

[1] II 

[2] II This functlon deletes all functlons and variables In the current 

[3] II workspace other than those given In ANAMES as a vector of names . 

[4] R Wrltten by E.Taymaz Dec.1989 

[5] II 

[S] AEXNAMES+CLEARABLANK+DNL 2 3 

[7] ANAMES+CLEARA8LANK ANAMES 

[8] AEXNAMES++(-(AEXNAMESEANAMESJ)/AEXNAMES 

[9] OEX AEXNAMES 

*************************************************************************** 

LIST 

[O] LIST N;I;R 

[1] 1+0 

[2] R+3+-1+pN 

[3] 'VARIABLE NAME' «R-13Jp' 'J 'RANK' 

[4] BEG:I+I+1 

[5] +001 F 2"ONC N [I;] O (l"N [I; ] J ' IS NOT DEFINED.' 

[S] +DOIF 2-0NC N[I;] O (l"N[I;]l «R-P"fN[I; ]lp' 'J ': ' r2+'S ' P.tN[I; 

[7] +DOIF 0-22TI O 'PRESS ENTER KEY TO CONTINUE' O ~ 
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[S] +(I<1tpN)/BEG 

*************************************************************************** 

MORE 

[O] 

[1] 

[2] 

rs lt . 

[3] 

ks. 

[ 4] 

[5] 

[S] 

[7] 

[S] 

[9] 

[ 10] 

{Z}+{PL}MORE V;R;C 

~(O-DNC'PL' )/'PL+23' 

V+DFMT Z+V 

LP:+OP"O-R+::>pV 

PLl+R 

D+PL Ctv 

R+l DARBIN'More' 4p::>DTC 

DARBOUT ' , 4P::>OTC 

V+"+PL O 

+(OP"RESl 113) LP 

A Pag1nate output of matr1x. 

A Default 11nes-per-page. 

A Convert to char matr1x ass1gn 

A And chop up 1nto DpW w1dth chun 

A Wh11e rows rema1n to do ... 

A This page is up to PL rows. 

A Display them. 

A Prompt and read user response 

A Erase the prompt . 

A Adjust the data . 

A End l oop . 

*************************************************************************** 

NAMEAUSED 

[O] ALIST+{F}NAMEAUSED AV;AI;V;I;M;C;N;X;Z 

[1] A 

[2] A This funct10n f1nds out those funct10ns that call the str1ng "AV" 

[3] A in a set of funct10ns "F".(If "F" is not def1ned all funct10ns 

[4] A in the current workspace are searched . "AV" can be a name vector. 

[5] A Wr1tten by E. Taymaz Jan. 1990 

[S] A 

[ 7] ALIST+" 

[8] XUSTART 

[9] +st"o .. DNc'F' O F+DNL 3 

[ lO] S:AI+O 
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[11] .t.(l-(.AV»/'AV+lpC åV' 

[12J SIR:AI+AI+l 

[13J +(A1>pAVl/END 

[14J V+~AV[A1J 

[lSJ N+1tpF+(-2tl 1 pFlpF 

[16J 1+0 

[17J L :+S1Rt~N<1+1+l 

[18J Z+PC+OCR F[1öJ O +Lt~l-pZ O +Lt~O-PM+Ul+(ZTss( ClVl[l öJ 

[19J .t.«-(cF[1ö])EALISTll/'ALIST+ALIST cF[1öJ' 

[20J +L 

[21J END : AL1ST+CLEARABLANK AL1ST 

*************************************************************************** 

PFUN 

[OJ PARS+APRS PFUN AFöRfEöAMöATöASöSöTABöQLQfö~ö~ö~ö~öQlöQ2öQ3 

[1 J AT AS+APRS 

[2J RfE+1MPLPARfE O AT+AT+l 

[3J +(0 1 2 3 4E.t.AFl/IND SEC SEC SEC SEC 

[4J AM+L.t.AF O « AF-'.' l/AF l+ ' X' 

[SJ TAB+'YEARLyAFIRMA' AF O S+25 O +JMP 

[6J IND : TAB+'YEARLYAINDUSTRyATDTAL' O S+1000 O AM+l 

[7 J RfE[ 1 J+( (YEARLYåMARKET 1 [AT Ö 1 J xRfE[ 1 J )+( YEARLYAMARKET2 [AT Ö 1 J xRfE[2 J l 

+(YEARLYAMARKET3[åT ölJXRfE[3J l+(YEARLYåMARKET4[åT ö 1 JXRfE[4 l llt(.t.TABl[AT;lJ 

O +JMP 

[SJ SEC:TAB+'YEARLYAMARKET' åF O S+1000 O AM+.t.åF 

[9J JMP: 

[lOj TAB+.t.TAB 

[llJ +DOIF AT>ltpTAB O STOPAHERE'ERROR IN TIME PERIOD' O +0 

[12J QLQf+l000000 xTAB[åT ölJtASXRfE[åMJ O ~+TAB[åTö2) O ~+TAB[åTö9) 

[13) ~+Sxo \1000 

[14J ~+sxLTAB[ATö3)tS 

[15) +DOIF ~>-lt~ O ~+Sxo \rl.3x~tS 

[16J ~ 
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[17] Ql+WTIxxQIQexl-*-~x~+QIQe 

[18] Q2+Ql x( 1-.B.fS.+l00l 

[19] Q3+(p~lpo 

[20] Q3[~t~]+QIQex( 1-(.B.fS.+TA8[AT;8]l+100l 

[21] PARS+O.OOOl xQl Q2 Q3 ~ 

*************************************************************************** 

PRINTåALLAF 

[O] {ALIST}PRINTAALLAF APp;DpW;AI;AJ;AA;AF 

[11 A 

[2] A This functlon prlnts all functlons whose names are deflned In ALlS 

T. 

[3] A If ALIST Is not deflned all functlons In the actlve workspace wll 

[4] A be prlnted . Wrltten by E.Taymaz Feb.1990 . 

[5] A 

[6] A 

[7] OPW+APP 

[8] +S+~O~ONC'ALIST' O ALIST+QNL 3 

[9] S:ALIST+(-2+1 1 pALISTlpALIST 

[10] DCY'PRT' 

[11] U+O 

[12] PRTONAHPLJ 

[13] arbout 12 

[14] PRT" O PRT 88P'*' O PRT' , O PRT' , 

[15] PRT'WORKSPACE' OwSID 

[16] PRT" O PRT' , O PRT 88P'*' O PRT' , O PRT' , 

[17] BEG:AI+AI+l 

[18] AJ+O 

[19] AF+QCR ALIST[AI;] 

[20] +(O-l+pAFl/BEG 

[21] ALIST[AI;]' Is belng prlnted.' 



[22] PRT 88P'*' 

[23] PRT" 

[24] PRT DFMT åLIST[åI;] 

[25] PRT' , 

[26] PRT" 

[27] BE:AJ+åJ+1 

[28] AA+åF[åJ;] 

[29] AA+EH(-A\' '-eAAl/eAAl 

[30] 

[311 

PRT'[' (TåJ-ll '] 

+( åJ<1tpåF l/BE 

[32] PRT" 

[33] PRT" 

[34] +(AI<ltpåLISTl/BEG 

[35J PRT 88P'*' 

[36J PRTOFF 

, Al. 
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*************************************************************************** 

PRT 

[Oj PRT DATA 

[lJ A Format DATA and pass to prt 

[2] prt DF MT DATA 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTOFF 

[O] PRTOFF 

[1] A Terminate printer output 

[2J DEX" 'prt' 'arbout' 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTON 

[Oj PRTON ARGS;CMD;TRANSLATION;FONT;DESTINATION 

[1] A General setup functlon called by speclflc printer setup functlons 



[2] 

d 

[3] 

[4] 

d 

[5] 
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+(O,.ONC'prt' l/O 

TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION+ARGS 

CMD+' , 

+(O·p TRANSLATIONl/Ll 

A Exit If already starte 

A Split ARGS 

A Construct shell comman 

A Translatlon ~eQulred? 

[6] CMD·'APLT1·' TRANSLATlON 'ö export APLTl ö ' A Select translatlon tab 

le 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[lO] 

[11] 

[12] 

[ 13] 

ler 

[ 14] 

[ IS] 

[ 16] 

elI 

L l : CMD +' t rap .... l 2 3 ö { , 

+(O·p FONTl!L2 

CMD .' cat SDYALOG/fonts/' FONT 'ö' 

L2:CMO +' exec SDYALOG/xfllb/prt ö ' 

CMD .' } , 

CMD .' : ' 

CMD +'exec lpr ' 

+(O·p DESTINATIONl/L3 

CMD +'-d' DESTINATION 

L3:'/b1n/sh'OSH'Sh' '-c'CMD 

A Start command 11st 

A Font reQulred? 

A Select font f1le 

A Invoke prt AP 

A End command list 

A Red1rect output 000 

A 0 00 to the pr1nt spoo 

A Dest1nat1on pr1nter? 

A Select printer 

A Run command via the sh 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONåS202 

[O] PRTONåS202 

[l] A Set up funct10n for IBM Quletwr1ter III w1th APL font 

[2] TRANSLATION+'lbmS202' 

[3] FONT+" 

[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONåEPSON 
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[O] PRTONAEPSON;TRANSLATION;FONT ;DESTINATION 

[1] A Setup functlon for Epson FX prInters 

[2] TRANSLATION+'epsonFX' 

[3] FONT+'epsonFX' 

[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONAHPLJ 

[O] PRTONAHPLJ;TRANSLATION;FONT;DESTINATION 

[1] A Setup functlon for Laserjet plus 

[2] TRANSLATION+'HPLJplus' 

[3] FONT+'HPLJplus' 

[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONAPROPRINTER 

[O] PRTONAPROPRINTER;TRANSLATION;FONT;DESTINATION 

[1] A Setup functlon for 16M ProprInter 

[2] TRANSLATION+'proprlnter' 

[3] FONT+'proprlnter' 

[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT OESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONASTO 

[O] PRTONASTD;TRANSLATION;FONT;DESTINATION 

[1] A Setup functlon for standard prInter 

[2] TRANSLATION+'ascll_apl' 

[3] FONT+" 
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[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

PRTONUOSHIBA 

[O] PRTONATOSHIBA;TRANSLATION;FONT;DESTINATION 

[1] A Set up functlon for Toshlba 351P wlth APL font cartrldge 

[2] TRA NSLATION+ 'toshlba3S1P' 

[3] FONT+" 

[4] DESTINATION+" 

[5] PRTON TRANSLATlON FONT DESTINATION 

*************************************************************************** 

REG 

[O] y REG X;ADV;AEV;AC;AB;AS;AT 

[ 1 ] ADV+Y 

[2] +DOIF l-EX Ö X+CX 

[3] AEV+Cc'Constant'l X 

[4] Y+i.Y Ö X+i.··X 

[5] X +<\l + X 

[6] X+C 2+C pX l 1 lpx 

[7] X+CCUPX llpll [2]X 

[8] AC+!ilCC/llXl+.xXl 

[9] AB+AC+.XC/llXl+.xy 

[10] AS+C/llY-X+.xABl+.x(Y-X+.xABl+C(pYl--l+PXl 

[11] U+ABHASXAC[2\"t-UpX] l*O.S 

[ 12] 40P' *' 

[13] , Regresslon results' 

[ 14] 

[ 15] 

, Dependent varlable 

, R-square 

l-CpYlxC+/Y+pYl*2 

[ 16] , , 

, l'ADV 

, 6+l'1-CC/llY-X+.xABl+.xCY-X+.XABll+CC/llYl+.xy 
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[17] ~(3 l+pAEVlp(C'Varlable' l AEV (c'Coefflclent' l AB (c't-statlstlc' l 

AT 

[ 18] 

[ 19] 

" 
40P'*' 

*************************************************************************** 

SALTER 

[O] AC+AAA SALTER AAB 

[1] A 

[2] A ThIs functlon prepares varIables to draw salter curves. 

[3] R AAA and AAB wIll be on the Y 

[4] R and X-axes respectlvely. 

[5] R Wrltten by E.Taymaz March 1990 

[6] A 

[7] L«pAAAl;(pAABll/"'RANKS OF VARIABLES SHOULD BE EQUAL" O DARBOUT 

7 O +0 ' 

[8] AC+3P" 

[9] AAB+AAB[tAAA] O AAA+AAA[tAAA] 

[10] AAB++\AAB O AAB+l00 x AAB+r/AAB 

[11] AR+(pAAAlp2 O AAA+AR\AAA O AAB+AR\AAB 

[12] AAA+AAA O O AAB+O AAB 

[13] AC+(AAAl(AABl«pAAAlpOl 

*************************************************************************** 

SETåMONITOR 

[O] SETAMONITOR;AI;AA 

[1] AA+DNL 3 

[2] AI+O 

[3] BEG:A!+AI+l 

[4] +( A!>1tpAA l/END 

[5] O DMONITOR AA[A!; ] 

[6] +BEG 
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[7] END: 

*************************************************************************** 

VIA 

[O] VIA AAN;AAR;AAI;OIO;OTRAP;AAD 

[1] RInvoke via external funetlon edltor on named fn or fns 

[2] 010+1 O OTRAP+( 23S)'C' '+AAL4' 

[3] AAD+ 'v' 

[4] +(I~.AAN+ AAN)pAALl 

[S] AAN+ cA AN 

[6] UL1:UR+DNR··UN 

17] AAL2:UR+"::> /(cCAAD) ··UR 

[8] +(0~ONC'vla')pAAL3 

[S] 'vla' OSH 'vla' 

[10] AAL3:AAR+vla AAR 

[11] AAR+-l~AAR (AAD~IP(pAAR)::>AAR)/CAAD 

[12] UR+l.··« +lp··UR)-UD)cUR 

[13] AU+AUltpAU+"~ +lp··Op··OFX··AAR 

[14] +(O-pAAI)PO 

[IS] 'Unable to fix funet lon' « l<pUI )/'5') , , (,"AU) , Type Q to qul 

t' 

[16] +( 'Q'-ul!l)PO 

[17] AAR+AAR[AAI] 

[18] +UL2 

[IS] AAL4:'Qult' 

*************************************************************************** 

XUSTART 

[O] XUSTART 

[1] RStart up the "xutlls" auxllary processor If not alreadY going 

[2] +(O~ONC'sS')pO 

[3] 'xutlls'OSH'xutlls' 
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*************************************************************************** 

YARFIRM 

[O] SCALE YARFIRM AF;MISS;AP;I;M;AT;RANK;~;TIME;A21;A22;A23;SllM;SIO;QS; 

ue;~;lNY;OQ;E;~;QS;QR;AK3F;QQ;Q;YA;QIQE;IEC;fROQ;M;MS 

[11 R 

[2] R Th1s funct10n prepares a data table for a real f1rm. Th1s table 1s 

comparable to those created by the YARAFIRM funct10n dur1ng the s1mulat1on 

[3] R Wr1tten by E. Taymaz Apr11 1990. 

[4] A 

[5] M+lHF 

[6] AP+C+\MARKET-Mll~2+AF 

[7] +OOIF AP~1SS Ö DARBOUT 7 Ö AF ' IS NOT A REAL FIRM' Ö +0 

[8] +OOIF O-DNC'LISTC' Ö DCY 'MICRO.OBASE' 

[9] +OOIF O-LISTC[AP] Ö DARBOUT 7 Ö 'NO OATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRM 

, AF Ö +0 

[lO] I~CLISTC[AP]-TABLE[;1]l!TABLE 

[111 CCAF-'.'l/AF)+'X' 

[12] AT+l 17P'QTOP' 'TEC' 'L' 'PROO' 'OQ' 'A21' 'A22' 'SUM' 'A23' 'MxS' 

'STO' 'OS' 'OP' 'OW' 'M' 'INV' 'TIME' 

[ 13] 

[ 14] 

[ 15] 

; l-UPI] 

[ 16] 

[ 17] 

[ 18] 

[ 19] 

[20] 

[211 

[22] 

[23] 

MISS+v!I[S 8 9 lO 11 12 13 20 26 29 30 31 32 44 45 46 47;]E-99999 

+CO-+/MISS)/JMP 

DARBoUT 7 Ö 'MISSING VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING YEARCSl: ' .MISS/I[2 

Ml+MISS10 

+DOIF Ml>pMISS Ö DARBoU T 7 Ö 'MISSING VALUES FOR ALL YEARS' Ö +0 

MISS[lMl]+O 

M2+MISSll 

I+I[;-1+Ml+1CM2-Mll] 

JMP: 

RANK+l+1C-l+-ltpI) 

~ +I[ 5; RANK] 
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[24) TIME+I[2;RANK) 

[2S) A21+0rSOLI[32;RANK)-I[29;RANK) 

[26) A22+2.SrSOLI[31;RANK)-I[32;RANK) 

[27) SUM+A21+A22 

[28) A23+(PRANK)Pl0 

[29) SIll+l00 XI[46;RANK)+I[47;RANK) 

[30) ~+100x(I[7;RANK)+I[7;RANK-l)-1 

[31) QE.+.D,S-I[29; RANK) 

[32) ~+100x(I[S; RANK-l) xI[ 13; RANK)+I[ 13; RANK-l) xI[S; RANK) )- 1 

[33) ~+I[26;RANKl 

[34) QQ+.D,S-QE. 

[3S) E+l00-+/(0~TIME-1982)/QE. 

[36) E+E++\QE. 

[37) ~+I[7;RANK] 

[38] A 

[39] A ~+0.2sx(0.62sx~)+0.37Sx.D,S 

[40] ~+~+4 

[41] A QE+(0.62s xE)+0 . 37SxQE. 

[42] QE+E+QE.+4 

[43] AK3F+~xO . OlxI[46;RANK)-I[47;RANK] 

[44] QQ+(~+AK3F+4)+QE 

[4S] Q+(~+AK3F)+E 

[46] .llA+~+AK3F+( (+/I[ 10 11 12; RANK] )xO. OlXI[44;RANK]-I[4S;RANK] )-+/I[ 10 

11 12;RANK] 

[47] QlQE+IMPLPA~[Mlx(QQxl00+A21+A22)+100-A23 

[48] ~+-lx(.A22+100+A21+A22)xl000000xQIQf+~xIMPLPA~[M] 

[49) EBDn+l000000xQxIMPLPA~[M)+~ 

[SO] M+l00 x l-I[13;RANK]+.llA 

[Sl] ~+Mx~ 

[S2] AT+AT [1]~( 17 PRANK)p(SCALExQIQf) ~ ~ EBDn QQ A21 A22 SUM A23 (S 

CALEX~) SIll .D,S QE. ~ M (SCALEX~) TIME 

[S3] L'YEARLYARFIRMA' AF '+AT' 

************************************************************************** 


